FROM THE ARMY
ACQUISITION EXECUTIVE.
A Farewell Message. ..

KEEP UP
THE GOOD WORK
As I bid farewell, I would like to reflect on the
three plus years that I had the pleasure of serving in
thi job. The principal reason why I agreed to serve
as the Army Acquisition Executive was to help reform the acquisition system at the Department of
Defense (DOD). The order, from the then Secretary
of Defense Bill Perry on down, was to get our acquisition and management processes to a point where
everything we did added to the value of the product
so we could get more and better products for less
money.
Reforming a system that took more than 50 years
to build was a significant undertaking. We had to
take it in chunks. We identified the most inefficient
processes that we had, and we reformed them. The
bigger chunks were two major legislative relief reform that got rid of useless legal rules and encouraged efficiency-the Federal Acquisition StreamliningAct of 1994 and the Clinger-Cohen Act of 1996
(formerly known as the Federal Acquisition Reform
Act of 1996).
There were other key elements to acquisition reform. In 1994, the Secretary directed that performance specifications be used in all acquisitions unless approval was obtained to use a military
specification or standard. We streamlined management structures and reduced management oversight. We institutionalized the use of Integrated
Product Teams (lPTs) to bring together representatives from several disciplines and encourage them to
work together in an atmosphere of trust and cooperation to make a program successful. The Single
Process Initiative was adopted to eliminate costly
multiple processes from Service to ervice and even
contract to contract within contractor facilities.
At the same time, we made great strides in improving the professionalism of the workforce. We
empowered our acquiSition managers and leaders to
do their jobs. We in tiruted better rewards and

recognition for good performance. We focused on
educating and training with the series of Roadshows
as the centerpiece.
If we received a "report card,' 1 think it's fair to
say that we would have a passing grade in each of
the above subjects. And, most importantly, we
proved once again a basic principle: Good people
will do good work if they are motivated, trusted, and
asked to be responsible and accountable for their
work. Without que tion, the Army acqui ition community has good people. When the barrier to performance were removed through acquisition reform
measures and when they were a ked to do their
jobs and were trusted to do their job , they responded magnificently.
So, the credit for acquisition reform achievements clearly belongs to all of you in Army acquisition. I will admit tbat it is a great sense of personal
accomplishment that we achieved so much in three
years, but what I feel best about is the profes ionalism the mOtivation, and the quality of the Army acquisition workforce. My association with all of you
has been an intensely rewarding experience, and I
will always cherish the e relation hips.
My request to all of you is to continue your good
work and practice continuous proce s improvement. Don't let the bureaucratic processes creep
back in and Jose what we have gained. There are
more cost reductions to be realized, efficiencies to
be achieved, and acquisition reform initiatives to be
implemented. The nation really needs the Army and,
in our tight budget environment, the Army really
needs you to continue the magnificent job you are
doing. In the final analysis, the ultimate success of
acqui ition reform i up to you.

Gilbert F. Decker
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A.dbor's Note: As a result' oj Base Realignment and Closure 95, Ibe u.s. Al'7nY
Missile Command (MICOM) al Redstone
Arsenal, AL, and tbe U.S. Army Avialion
and Troop Command in SI. lollis, MO, will
merge in OCtober oj Ibis year and become
tbe Aviation and Missile Command
(AMCOM). The following article addresses
Ihe capabilfties and mission oj MlCOM's
Research, Development and Engineering
Ce7Uer.

Introduction
Ever since men first came out of their
caves and fought each other with sticks, the
quest bas been for bigger licks, sharper
sticks and ticks that would reach farther
than tbe enemy's. Back then, warrior
sought to dominate the battlefield, to figbt
on their own terms, and to achieve crushing
victory. Things baven't changed all that
much. Today's military commander still
seeks to sbape the battlefield, to make it his
battle, not the other guy's, and to have the
weapons it take 10 win.
Ensuring that 21 st centory military leaders bave the technology and the weaponry
to fight the battles of the future and win is
the job of MICOM's Research, Development
and Engineering Center (MRDEC).Working
to project and u rain the fOtce, dominate
tbe maneuver bartle, conduct precision
strikes and win the information war, the
MRDEC's vision is to "Enable the 21st Centory Soldier to Achieve will Decisive Victory Witbout Casualties."
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Survivability First
The last two words of the MRDEC vision
are the most important to the MRDEC Direcror,Dr.William C.McCorkle, who believes
the primary application of today's and fu·
ture technology should be to protect tbe
most important asset the Army hassoldiers. McCorkle likes to bring the Loss
Exchange Ratio into more human terms by
po ing the question,"What is the acceptable
number of casualties?"
"None is the mo t acceptable .number...we must insure survivabiliry. That's the
most imponant. urvivabiliry first, then decimate the enemy," he asserts. "That is not
just because we have emp:tthy for the soldiers who must go in harm's way. The hard
truth is tbat for a force projection Army, lim·
ited in the number of soldier we can project in a hort time, we must be capable of
achieving a high favorable 10 exchange
ratio against a numerically superior adversary, or we will lose, period."
To that end, he must provide his primary
customers, program executive officers and
project managers, with the most up-tc><late
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Figure 1.
Rapid Force Projection Initiative.
technology, applied in the most co t-effec·
tlve fashion. With a decentralized threat and
a CONUS·ba ed, rather than forward de·
ployed troop base, a means of rapid deploy·
ment becomes more important than ever.
Fortunately, the MRDEC is working on just

("standoff killers"). They will be directed by
fuUy digital battlefield command, control
and communication. The RFPI will employ
lightweight system that will be fuIJy C·130
transportabLe. (See Figure 1.) Such forces
eventuaUy will be inserted within hours in·

such a concept.

stead of the weeks and months it takes for

RFPI Technology
Demonstrations
The MRDEC's Rapid Force Projection Ini·
tiative (RFPI) Advanced Concept Technol·
ogy Demonstration (ACTO) is aimed at de·
veloping the means for an early entry force
to move quickly to defeat an overmatching
armor force. Major building blocks of the
concept include the use of remotely-piloted
and ground reconnaissance vehicles and ad·
vanced seosors ("hunters") that will be used
in conjunction with long-range weapons
empLoying smart munitions, remotely·
guided weapons and highly mobile systems

,May-Jllne 1997

more conventional deployments.
"A cla Ie story is Desert Storm" says
McCorkle. "Il took uS six months to build
up. The lesson learned by the worLd was
don't give the U.S. six months to build up~
As an ACTO, RFPI is being developed with
the fuJI support and participation of tbe user.
Although the RDEC has traditionaUy coordi·
nated its technology programs with the user
through the Advanced Systems Concept Of·
fice and tbe Science and Technology Objec·
tive process, the ACTO construct bas allowed
a more formal and intensive working relationship, in which the Battle Lab at Fort Ben·
ning co-manages the ACTO. Numerous tech-

nology demonstrations with the user have already taken place, a large·scaIe field demonstration will take place at Fort Benning in
1998, and RFPl hardware will be left with the
18thAirborne Corps for two years for further
testing and evaluation.

MRDEC PrOgrams
Although budgetary constraints continue
to make the development of completely
new weapon systems much less frequent,
weapons still become obsolete and oldiers
still deserve the best tecbnology has to
offer. The MRDEC has consistently com·
bined cost-saving approaches with advanced technology and thoughtful employee development practices to come up
with solutions.
Some of the program the MRDEC is pursuing are described below:

(Continl/ed on page 5)
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INTERVIEW WITH
DR. WILLIAM C. McCORKLE
U. S. Army Missile Command
Technical Director And Director,
MICOM's Research, Development
And Engineering Center
As the . .Army Missile Command (MlCOM)Technical Director, 01:.
William C. McCorkle serves as the senior technical advisor to the
Ml OM Commander on all research and developmental matters. As
Director of ti,e MICOM's Research, Development and Engineering
Center (RDEC), he is responsible for providing major research, development, production, field engineering, software engineering, and
product as urance support to more than 25 project and product managed sy ·terns. In addition, Dr. McCorkle i responsible for plaruling and
executing the ~lissile Command's progrdlllS in research, exploratory
and advanced development of nlissiles and lligh energy lasers.
Dr. McCorkle promotes the advancement of many areas of teclmol·
ogy and their applications. llis management style is collegial, foster·
ing an environment where new ideas and information exchange are
encouraged. He promotes a tearn approach in which employees of
various areas within the ROE work together toward common objectives. He does not micro-manage, but rather delegates to bis managers
the authority commensurate witil the responsibility to perfonn the
tasks at hand. Providing this "responSibility with autilority" environ·
ment ensures a knowledgeable, weU-quali.fied tearn fully capable of
hantlling tbe difficulties encountered on an effort. When problems
arise, he does not seek to place blame, but instead focuses on finding
solutions, proViding the stability of a supportive management.
Dr. McCorkle came to MlCOM in 1957 from a po ition at Tuiane
University and has since served in a number of increasingly responible scientific and engineering positions, including an 18-month r0tational assignment in the Department ofArmy Staff as ScienceAdvior to the Director of Weapons Systems. He has worked on
missile-related research and development problems and projects associated with Virtually every missile and rocket system under
MlCOM cOgnizance. He has acltieved national recognition for iJlitiating and guiding the center's higllly successful pioneering work in
fiber optic gUidance links for missiles, providing a revoilltionary
countermeasure-resistant capability for finding and engaging both
rotary wing and armored targets out of the gunner's Une of sight.
He has long and effectively championed the use of sinlulatioo
techniques for missile design and analysis and initiated the effort
which led to MICOM's Advanced Sinluiation Center, a major national
facility and key to a number of successful missile development and
imRrovement programs.
Q. What do you believe should be the highest priority In
developing technology for the 21st century?
A. I think the biggest change is in moving from a forward-based
Anny, against a known threat to a force projection Anny against uncertainty. Forward-based forces are heavy forces. We need to deVelop the
technology to match the rapid force projection paradigm. nUll seems
to be the future challenge. This means focUSing On the light forcesweapons for the 18th Airborne Corps, for example. I see this as the
principal opportunity for new ,")'SIems and technology. We're trying to
work on technologies that wouid allow us to greatly Ughten the forces
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while enhancirlg lethality, survivability and deployability.
Q. What Improvements might you offer for enhanclng
the Army's current acquisition process?
A. I endorse the acquisition srreamllning that's being worked
now. We are going to perfonnance-based specifications rather than
the old specs and standards, but we're not througb seeing all the con·
sequen e of tilis new direction. The law of unintended conse·
quences is going to have an impact. An example i ti,at this approach
will seem to faVOr the prime contractor, witit fewer opportunities for
sma.ll bu inesse . The prime contractors that put components together that are manufacrured by maller busines es need to form
partnership and alliances that will preserve business opportunities.
Q. What Impact is the DOD downsJzing effort havlng on
your mission?
A. We mu t remember we have been downsizing for a long
tinle. We outsource 75 percent of science and technology activities.
A primary impact has been the elimination of dupUcation in cience
and technology. We work much more closely now with other gov·
ernment agencies and are continuing the emphasis on reliance activities which means closer coordination and cooperation in ti,e "di·
vision of labor" in s ience and technology. A major inlpact is the
combining of missile and aviation technology through the creation
of the Aviation and Missile Command at Redstone Arsenal that will
become effective in October. This is a great opportunity for synergism. Now we will have a marvelous platform for many of our systems. We expect to work closely with our aviation counterparts, especially in developing systems for light forces. The WIst Air Assault
Division of the 18th Corps Is a heavy user of rotary wing aircraft. 1
see this as a great opportunity to enhance rapid force projection ef·
forts we bave under way, and I'm confident that the merged com·
mand will have a major inlpact on this Army's future.
Q. What Impact do you expect the Army Acquisition
COl:PS to have on your near- and long.term goals?
A. The original focus of the Army Acquisition Corps was not in·
tended to have a large inlpact on the dence and technology activitie . I think it was designed to have a larger impact on procurement
activities, which is part of acquisition. The reason for having science
and technology activities is really to en ure the Services are smart
buyers and users of advanced technology, and tills continues to de·
fine OUt role in th.e acquisition process.
Q. What advJce would you offer to an individual considering a career In the science and technology area?
A. By all means every individual should consider it. U it
matches a person's interests and capabilities, I don't think th.ere is a
more interesting and absorbing field. The emphasi on science and
teclmology in the 21st century will continue to be vitally important
to our national interests in defense and commerce and the preservation of our qUality of life. Information technology is at the center of
all science and technology.
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to 100 kilometers, well beyond the range of
the Enhanced Fiber Optic Missile (EFOGM).
Currently under development, the EFOGM
will have a range of about 15 kilometers.
WNGFOG wiJl provide the same advantage
of a fiber-optic link that lets the gunner see
what the missile sees, can be launched via remote control for enhanced gunner safety,
can act as its own forward observer, and provide valnable information for battle damage
asse sment. Flight tests will be perfurmed at
EglinAlr Force Base in 1998.
• Compact Kinetic Energy Missile
(CKEM)-Future main battle tanks are projected to have sophisticated armors that may
defeat current missile warheads. Use of bypervelocity kinetic energy missiles will easily overmatch these armors, virtually destroying the targets. MRDEC is developing
technology for such missiles in the CKEM
program, with an eye to providing new
weapons both for the light forces and as the
main armament for the next generation battle tank, called the future combat system
(FCS). One application for CKEM being developed at tbe MRDEC is to provide a
sm3ller missile for the Line of Sight Anti-Tank
(LOSA1) weapon system. (Sec Figure 3.)
These weapons of the future could never
rnateri3llze without a thorough grounding in
the ph.i.losophy of the highest technology
with a maximum return On investment. The
MRDEC takes a cOllUDon sense approach, insuring that young engineers are mentored
and encouraged to do as much hand -on
work as possible before spending a year with
a project office to gain the customer' perspective. TIley return to the MRDEC with the
ability to direct efforts into a path that is
compatible with the future needs of the user.

Value Engineering
The MRDEC i also a strong proponent of
Value Eogineering (VE). (see the arude 00
Value Engineering by MG Roy E. Beaudlamp
On page 7 of this issue of Army RD&A) In
1985 the Mis ile Command was named by
th.e Army Audit Ageocy as the "Worst Command in YE within 000." In 1986 the
MRDEC took over the VE program and literally turned it around. By dedicating a staff
of profe sionals to the effort, working on
achie"ing creditable avings througb documentation and increasing contractor participation, the VE program h.'IS accounted for a
savings of $3 biJlion in the past 10 years, and
has won the DOD Field Command Award
eight out of the last 10 years.

Software Engineering
Future needs are also of great interest to
MRDEC's Software Engineering Directorate
(SED).lnteroperabUity and avoidance of oil-
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solescence in computing are two major
areas of work for the directorate.
So that tomorrow's ti,eater commanders
can take advantage of the force multiplier
created by a synergistic l' tern of weapons,
me SED is working toward the interoperability of missile systems. Creating sucb a
seamless orchestnltion of different parts of
tl,e picture won't be easy, mough.
lnteroperability of weapons is effected
through software, but computer hardware
technology is outnlJUlitlg software tedlDology. The directorate employs several approaches to produce software mat is viable
and Clm be updated along with improvements to missile hardware. Faced with a nationwide shortage of computer engineers,
the directorate trains its own. The SED actively seeks the opinions of the user-young
soldiers who will be using many of its products. These users are regularly invited to participate in exerci es using SED products.
And the directorate looks not just for Wghtech solutions, but actively pursues the lowtech cost savings angle, induding making
training versions of expeusive battlefield
computers, and reusing existing software.
MRDEC's Weapon Sciences Directorate
has taken on the project of looking many
years ahead to the time when computers as
we know them can no loDger support me
information processing needs of the systems they support. The directorate has people wor.king on optical correlation for target
acquisition, and on me concept of optical
parallel processing. This research may
someday produce a computer that can
process millions of tasks simultaneously
using photons instead of electrons.

Hardware-In-The-Loop
Testing
The MRDEC' Ad'laDced Simulation Center CASC) prOVides unique hardware-in-tlleloop (HWIL) te ting for missiles and submunitions. The ASC began testing guidance
components through simulation 25 years
ago, proving performance through simulation before actual flight te ts. The center
now consists of 10 sepanlte facilities containing radiation chambers, signal generating equipment and mathematical model of
targets and background scenarios. A recent
breakthrough in infrared scene generation
that employs synthetic mis ile line of sight
control and dwl! simulation configoration
now means that more of the Army's missile
inventory can undergo developmental testing at the center.

Simulation
Simulation has also been carried into the
missile production area through tl,e means

of a new missile acceptance simulation facility that is a joint project between the
MRDEC and the Test and Evaluation Command's Redstone Technical Test Center. The
Simulationrrest Acceptance Facility(STAF)
proVides production Jot acceptance through
simulation in tClld of expensive "fly to buy"
tests tbat have previou 11' been conducted.
The STAF can. be used to test "all-up" tactical
rouods complete with warheads, conditioned to specified environments. The Hellfire :longbow was the first missile tested in
the STAF when it opened in late 1996.

Disposal
The MRDEC Is even planning for a safe
and thrifty means of dispOSing of missiles
once the shelf life is exhausted. Using technology developed by tl,e MRDEC Propulsion
Directorate, rocket motors can be broken
down to their basic clements, and be recycled for both milit.-u-y and civilian use, with
no threat to the environment. The cheapest
and most Widely used method of disposal
currently is detonation and burial, but environmental considerations make recovery.
not just of propellant and fuel, but of all missile components, attnlctive.Working again in
conjunction with the RTTRC, the MRDEC
will set up a rocket demilitarization facility
at Redstone to perfect this process. After a
method is standardized for all compatible
missiles (whidl includes almost every missile with a solid rocket motor, U.S. or foreign), the technology will be transferred to
the private sector for contract operation.

Prognostics
The Propulsion Directorate's Service llie
Prognostics Program has al 0 enabled service life extensions of many of the command's .missile propulsion sy terns, with
documented cost avoidance of a!nlost $8
billion to date.

Conclusion
The MRDEC is continually working to
provide its customers with the means to accomplish the mission,from new concepts in
rapid troop deployment, to improvements
of existing products, to advanced simulation
and the computers of the future. The
MRDEC will keep the Army fighting-and
winning-in the 21st century.

PAM ROGERS is a public affairs
specialist in the MlCOM Public A/fairs Office. She holds a B.A. in
communication/rom the University
a/Alabama.
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VALUE
ENGINEERING
A Management Analysis Tool
By MG Roy E. Beauchamp
and Nannette M. Ramsey
Introduction
In February 1996, The ational Defense
Authorization Act was passed requiring all
executive agencies in the government to implement Value Engineering (VE) efforts. The
Jaw directs each executive agency to establish and maintain cost-effective VE procedures and processes.VE is defined in Section
36 of the new law as "an analysis of the functions of a program, project, system, product,
item of equipment, building, facility, service,
or supply of an executive agency, performed
by a qualified agency or contractor per onnel, directed at improving performance, reliability, quality, safety, and life cycle costs."
The VE methodology mn apply to plant ope.....tion and office work alike, as shown in
the law's broad definition.

Historical Perspective
VE has not always been lJ5ed for such a
broad range of applications_ VE was originated to intentionally searcb out alternative
materials. During World War n, material was
scarce and substitutions were often necessary. General Electric (GE) found that those
substitutions sometimes prOVided a
cheaper, better-performing alternative.
After the war, GE a signed staff engineer
Lawrence Miles to look for a process to
searcb out those types of alternative materials that would perform the same functions
as well or better. Miles recognized that
proper analysis of an item's function often
led to the use of cost saving, performance
improving alternative materials and manu-
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facturing methods. He subsequently developed the system of function evaluation
caUed "Value Analysis." About 10 years later,
GE introduced Value Analysis to the Navy

wbere it became known as YE. The government bas ince used YE as a tool for optimizing the functionality of systems and
processes, from the office to the factory, at
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Figure 2.
the lowest po ible cost (including life
cycle costs).

VEToday
VE is used by many of the agencies in the
Department of Defense (DOD) today, and
the U.S.Army Materiel Command (AMe) has
been one of the most uccessfuJ users. AMC
VE savings typically represent over 80
percent of total Army VE savings and
over half the Department of Defense
VE savings. A return ratio of 10 to one for
every dollar invested in the development of
aVE idea is not unusual. Although the met.tics of the VE program tend 10 focus on dollar savings, VE often provides benefits such
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as higher system reliability, availability, improved quality and perforIruUlce, or ease of
use. (See Figure 1.) These benefits can provide the soldier with better equipment and
enhance Army readiness.

VE Proposal Process
There are basically two proposal
proce se u ed to achieve these VE benefits/savings within the government. The
first type of propo al, a Value Engineering
Proposal (YEP), is based on government personnel presenting an idea as a VE study candidate. AVE tudy is conducled and, if the
candidate is deemed successful, a YEP is
generated and submitted to the appropriate

approval authority. If approved, the YEP is
implemented, its benefits are verified, and
it originator and developers may be rewarded through the AMC VE honorary
award program or major ubordinate command award program.
The second type of propo al, a Value Engineering Change Proposal (VEeP), contains
the recommendation for improvement from
a contractor, in accordance with tbe contractual VE provision in their contract
which is based on the Federal Acquisition
Regulation (FAR). The governrnenc evaluates the VECP and approves or disapproves
it. If approved, the change is implemented
and the government and the contractor ordinarily share in the savings after a financial
settlement i reached. (See Figure 2.) It is
the gnvernment's policy to provide contractors with a ubstalltial financial incenti,'e to
undertake VE on the premise that both the
government and contractor will benefit.
With the VE program, government contractors can earn larger profits and improve
their competitive po itions while the governrnellt receives better value for the dollar.

What Makes The VE
Methodology Unique?
VE isn't just the concept of engineers deSigning value into a system. It is a structured, logical approach that induce people
to ask all the fundamental questions which
decrease the likelihood that a key issue will
be missed.
se of the VE methodology
serve to direct resources toward solutions
that have the highest potential for meeting
customer needs at the lowest cost. Traditional approaches to cost reduction look at
a procedure from a methods point of view,
asking que tions like, "How h that part
made?" and "How can we make the part
cheaper?" VE goes beyond the obvious and
challenges everything and always asks,
"What is the function of the part or
process?", "What is the cost of the
fill/ctfo,,?" , "Is tllefimctum reqUired?" and
"What else will perform thefutlclion?".
WhUe many suggestion program emanate from ideas that "pop" into someone's
head re ulting in an improvement and dollar savings, a function analysis of the same
idea or process could conceivably find that
the particular function in question is not really necessary, and that its elimination
would result in even larger savings. AVE
proposal is the result of an analysis and evaluation of problem areas or areas for improvement, focus.ing on function. It is this
approach to function that sets VE apart
from all other cost-reduction techniques.
Other techniques set out to save dollars,
sometimes at the expense of performance,
reliability or maintainability. ot so with
VE! \VIlen an item or procedure is analyzed
by the VE methodology, tile function of the
item/procedure is of primary concern-and
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the dollar avings or other improvements
come about as a result of the YE process.
The process i concerned with providing
good va.lue by investigating the value of
what the item/procedure does in relation to
the money spent on it.

What Exactly Is The VE
Methodology?
The typica.lAMCYE tudy is conducted by
a muJti.<Jisciplined team and follows a struc·
tured sequence known as the YE Job Plan.
Once objectives and opportunities are identi·
fied and a team Organized, there are generally
six phases in the methodology. Figure 3 displays the sequence of the job plan and provides a brief description of each step.
Besides the Job Plan, YE tools can be lIsed
to fucilitate the analysis with the final result
of the YE study being improved value. TI,e
vaJue improvement may comist of anj'thing
from solving a critica.l problem that prevents
timely fielding of a viable system or in dollar
savings that result from technology insertion
which is more cost-effective to manufacture.

An Example Of A Recent VE

VEJOB PLAN

Phase 1
Information

All pertinent, essential information is gathered so that all team
members can analyze and completely understand the functions of
the item or system under study. The problem is defined and goals
are established.

Phase 2
Speculation

The analysis team directs creative effort toward developing
alternatives. Creative techniques are used to generate ideas.

Phase 3
Analysis

Altematives generated are compared to requirements. Costs are
assigned to each idea and compared. Unworkable altematives are
dropped.

Phase 4
Development

Implementation problems related to the various altematives are
addressed. Advantages and disadvantages are weighed. The most
promising altematives are developed into proposals for presentation.

Phase 5
Presentation

Alternatives are formally presented to the decision authority.
Presentations are factual, concise and acknowledge contributors.
Anticipated roadblocks to implementation are identified.

Success

A YE workshop was recently held at the
.S. Army Communications-Electronics
Command (CECOM) by the CECOM Value
Managemcot Office and Command, Control,
Communi ations, Computer, Intelligence,
Electronics, Warfure, and eosors (C'IEWS)
Specifications Standards Acquisition Reform
( SAR) Team. The objective of the team was
to convert the military specifications on the
8-250 Handset to Performance Based Specifications with the idea that cost savings
could result from the conversion. YE is an
excellent tool to use in the conversion to
performance pedfications, becau e the VB
approach systematically addresses the functional requi.rements of the item. A performance specification allows the performance
to drive the design, allowing the contractor
leeway to make design decisions for the
be·t mix. YE a isIS this process. As a result
of using the function-oricoted YE methodnlogy, the workshop teams, which included industry, were able to identify a methodology
for cooverting the H-250 spedfication to a
performance-based requirements document. Some of the significant results of the
workshops include:
• The conversion of the original military
specifications to a draft performance specification including internce requirements;
• The identification of the cable as ti,e
major cost driver (55 percent of the H-250
hand et cost); and
• Projected savings of almost 20 percent
per unit.
In addition, the YE workshop provided
the synergy for the government and contractor to become partners in the mutual development of ti,e performance specification.
TIus example, along with many others, iI-
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Description

Phase

An approved implementation plan, w~h realistic scheduling and well
Phase 6
Implementation defined responsibil~ies for action. is executed. Aggressive follow-up
& Follow-up
is conducted. Delays are minimized by anticipating problems.

Figure 3.
lustrates that, although YE has been around
for years, the concepts are as V"dlid today as
ever. VB is practiced in 41 countries around
the world according to William l.enzer, International Vice President of the Society of
American Value Engineer lnternational.
TIlis wide usage reflects the advantages of
practicing YE.

Conclusion
VE has a solid history of contributing to
enhanced AMC/Army/DOD readiness and
our ability to project a force anywhere in
the world. VB is ti,e most effective and relevant tool a program manager can use in a
constrained resource environment.

Effec-

tive application of the YE methodology will
continue to altain the best value for the U.S.
Army and will enhance the profitability of
ti,e private industrial base. We can optimize
value in our materiel and adlieve acquisition excellence by adopting the YE mind
set. This mind set promotes constant improvement in ali operations, and the VE
methodology provides the tools to acl1ieve
those improvements. YE consistently reduces life cycle costs and produces benefits
beyond dollar avings. We mu t continue to
capture these benefits on an ongoing basis.
VB can help us "do more with less."

MG ROY E. BEAUCHAMP is the
Deputy Chief of Staff for Research,
Development and Acquisition at
Headquarters, U.S. Army Materiel
Command in Alexandria, \.&t. He
holds a bachelor's degree from the
University of Nebraska at Omaba,
an M.B.A. degree from the University ojDayton, OH, and an M.A. in
public administration from central
Michigan University. MG Beauchamp is also a graduate of the
Aspen Institute's Advanced Management Program and Harvard
University's Senior Manager in
Government course.
NANNEl7E M. RAMSEY is a general engineer with the U.s. Army Industrial Engineering Activity, Rock
Island, IL. She holds a B.A. degree
in economics, a B.S. degree in engineering, and an M.B.A. from the
Florida Institute of Technology.
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ARMY
ADVANCES
TELEMEDICINE
TECHNOLOGY
By BG Russ Zajtchuk
and CPT Paul Zimnik
A few years ago, Army Chief of Staff GE
Gordon Sullivan received a briefing on the
Army Medical Department's vision for tedl'
nologicaUy advanced health care support
for Force XXI. His guidance was simple:
"Make it happen."
Consistent with that gUidance, the U.S.
Army Medical Research and Materiel Com·
mand (USAMRMC) is leading a new effort to
institutionalize the progress made to date in
the development of telemedicine and reo
lated advanced technologies for battlefield
and peacetinle military medicine. This ef·
fort involves a coordinated, tri-Service apprnach to the determination of military
medical requirements, and the development
or adaptation and standardization of advanced tedulologies that offer new and bet·
ter health care solutions.
For several years, the USAMRMC's Med·
ical Advanced Tedulology Management Of·
Ike (MATMO) has been exploring numerous concepts, developmental systems and
devices in a "skunk works" em'ironment, in
search of technological applications tbat
will prove usefuJ to military medicine.
MATMO i tran itioning to function as
tbe command's advanced technology
(telemedicine) in tirute for tedmology assessment, applied research, and rapid prototyping of new telemedicine and advanced
medical tedulology concepts and systems.
MATMO will continue to proVide ti,e platform for the DOD TelernedicineTest Bed.
A new Telemedicine Tedulology Area Di·
rector (TfAD) in HQ, USAMRMC has been
established to focus more attention on gains
adlievab1e through future technological innovation. While the wide.ranging explo·
ration of new systems continues in DOD
and private sector laboratories, new empha.
sis will be placed on the task nf coordinating telemedicine and related technology
and researdl.
The TrAD will be a focal point for horizontal integration of telemedicine and related technologies, across the entire spec·
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trum of the USAMRMC's busines areas. The
director will be charged with assessing the
command's capability to serve multiple customers and stakeholders who require tech
base researrn and assistance on telemedi·
cine initiatives. 11le Office of the TIAO will
become a teclmology clearinghouse within
the Army to preclude duplication, promote
information exchange, and facilitate tile ef:fi·
clent use of scarce telemedicine resources
throughout DOD.
Tbe USAMRMC is responsible for total
life cyde managernellt of medical materiel.
For telemedicine systems, ti,e TIAD wIU be
U,e HQ, USAMRMC focal point for telernedi·
cine technology exploration and development at tile tecb base level. The office will
facilitate oversight for telemedicine researdl and developmenr programs, projects,
and initiatives. It will take the lead for deve!-

oping tbe Program 6 investment strategy to
suppOrt relemedicine and related advanced
tedmology tern base research programs.
It wUl also provide technical advice to the
Commander, USAMRMC as he participates in
Army, DOD, and joint federal initiatives in
telemedicioe and advanced technology.
Through the heavy use of virtual infomlation
shartng tecllllologies, the jOintiy-staffed 'ITl\l)
will work closely with the Office of the secretary of Defense for Health Af'fuirs, the medical leadership of eacb of U,e Services, tile
DOD Telemediclne Test Bed, and other nonDOD organizations that are stakeholders in
telemedi ine applications.
In dlis overardling coordination capacity,
the Office of the TrAD will provide a forum
for a more coordinated and efficient focus on
telernedicine researdl to support health care
management and delivery to tile total force.

TELEMEDICINE
TECHNOLOGY AREA OFFICE
Stakeholders
DDRE
ClNCs'
OSD(HA)
Service Surgeon Generals
MHSS Functional Business Mgrs
MHSS IMIIT Community
T-MED Board of Directors &
Champions

Service Research Organizations
DISA
ARPA
TRADOC/AMEDDC&S
Commercial Industry
Academia
Joint Federal T-med Committee
(HHS, Energy, Trans, VA)

The Telemedicine Technology Area Director will provide advice and support to
the Commander of the Medical Research and Materiel Command regarding the
telemedicine cC?fT]rnunitylstakeholders initiatives, programs, and future invest'.
ments.
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The TIAD wi.ll provide continuous oversight of telemedicine program execution,
and will facilitate the transition of telemedicine systems and products out of the technology base and into U,e advanced development phase. Although primarily re ponsible
for technology base efforts, the director will
be a key participant in integrated product
and concept teams chartered for telemedicine product development.
11,e widely diverse efforts of the MATMO
and its panners in the other Services, the
electronics industry, and academia have re·

suited in a short !ist of systems that seem
most likely to be fully developed and
fielded. They range from micro-eJeclronic
devices to expedite far forward medical
care to large networks linking medical centers and bospitals spread over wide geographic areas.
• The Meditag is a high capacity memory device that the soldier wiU wear as an
electronic dog tag_ The device wiU cOlllain
the soldier's entire medical record, including X-rays and other diagnostic images. If
the soldier requires medical care in the
field, the Meditag will be accessed by field
medics and field hospital medical staff, so
that the injured soldier's medical history is
available and, when care is proVided in the
field, it wiU be immediately documented.
• The Life Support for Trauma and
Transport (LSTAT) is a patient platform
containing intensive-care-unit level of monitoring and ventilation support for trauma
patients.The lSTAT platform can be used to
transport casualties in field ambulances, helicopters and fixed wing aircraft. The lSTAT
can serve as a platform for surgery, post-operative care, and ub equent transport out
of the combat zone, if necessary.
• The Advallced Surgical Suite for
Trauma Care (ASSTC or AZTEC) is a
complete, containerized surgical facility intended for deployment near the front lines.
Its features include: light-weight, rapid
setup, with readiness for surgery within one
hour of arrivaJ at the deployment site; ca-

pacity for triage; multiple simultaneous surgeries; post-surgical recovery area; and prepackaged surgical upplies ro support 20
surgeries in the first 24 hours of the deployment. It will also have the capacity to receive remote surgical mentoring through
satellite communication with a rear area
hospital, and to provide mentoring upport
to forward deployed medics and physicians
caring for casualties at battalion aid stations
or eoroute to the surgical fac.llity.
Real-world demonstrations over the past
several years have proven the value of remote mentoring of deployed medical personnel through satellite communication
technology. Projection of medical center
expertise forward to overseas units on the
ground and at sea has been demonstrated
for general medical support, and for specialty consultations including surgery, dermatology, psychiatry, pathology, and den-
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The Life Support for Trauma and Transport platform contains advanced
medical sensors and devices for monitoring critically injured patients. It
can also be used as a surgical platform, providing anesthesia support.
tistIy. Tlus is a flexible capability which can
be implemented wherever forces deploy.
• The Medical Diagllostic Imagillg
System (MDIS) c.aptures and stores X-rays,
cr scans, and any other diagnostic imagery
in digital format. It provides the images on
demand to physicians at networked workstations. TI,e system eUminates wet chemistr}' mOl processing, and storage and retrieval problems associated with large
volumes of hard-copy X-ray films. It also allows for sharing of images for remote diagnosi , consullation or training over electronic networks. MDIS is a medical center
or large hospital-based system that can be
extended to or accessed from remote or far
forward areas.
• The Mobile Breast Care Center
(MBCC) illustrate the use of telemedic:ine
to improve community access to care. The
Mobile Breast Care Center brings digital
mammography and uJuasonogr.'phy, expertise in breast cancer diagnosis, and breast
care counseling and education to under
served areas. A digital mammogram or ultrasound taken in the MBCC vehicle wili be
transmined electronicaJJ}' for diagnosis at a
remote site. The interpretation of the mammogram and coun eUing information will
be transmitted back to the patient waiting
in the vehicle. The MBCC will improve the
health care available to military women and
family members on remote installations. It
wiU also demonstrate to civilian communities that medical care in under served areas
Can be significantly improved through this
technological application.
Each of these systems presents unique
chalJenges to the materiel management system. Eacll involves a combination of technologies and contractors. Each system offers the potential for improved solutions to
establi hed requirements. These systems are
products of great changes now occurring in
medical technology.
In recognizing telemedicine technology
as a separate enterprise area, the USAMRMC
ha taken deftnitive step to bring berter

oversight and coordination to the field of
telemedicine research and development.
These steps will also help the USAMRMC
develop a focal information source for issues related to te1emedicine, to more effectively manage resea.rch resources, and to
better interface with organizations that
manage implementation and fielding of
telemedicine technologies. Look for future
reports 011 the progress this office is making
in integrating telemedicine and related technologies across the full spectrum of our
medical RDTE business areas.

BG RUSS ZAjTCHUK is the Commanding General, U.S. Army Medical Research and Materiel Command.
CPT PAUL ZIMNlK, USAF, is the
Telemedicine Technology Area Director. He earned his medical degree from Kirksville College of Osteopathic Medicine, Kirksville, MO,
and his undergraduate degree
from California State Polytechnic
University.
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ARMY
RESEARCH:
YET
ANOTHER
CHALLENGE
By Dr. James A. Baker
Introduction

Fundamental
to the
operation
, of the Army
Research Lab
and key
in the strategy
to maintain
technical
excellence
in the
research
program,
is the concept
ofa
Federated
Laboratory.
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It is not urprising to those involved in
the Department of Defense research and de·
velopment process that dle Services face
phenomenal technjcal and non·technical
challenges as we look forward to me 21st
century. Each of us, in Our own specialty
areas, considers the large number of scientific questions that must be addressed to accomplish our programs to upport the soldier. We view, with alarm, the dwindling
resources available to get rhose ~wers. Indeed, the last several years, as a direct consequence of reduced government pending
and a shrinking federal workforce, have
brought a number of carefully considered
restrucrurings and reorganizations of tbe
Army research program. These efforts have
been directed specifically at ensuring dJat
the Army research program is competent,
competitive and responsive to the Army's
needs.
In October 1992, the Army activated the
Army Research Labnratory (ARL), created by
restructuring the greater portion of the
Army Materiel Command' basic re earch
activities with two goals in mind: greater
geographical consolidation and stronger
program focus.
The realignment of corporate laboratories (affecting me former Ballistic Research
Laboratory, tl1Lrry Diamond Laboratory and
the Materials Technology Laboratory and
others) permitted consol.idation into two
primary locations with smaller elements ar
three other sites. A desired outcome of this
restructuring was to effect efficiencies in
the execution of tile Army's non-medical

land warfare research program via central·
ization to focus resources on the highest
priority needs and the most promi ing technology solutions.

Federated Laboratory
Fundamental to me operation ofARL and
key in the strategy to maintain technical excellence in the research program, is the concept of a Federated Laboratory. Using contractual procedures, ARt establishes
partnerships with academic institutions and
privare sector firms to address technical
problems in areas of mission responsibility

where the private sector has ti,e obvious
technological lead.
Integrated management of me technical
effort is provided through cooperative
agreements and personnel resources are in·
tegrated through a targer for 20 percent exchange of government and non-government
Scientists and engineers. These exchanges
are specifically aimed at cro s fertilization
and maintenance of technical exceUence in
tiDles of criticaUy short resources.

Independent Research
Program
Concurrent with tbe establishment of
ARL, tile Office of me Deputy Assislrult Secretary of me Army for Research and Technology strove to increase the quality of me
Army research program by increasing the
proportion of the research program which
remained at the research, development and
engineering center (RDECS) in the InHouse Labof'dtory lndependent Research
(IUR) program.
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Created by a 1961 memorandum from
the Secretary of Defense 10 the Director of
Defense Research and Engineering, the ILIR
program provides funds 10 the technical director Or commanding officer of each R&D
laboratory or center which he may use with
wide latitude to initiate and support efforts
judged to be import,mt or promising in the
accomplishment of missions aSSigned to
that laborntory or center. The intent is 10 enable the performance of innovative, timely
and promising work without requiring the
time~onsuming formal and prior approval
that might delay normal authorization.

Funding
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Funding for the Army ILIR program
comes from the Office of the Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Army for Research and
Technology and is allocated among the
Army labs and centers; the proportion of
the total received by each laborntory is determined based upon the success of that
laboratory's prior year IUR program, as
judged by a peer review panel established
by the Deputy Assistant Secretary.
In judging the lUR programs, the panel
places emphasis on the productivity of the
research as evidenced by peer reviewed
journal articles published and patents
grnnted as a direct result of the worlc Thus,
the competition between the laboratories
and centers for ILIR funding is a powerful
force in maintaining excellence in the technical program.
These initiatives do not come without a
price, however. The DOD instruction
whleh establishes policy for the ILIR progr.l1ll specifically indicates that fUR funds
are intended for in-house effurts and should
not be used for outside contracts or for the
purchase of equipment. Exceptions are
possible only when the contract is of exceptional content or when the contract or
equipment purchase is in direct support of
active current ILIR progr.uns. Further, ILIR
projeers, if successful, are expected to trdnsilion to the core program and to be upported through the normal budget process.
Normally, IUR projects are not upported
for more than a three-year period. Also, in
the past, peer review panel have commented negatively about the projects when
the funding devoted to an)' one project
closely approached or exceeded the cost of
one man-year.
Thus, scientists in the laborJtories and
centers find themselves in the position of
being unable to ecore the continued collaboration of researchers in academia or to
plan a research study contemplating a life of
more than three years. This, I believe, has
negative implications for the future quality
of the development efforts at the RDECs.
A cadre of research scientists represents
an invaluable core resource; they provide
the necessary level of technical expertise
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and technological currency to make the
centers sman consumers. We routinely rurn

to the e individuals to evaluate technical
proposals and 10 interface with the Army
Research Ofilce and the Army Research laboratory, organizations intended to serve the
centers as customers. And with good reason, these researchers provide d,e scientific
knowledge and experience nece sary to
make the early stages of the centers' development programs technically sound.
An example from our local experience
will illustrate. During the period from fiscal
1993 to fiscal 1996, our center's core research program funding fell 60 percent and
exploratory development funding fell 36
percent. The magnitude of the cuts forced
many hard decisions, including the deci ion
to eliminate one of our core mission 'treas,
decontamination; our customer placed it at
me lowest priority and we couid not afford
to keep it.
In 1992, however, as a re ult of public
concern over tbe Army's announced plans
to buUd on-site incinerators to destroy the
stockpile of unitary chemical warfare
agents, Congress instnlcted d]e Army to inve ligate alternative tecllnologies and to
recommend disposal technologies for all
storage sites. The recommendations were to
be based upon recommendations of the
Committee on Review and Evaluation of tbe
Army Chemical tockpUe Disposal Program
esmblished hy the National Research Council (NRC). Those recommendations were
published in 1994.
Our core decontamination scientists testified before the NRC Committee which identified possible teclmologies. Their knowledge of decontamination chemistry formed
me basis of the chemical destruction technologies recommended for study by the
committee. ince 199 ,those same scientists have been conducting me experiments
necessary to establish me efficacy of those
recommendations. That work is nearing
completion. We, at the center, firmly believe
that we would not have been able to

suc~

cessfully conduct this service to the country
in the time allotted had our core of decontamination researchers not been available.

Conclusion

We in the Army
must find a way
within the
resources
available
to allow
the Research,
Development and
Engineering Centers
to create
a scientific
atmosphere
which will allow them
to maintain
a core cadre
of top notch
research scientists
to support
the scientific health
of our technology
programs.
,

•• t~

DR. JAMES A. BAKER is the Chifif
Scientist for Cbem'istry and Physics,
Research and Technology Directorate, Edgewood Research, Development and Engineering Center.
He is responsible for m.anagement
of the center's core basic research
and ILlR programs.

We, in the Army, must find a way widtin
the resources available to allow the RDECs to
create a cientific almO phere which will
allow them to maintain a core cadre of top
notch research scientists to support d,e scientific heald] of our technology programs.
Perhaps a revision to the UlR program guidelines would be the simplest solution. For example, we could discourage contracts to
large commercial firms, as being indicative of
significant contracting out of the research,
and encouraghlg the more modest contributions to academic institutions as being represenmtive of tnUy coUaborative work.
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STREAMLINING
THE INTEGRATED
ACQUISITION PROCESS
FOR SOLDIERS'
CLOTHING AND
INDIVIDUAL EQUIPMENT
A Continuous Process Improvement
Introduction
The Army leader hip recognizes the importance of efficiently fielding new and improved dothing and individual equipment
for our soldiers, especially in times of declining resources. U.S. involvement in Panama,
Soutllwe t Asia, Somalia, and Boslllil has only
served to demonstrate the significance of a
well-prepared soldier On tbe battlefield. The
success of our soldiers and their quality of
liJe In a hostile environment is dependent
on tailoring an acquisition process that can
qUickly deliver tedlnologically superior protective dothlng and individual equipment.
The acquisition of dotlling and individual
equipment presents many unique challenges
to the traditional DOD materiel acquisition
process. The sopllistication of most modem
major weapons systems has def'med small
and very specialized technical expert and
user groups. In comparison, everyone who

The Players

By Gary Olejniczak
and Chuck Gidley
wears clothing is a potential expert. Materiel
developers at the U.S. Army Soldier Systems
Command must work with this wide base of
"experts; each haVing an indiV'idual viewpoint and willing to help guide the materiel
developers' programs. A clothing Or individual equipment development program must
result in a product that bas the confidence
of aU soldiers. Materie! developers have
learned to conduct their business, given
these many "experts." However, there are
otller facets unique to the clothing andlndividual equipment acquisition process that
furtllef complicate tlleir nlission.

ITraditional Process
18 months

Research &
Development

•

M ilestone I

The process to field modernized clothing
and individual equipment is crafted by several key agencies throughout tile Army and
DOD, with some uncommon features. The
Commanding General of the Soldier Systerns Command has milestone de ision authority for organizational clothing and individual equipment, but the authority for
dress uniforms and dotbing bag items rests
with the Army Chief nf Staff.
Witilin the Soldier Systems Command, the
Project Manager- oldier manages the researcll, development, test and evaluation programs, the transition to production and initial
fielding. Wnrking closely with the Project
Manager-Soldier, ti,e Natick Research, Development and Engineering Center at the Soldier SYlltems Command executes the clothing and individual equipment development
programs and develops the techn.i.atl da.ta..

I

6 months

(66 months)
First Unit Equipped
12 months

•

Milestone III Production Decision
[Chief of Staff, Army Approval]

(36 months)
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The U.S. Army Training and Doctrine
Command's (TRADOC's) Systems Manager-Soldier is tbe u er repre entative
working with the schools and the field to
develop requirements, basis of issue, and
fielding priority. As TRADOC's interface
with its schools and the Project ManagerSoldier, TRADOC's Systems Manager-Soldier plays a key role in the acquisition
process. Other key Army agencies involved
in the clothing and individual equipment acquisition process include the Operational
Test and Evaluation Command,Test and Evaluation Command, Office of the Surgeon
General and other Services.
Very imponant to the fielding of clothing
and individual equipment is the specification preparation and production procurement responsibility of the Defense Logistics
Agency. Their Defense Personnel Support
Center is the preparing activity for tJle final
specification that is used to execute the
large- cale production procurement and
sustainment of items. Standardization efforts
for clothing and individual equipment are
fully coordinated with the other Services, in
particular, with the .S. Marine Corps Project Manager for Combat Service Support, to
take advantage of the commonality in their
mi ions and Army materiel needs.

Continuous Process
Improvement
In 1991, before the latest push in acquisition reform, the Project Manager-Soldier
began laying the groundwork to reengineer
the busines processes for introducing modem c10tJllng and individual equipment into
the Army inventory. Continuous review and
adju tment have reduced schedule time and
increased efficiency. Any change must consider balancing the teclu1lcaJ and business
facets relating to risk, funding, competing
programs and current inventory, against the
needs in terms of urgency and extent of deficiencies.
Process improvements must provide for
inlmedlate response, as weU as more deliberate research, development, test and evaluation for more "high tech" requirements. The

Integrated Process
!
18 months
Research &
Development

researcb, development, test and evaluation
time had already been reduced by two years
using a process tailored for clothing and individual equipment in Army Regulation 70086, ute Cycle Management of Oothing and
Individual Equipment. However, it simply
took too long using a tailored, yet full development process, to go from requirements
approval to "in the hands of tJle soldiers:
TIle players continued to dissect !be process
and learn where efficiencies were possible.
An initial importaJlt change was made in
the way new clothing and individual equipment was fielded. A 'push" rather ilian a
"pull" system was put in place in 1991 10 improve the process of fielding modernized
clothing and individual equipment to priority units. Funding for all new c10tlting and
individual equipment was consolidated. The
Project Manager-Soldier now develops a
fielding priority wi til TRADOC's Sy terns
Manager-Soldier as the user representa·
tive, that is approved annually by the Army's
Deputy Chief of Staff for Operations. This
central funding and fielding process allows
new clothing and individual equipment to
be issued to the "first to fight" units via a
"push" process. To date, more than
$565,000,000 of new clothing and individual equipment has been issued tllrOugh this
process.
A Clothing and Indi\'idual Equipment
Process Action Team was charrered in 1993
to take a comprehensive look at the entire
acquisition process. Chaired by the Army's
Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics and the
Commanding General of tile Quartermaster
School, the tearn developed strategies thaL
have been inlplemenred to further streamline the clothing and individual equipment
acquisition process. Documentation review
bodies have been eliminated, and clothing
and individual equipment unique acquisition documentation has been tailored furtiler. Testing is reduced to a minimum, in
line with the risk level of the technology
and the compleXity of !be system, with a
preference of using shorter commerciaJ or

non-developmental item acquisition stmtegy models.

I
I

Transition To Production
Challenge
Although there have been many initiatives and changes to creamline the clothing
and individual equipment acquisition
process over the years, tile players were still
faced with an unacceptable period of 30
months from the time of type classification
to fir t unit eqUipped. The front-end of the
acquisition process had been simplified
from the point mat once there was a concept demonstration approval at milestone I,
the phase I demonstration and validation,
and phase U engineering and manufacturing
development would be combined. The next
decision would be a mlleslOne III production approval. With the establishment of the
Soldier Systems Command in November
1994, the Commanding General was now
!be milestone decision authority for organizational clothing and individual equipment.
This reduced the time previou ly involved
in taffing that decision to the Army Chief of
Staff level. Even so, once the required engineering data was prOVided to the Defense
Personnel Support Center at the Milestone
III decision, allowing tbem 10 begin the
specification preparation and production
solicitation proces , apprOXimately 18
months in procurement administrative lead
time was required before award of the fll"st
production contract. It would then be another year after contract award before the
first production units were shipped to the
field. Technological advances from clothing
and individual equipment development programs needed to get into tile hands of soldiers in the field more quickly.

Milestone III Production Decision/First Unit Equipped
[Commander SSCOM Approval - Organizational Clothing & Equipment]

(33 months)

6 months 3 months
/

The way in which tile transition to production was handled was found to be a ignlficant driver in the time from the initiation
of a development program to the first unit
equipped. Capitalizing on the success of the
Oothing and Individual Equipment Proce s
Action T=, the Project Manager-Soldier
created me Transition to Production Prace s
Action Tearn, co<haired with the Defense
Personnel Support Center.

6 months

/Testing ~nalYSis /Verific~tion /
I
~ ,..
Testmg/

'7

,

Prod~ction
Options

Defense Personnel Support Center /
Draft
/Administrative /
Up-Front Involvement
/ Specification
Lead Time /

Production

•

Milestone I

I
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I The Key DoD Players

~

Project Manager - Soldier
• Cost, Schedule &
Performance
• Funding
• Transition to Production

,

Defense Personnel
Support Center
• Procurement
• Fielding
• Re·Supply

• Test and Evaluation Command
• Operational Test and Evaluation Command
• Office of Surgeon General

In Search Of The Solution
With the impetus of acquisition reform
and knowing the adage that "none of us i as
smart as all of us; the Transition to Production Process Action Team began their effort
in 1994 to tudy the clothing and individual
equipment transition to production
process. Players representing every aspect
of development and production were represented on the team, which included the materiel developer, production contract experts, and user representation. Also
knowing that dramatic inJprovements could
not result from streamlining a process with
root In old paradigm ,the Project Manager-Soldier led this team looking at
'reengineering'the entire clothing and individual equipment acquisition process. Since
the advent of the new 000 Directive
5000.1 (Defense Acquisition) was on the
horizon, the process action team knew they
wouid have wide latitude to continue tailoring a process specific to the unique needs
for clothing and individual equipment acquisition. The team decided a radical redesign of the entire acquisition proces was
the nnly solution to provide a dramatic reduction in the time to first unit eqUipped.

The New Process
With this goal of providing a substantial
reduction in the time to fir t unit equipped,
the team developed a proce to provide
initial production units to the field nO later
than 33 months from program initiation.
The new proces wouid reduce the time to
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first unit equipped by 50 percent, compared to an old- lyle, full-scale development
program. A key to this process was the upfront involvement of the production expertise at the Defense Personnel Support Center at the beginning of a new development
program. The strategy included an integration of the initial production quantities in
the research and development contract,
rather than waiting fur the Defense Personnel Support Center to award a separate production cOntract. Although sinJple in concept, this aspect was not easy to implement
since it required combining the organizational responsibilities of a DOD-level agency
and an Army organiZation. The test period
during development could also be shortened with development and operational
testing continuing to be combined to the
maximum extent. This shorter test period
was possible, since a production verification
test with the same contractor would be
used tn prove the viability of the item before it was approved for production at milestone m. After successful completion of the
production verification test, the new item
would be approved for Army u e and the
contractor couid immediately begin delivery of the first production WllLS to the field.

Other Significant Fallout
Improvements
With the up-front involvement of the Defense Personnel Support Center, their specification preparation and production con·
tract planning can take place concurrently

witll the production verificatinn testing and
the delivery of the production option
under the development contact. Future production contracts at the Defen e Persona l
upport Center will incorporate new competition and the lessons learned .from industry dUring the initial production into ti,e
performance pecification. This should
tran late into cost savings during foUowoOn
production. The Defense Personnel upport Center will continue the fielding once
the initial production optinns on the development contract are exhausted, with minimal, or nn break in the uppl)' actions.
Bringing the Defense Per onnel upport
Center into the acquisitinn process from
the beginning will ensure that the sustainment and readiness, and industrial base perspectives are integrated into the total
process to develop performance specifications, rather than as an afterthought to the
development proces .
Another very significant faUout of this
new proce is the inherent need to estabIi h an integrated acquisition team. This
team is in complete agreement with the
concept of integrAted product and process
development/management with integrated
product teams. The new clothing and individual equipment acquisition process and
the integrated acqUisition teams will form
the ba i of institutionalizing integrated
product and process development/management for clothing and individual equipment
acquisition programs. The new process was
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developed with u er representation and
maintains their extensive input, enabling the
application of the cost as an independent
variable concept to clothing and individual
equipment programs. Options on "how to
buy; including the use of qualified manufacturing and product lists, commercial item

... is now a Better Team

descriptions, and best value contracts, as

well as planning for phase-out of replaced
stocks, can be addressed early in the acquisi·
tion planning with the right player .
Additional efficlencles will be re-JJized by
the players to reduce the ri k of accelerated
schedule and the reductions in funds_ The
Defense Personnel Support Center has initiated new business practices to reduce supply transition costs and inventory levels.
Some of the new initiatives include direct
vendor delivery, quick response delivery,
vendor managed inventory, cross docking
and prime vendor. All of these Defense Personnel Support Center programs are de·
igned to improve service to their customers hy getting products to them,
"qUicker, bener, and cheaper." The integrated acquisition team can plan for "technical insertion" points and early fielding of
prototypes after early user tests. Together,
all the players, involved from the very beginning of a clothing and individual equipment
program, reduce the risk of cutting sched·
tdes too much, while till expediting fielding
to the solrtiers.

Institutionalizing 1he Process
As with any significant shift in culture,
steps must be taken to enSure that the new
way of doing business becomes part of
everyone's normal routine. The new
process must be inStitutionalized in the acquisition system and reJnforced by top-level
management. To this end, a memorandum
of agreement was written to formalize the
key working relationship between the De·
fense Personnel SuppOrt Center and the Soldier Systems Command, and endorsed by
the commanders of both organlzations.With
the release of the new DOD S<>OO-series acquisition policy documents, the restdting reo
visions In the Army implementing policy, In
partictdar,AR 7Q.l (Army Acquisition Policy)
willindude new sections that address cloth·
Ing and inrtividual equipment acquisition.
The new Integrated acquisition process
does not mean that every dothing and inrti·
vidual equipment acquisition program will
take 33 months from Initiation to first unit
equipped. On the contrary, the Project Manager-Soldier has written a detailed bandbook, specific to clothing and Individual
equipment acqui ilion that not only addre es the integrated acquisition process
described here for full development programs, but encourages the aggre ive use of
commercial and non-developmental technology. Relying 011 the commercial marketplace to meet military needs, when feasible,
has shown further quantum reduction in
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Project
Engineer

•

MUlti-Disciplinary Teams

•

Early Industry Involvement

•

Clear, Well Understood Thresholds and Objectives

•

Risk Identification, Tradeoffs, and Alternatives

•

Best Value Acquisition Strategies

New Acquisition Paradigm
acquisition schedules are possible. The potential of this philosophy has already been
demonstrated via adoption of a non-developmenta] item, based on a commercial item
description for a parachutist ankle brace.
This was achieved jn a three-month time
frame from need Identification to eype classification.
To complement the formal documentation, the Project Manager-Soldier has established regular senior-level management
reviews by aU stake holders In the clothing
and individual e~uipment acquisition
process to closely moni.tor the development
and transition to production. Problems are
surfaced and addressed as they occur. The
Integrated acquisition tearns brief their assigned programs to this senior management
review panel, addressing the current status
of the development, transition to production, contract award, deliveries, funrting and
fielding. Depending Ion the particular stage
of the program, the lead for these briefings
will shift to the appropriate organization,
but the Integrated acquisition team, as a
whole, Is still responsible for the dally program management. Senior test integration
working groups also review all clothing and
individual equipment schedtded for testing
with the development and operational
testers. Testing will be consolidated into
"windows' to further reduce costs and
schedules. The entire process implements
the teamwork necessary across organization , to expedite transition to production
and fielding of clothing and individual
equipment.
Process improvement, innovation, and
streamlining will never end. The continued

I

commitment to acquisition streamlining and
reegineering of the clothing and individual
equipment development and fielding
proces es is essential to provide our soldiers
with the best technology, at an affordable
price within the shortest period of time.
The Soldier Systems Command is dedicated
to dlampion the soldier as a system in assuring the decisive materiel edge for the 21st
century warrior.

GARY OLEJNICZAK is tbe Acquisition Improvement Program Officer in tbe Office ofthe Deputy to tbe
Commander at tbe U.S. Army Soldier Systems Command. He holds a
B.S. in cbemical engineering from
tbe State University of New York at
Buffalo and is a graduate of tbe
u.s. Army Materiel Command's
Maintainability Engineering Intern
Program..
CHUCK GIDLEY is cun'ently serving as Deputy Project Manage1"'Soldier. He is a graduate of tbe Defense Systems Management College
and Harvard Senior Executives Fellows Program.
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A NEW APPROACH

TO INFRARED

DETECTOR
MANUFACTURE
By Dr. John H. Dinan
Introduction
During the past decade, infrared (lR)
Imaging systems have played an important
role in military operation . Extensive use Is
made of these systems on helicopters, combat vehicles, missiles, and in man-port.~ble
equipment. Over the course of the next
decade, DOD is planning to retrofit existing
systems with second generation imagers
and is developing even more advanced devices that will be' mart" enough to troiDSfer
part of the burden of target acquisition and
identification from the soldier to the device
itself.
At the hean of the highest performance
IR imaging systems is a microchip made of
the exotic alloy mercury cadmium telluride
(HgCdTe). HgCdTe is a recently synthesized
addition to the furnily of semiconductors of
which silicon and gallium arsenide are the
more famous members.
In the late I 980s, HgCdTe material's tecbnology bec.~e mature and DOD shifted the
emphasis away from device feasibHiry
demonstrations to considerations of manufacruring yield and product cost. It became
apparenr rhat the techniques and machines

that had been used so successfully to fabricare silicon devices bad to be extended LO
the very limits of their effectivene to ac·
commodate the much mOre delicate
HgCdTe material. Because of thi , yields
were low and product cost was high.
In 1990, scientists at the U.S. Army Communications-E1ectrouics Command Night Vision and Electronic Sensors Directorate
(NVESD) at Fort Belvoir,VA, proposed a new
approach to detector array manufacturing
which has rhe potential to overcome the de·
ficiencie of conventional semiconductor
fabrication lines. A prototype of this advanced approach i in operation at Fort
Belvoir and is currently dedicated to the
manufacture of advanced focal plane arrays.
The microfactory is the focus of tius article. To appreciate the potential advantages
over existing manufacturing methods, one
must journey into the realm of semiconductor proce ing technology where compiex
devices wirh dimensions on rhe order of microns are commonplace. In this article, we
describe the microfactory, follow a wafer as
detectors are fabricated, examine the status
of this new rechnology, and indicare how it

is expected to have applications to component other than IR sensors.

Infrared Detector Arrays
Detection of visible radiation by tbe
buman eye occurs ar the retina whiclJ is egmeoted into rods and cones, each of which
captures a tiny portion of me image presented to it by the lens. The artificial retina
u ed to detect IR radiation is also segmented into an array of individual detectors, called pixels. Each pixel can be made
sensitive to radiation of short wavelength
(1-2 microns), medium wavelength (3-5 microns), or long wavelengths (8-12 microns)
merely by adjusting the fraction of mercury
in me HgCdTe alloy. The detector array furmat used in second generation Forward
Looking Infrared systems consists of 960 x 4
pixels. For future large area taring arrays,
this format will be exrended to 1,024 x
1,024 pixels. These pixels are in the shape
of mesas whose dimensions are on tbe
order of tens of micrometers. A highly magnified view of pb:els in a typical array is
sbown in Figure 1 and a schematic shOWing
tbe complexity of uch a pixel is given in
Figure 2. The device shown in Figu.re 2 is
known as a photovoltaic diode.
To fabricate an array of diodes, as many
as 50-100 proces ing steps must be carried
out. Here we will describe tbe four major
step:
• The first is syntbe is of HgCdTe, me aborber of the IR. For a diode, two thin planar layers of HgCdTe, one containing indium atoms and one containing ar en.ic
atoms, must be depo ited on a single crystal
substrate wafer. This ubstrate wafer, which
is optically transparent with a crystalline
Structure matching £hat of HgCdTe, I also
planar.
• The second step is to re hape these layers into an array of electrically isolated pixels. To accomplisb thi the proces e of
photolithography and chemical etching are
used.

Figure 1.
Magnified
view of
the mesa
pixels

in an
infrared
detector

array_

• The third step is to deposit an electrically conductive metallic 111m onto each
HgCdTe pixel. Electrical wires carry tbe
charge (produced by IR radiation) away
from the HgCdTe pixel and into an elec·
tronic readout circuit.
• The fourtiJ tep is to protect tile device
from subsequent contamination or damage
by depositing an electrically insulating layer
OUlO tbe mesa sidewall .

Conventional Fabrication
tines and Impetus For
Change
An artist's sketch of a fabrication "line"
used to manufacture silicon devices like
computer chips is shown in Figure 3. In the
early 1980s, wben HgCdTe epUayers he-
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came available, this silicon manufucturing
tec1mology was already mature enough to
be used for carrying our the steps listed
above. On such a line, HgCdTe layers are deposited by liquid phase epitaxy (LPE)
wheteby a substrate wafer is placed into
contact with a liquid melt of mercury, cadmium, and te11nrium and the layer is precipitated from solution by cooling. On such a
conventional line, humans transport cassettes of wafers from station to station and
insert a cassette into a reactor where dozens
of wafets ace treated simultaneously. To
avoid conlamination of wafer surfaces by
debris, dusl, oc airborne chemical and
water vapor, all equipmenl is located in
"clean rooms" wbose atmosphere is rigidly
controlled.
A number of factors led to a rethinking of
this conventional approach to infrared detector manufucrure. The most important of
these foc second generation detectors was
cose. The low manufacturing yield for
HgCdTe arrays made on conventional proce sing lines kept the cost of this product
high.TIle clean rooms required to house the
equipment and workers are expensive to
build and to maintain. An additional cost is
incu.rred because conventional lines are not
flexible with respecl 10 product mix. For instance, an LPE reactor which is "tuned" to
produce medium wavelength IR devices is
not used to produce long wavelength IR devices. This means that a vendor must maintain separate reactors for each IR produce.
Finally, the process is not amenable to prodUcing the next generation of IR devices.
These are expected to consist of very large
arrays of pixels each consisting of multiple
HgCdTe layers to provide multi-speetra1 detection at each pixel. Fabrication of such devices at even modest levels of yield is beyond the capability of cucrent production
lines, Thu ,conveneional semiconductor
manufucturing lines are not well-Suited to
DOD production needs for cu.rrenr generation devices and are not readily adaptable to
the complex structures anticipated for next
generation devices,

p-type wide gap HgCdTe

....----1
1aY7rs
I..-~----<S----_---I

buffer

hu

ubstrate
complex multilayered tructures and larger

a.rrays than are possible with LPE. Moreover,
a single reactor can be used to produce any
conceivable m device simply by c1langing
the temperature of the ubstrate or the flux
from a cell, The fact that the MBE process is
carried out wilh the wafer in a vacuum
c1lamber opens up a new rea1m of proces
control that is not possible with LPE.
10 1987 al NVESD, a decision was made
10 abandon odler lec1miques and concentrate exclusively on MBE fOr our inlernal IR
research program. Once this decision had
been made, it was natural to ask whether
the very attraclive attribute of in-vacuum
deposition could be extended 10 the other

Figure 2.
Photovoltaic
Diode
processes on d,e List. If pholOlithography,
elching, mela1lization, and passivation could
be carried out in vacuum chambers, then
the process control being developed foc depo ilion might be applied 10 these other
processes as weU. And finally, if the e separate proces chambers were to be connected to each other in such a way dlat a
wafer could be passed among them without
removing it from a vacuum environment,
then One could imagine dispensing wilh the
dean room facility because a wafer once inserted into such a system would remain in a
protective environment until processing
was completed. This linking together of a
series of vacuum modules in uch a way that

WET ETCHING
& UFT OfF

Proposed Solution
The inspiration for a solution was rooted
in the emergence of a new deposition technology-molecular beam epitaxy (MBE)from university research laboratories In the
late 1980s, To deposit a layer of HgCdTe by
MBE, one places the substrate wafer Into a
vacuum chamber and directs atomic and
molecular beams of the three elements from
evaporation cells onto the surface, These
atoms condense and an ordered crystal is
buill up on the wafer one alomic layer al a
time.

The chemistry of MBE deposition is fundamenla1ly differem from thaI of LPE in thaI
the process is dominated by the kinetics of
the specie on the wafer surface rather than
by thermodynamic equilibrium. This difference can be exploiled to produce more
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Figure 3.
Artist sketch of a typical semiconductor device fabrication line,
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Relationship With IndustryThe Consortium

Figure 4.
Artist's sketch of the Night Vision Electronic Sensors Directorate microfactory.

wafers can be transported from chamber to
chamber under controlled conditions is the
fundamental difference berween the new
manufacturing line and the existing one and
this constitutes a revolutionary approach to
semiconductor device processing.

The Microfactocy
An embodiment of this concept is the
NVESD microfactory which was e rablisbed
at Fort Belvoir in 1991. An artist's sketch of
the facility i bown in Figure 4. As
presently configured. there are modules for
depo ition of Hg dTe by the technique of
MBE. for deposition of gallium arsenide by
MBE, for depo ition of metals, and for etdling these layers to form devices. 10 FY97, a
ftfth module for photolithographic mask
making will be added.
for the

Dlo~t

part, conventional semicon-

ductor manufacturing is carried out in a set·
and·forget mode. Only after a process is
completed is it possible to examine the reo
ult and either pass the wafer on to the next
step or reject the wafer and begin again.
Processing wafers in a vacuum environment
leads to the exciting po ibility of monitor·
ing and controlling the processes in real
time. Th is is based on the fact thar the sur·
face of a wafer in a vacuum chamber is easily acce sible to a variety of electron and
photon be:un .The e beams can be used to
interrogate the atomic structure and chem·
istry of the atoms at the urface and return
information on the efficacy of the proce s.
A first step toward this real time evaluation
was taken by NVESD scientists during FY
95/96 in conjuncrion with a mall Busines
Innovative Research contract. We demonstrated that the cadmium content of a
HgCdTe alloy could not only be measured
during deposition but could actually be controlled in real time. When inlplemented as a
part of the production process, this is ex·
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pected to lead to a higher yield than i Currently possible. The end result is, of course,
arrays tllat are more affordable.

Status
When the microfactory was installed, no
precedent existed for a faCility of thi kind
dedicated to compound semiconductOrs.
The firsr order of busine s was to demonstrate feasibility of each of the vacuum
proce es. After four years of effort, this
goal has been achieved. Layers depo ited by
MBE have characteristics equivalent to
those depo ited by LPE. Mesas etched in a
plasma have characteristics that are sinlllar
to, bur not yet equivalent to, those etched in
liquids. The follOWing demonstrations are
scheduled for FY 97/98:
I) Fabricate an lR array with state of the
art performance by carrying out all
processes in the microfactory.
2) Demon trate that the manufacturing
yield for an integrated vacuum proce ex·
ceeds that of the incumbent technology.

Applications Beyond IR
Detectors
The integrated vacuum processing approach that is the e sence of the microfactory concept has applications beyond that
of m detector tedlnology. All semiconducror device are candidates for mIcrofactory
fabrication. Examples of these arc the silicon memory chips in computers and the
gallium ar enide chips used in Ught-emJttlng
laser diodes, in rangefindi.l1g and tCllcking
systems and in millimeter/mIcrowave
radars. NVESD intends to show the useful·
ness of the microfactory concept u ing
HgCdTe m detectOrs as demonstration vehicles and then extend rhis technique to
lasers. The IR community needs lasers integrated with LR detectors to enable highspeed readout of megapixel arrays.

U1timareJy, the ten of thou ands of lR
produ ts required by DOD will be manufacrured at industrial site and not in a government laboratory. In 1993. a consortium of
governmenr, univer ity, and industrial partners was formed and funded under the
aegis of the Defen e Advanced Re earch
Projects Agency (DARPA) to accelerate the
pace of development of MBE technology.
NVESD has utilized this consortium mecha·
nism to involve potential industrial microfactory u ers in the feasibility demonstration phase. Industrial scientists have worked
with NVESD sdenti ts in co-<!eveloping the
individual processes and therefore have an
intimate knOWledge of these processes. If
successful, the technology developed under
this consortium will already be on hand in
the industry. 0 formal and separate technology-transfer phase will be required.

Summary
A novel concept for the manufacturing of
componnd semiconductor devices is being
investigated at the Army Night Vision and
Electronic Sensors Directorate at Fort
Belvoir, VA.The essential difference between
the new concept and existing manufacturing methods is that all processes are carried
our with a wafer in Ule protective environOlent of high-vacuum chambers. The first
demonstration of the concept will involve
fabricating HgCdTe photovoltalc diode arrays for high performance m ensor applica·
tions. If feasible and cost-effective, the concept could be extended to the manufacture
of lasers and high-speed microwave drcults.

DR. JOH H. DINA is a research physicist in the Infrared
Technology Branch of the Science
and Technology Division of the
CECOM Night Vision and Electronic Sensors Directorate at Fort
Belvoir, VA. He holds a doctorate
in physics from The University of
Notre Dame.
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'TO THE SOLDIER'
PM TRADE
ACQUISITION REFORM
INITIATIVES
By MAJ Mark Danison
Introduction
The imulation Training and Instrumentation Command (STRICOM) is a major subordJnate command (MSC) within the Army
Materiel Command (AMC). STRICOM is an
integrated command comprising four program managers: Training Devices (PM
TRADE); Combined Arm Tactical Trainers
(pM CATT); OJ tributed Interactive Simulations; and Instrumentation, Target and
Threat imulators, as well as the following
di.recmrates: Research and Engineering Management; LOgistics; Acquisition, Resources
1anagement; Strategic Business Planning:
and Integration.
TRlCOM's 500-plus employees handle
approximately $735 million in business annually. Its location within Central Florida's
Research Park takes advantage of synergy reo
alized by collocation with 140 commercial
simulation and training related corporations
and the imulation and training organizations for the U.S. Navy, U.S. Marine Corps,
and U.S. Air Force. STRlCOM is within 30
miles of ASA, Walt Disney World, and Universal StudiOS, all of which are significant
users of simulation rechnology.
PM TRADE, STRICOM's longe t existing
project office, has three product managers.
These a.re: Ground Combat Training Systems, Combat upport Training Systems and
tbe Air and Command Training Sy tems. Together, they manage abOUl 100 programs
widl arLllual business in exCeS of $243 million. Past PM TRADE programmatic sue·
cesses include such well known training devices as Multiple Integrated Laser
Engagement Systems (MILE ), Precision
Range Integrated Maneuver Exercise, Conduct-of-Fire-Trainer, and Air Ground Engagement System II.
On June 18,1996, PM TRADE hriefed the
Honorable Gilbert E Decker, As istant Secre·
tary of the Army for Research, Development
and Acqui ition (ASARDA), on some of the
acquisition reform initiative being em-
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ployed at STRICOM to facilitate quicker and
more co t-effective uPPOrt to the soldier.
Others attendees at the briefing were GEN
Johnny E. Wilson,AMC Commander; LTG
Ronald V. Hite, Military Deputy to the
ASARDA; BG(P) (now MG) Roy E.
Beauchamp, AMC Deputy Chief for Staff for
Research, Development and Engineering
(now Research, Development & Acquisition); and Da.le G. Adams, AMC Principal
Deputy for AcquiSition.
Four of the seven programs briefed to
the Army are presented in this article. These
are the Advanced GunneryTraining Systems,
Multiple Integrated Laser Engagement ytem 2000, Improved Target Acquisition System and the Fire Support Combined Arms
Tactical Trainer. Their related acquisition reform highlights are presented below.

Advanced Gunnery Training
System
The Advanced Gunnery Tmining System
(AGTS) program has implementcd a govcrnment·indu try mtegrated Product Developmcnt Team (POl) process that bas received
excellcnt reviews from the ISO 9000 Audit
board. Prohlem solving openness widlin
the POTs is indi pensable to the program's continuing success. Team structure foundation is based upon the
Prime Item Development (PIO) specifi-

cation. The PID is oriented towards
testable performance requirements which
idcntify major subsystems. A PDT is created
and responsible for eventual integration into
the flOal tmining system, Each PDT is cochaired by both government and contractor
technical representatives responsible for
budget and schedule.
PID requirements ownership is allocated
to the POTs by the Sy tern Segment Design
Document. PDT requirements define thc
PDT interfaces. Conflicts are resolved by
lead project engineers of the System Engi·
neering mtegration Team (SEll) or by the
Program Management Integration Team
(pMJl) consisting of the project team managers and contracting officers from both the
government and COnlrdctor. Note that no
new authority is estabUshed by the PDT,
SEIT or PMIT; the teaming structure merely
allows team members to exercise their individual authority in parallel to prevent
proces development impedinlents.
Interrelated mnltiple PDT cross functional support requiring coordination is
achieved hy industry and government cochaired working groups accountable for
cost, schedule, performance, and supportability goal. Examples include: software, systems integC'dtion, testing, life cycle contractor support, publications, configuration
management, safety, MANPRJNT and human

. .- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -. . The MILES 2000
Small Arms
Transmitter
is indicative
of the
reduction
of component size
in comparison
to the basic
MILES.
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The Improved
Target Acquisition
System
is a success story
in embedding
training
capability
in a tactical
weapon
system.
factors engineering.
STRICOM's search for continual improvement in business operations led to the best
value procurement philosophy. Contract
award is based upon a combination offactors
necessary for a successful procurement in·
tead of co t alone. PM TRADE' AGTS program applied this new Request For Proposal
(RFP) developmental process resulting in
lessons learned being briefed for Roadshow
n. The Roadshow initiative is an annual AMC
acquisition reform workshop series that visits industry and majorArmy commands.
tream.Jining allowed the government
AGTS matrix team to release a best value RFP
in the Commerce Business Dally within 90
days of requirements submission to PM
TRADE. The RFP solution combined into one
common design, four different vehicle system development efforts, thus sharing nonrecurring design costs. RFP basic functional
requirements and information provided hy
subject marter experts was combined into a
'Systems Requirements Document' instead
of a formal performance specilication.
RFP ueamlining emphasis on commercial components allowed contractor free·
dom in proposing designs unfettered by
governmenr specifications and standards.
Each offeror's RFP response was formaned
as a specification and the proposed system
design approaches reflected the use of com·
merclal item and practices as well as pre-existing data for the developmental design
processes. Cost reduction was acWeved by
the creation of a technical library on an
electronic bulletin board available for industry review and reproduction.
Te ting has always been an area fraught
with challenge. The AGTS pr gram implemented a continuous eries of "test and in·
spect" via incremental physical configura·
tion audits throughout the development
cycle. Early deficiency identification and
resolutioo creates cost avoidance opportu·
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nities. An opportunity for testing improvement was realized by the ElT tailoring the
U AF SIMTEST 2000 test philo ophy advocating functional level testing over redundant multi·layered testing. Each PDT was responsible for product unit level testing that
mct functionality requirements and documentation of test results. Thus, multiple level
testing evolved into a two-tiered process of
PDT level and sy tem level testing. 1\vin
bonuses realized are system-level testing requiring shorter test procedures and reduced
schedule risk. Many problems are resolved
prior to test by PDT interaction.
The AGTS program team activities supPOrt PM TRADE's goal of efficiently provid·
ing timely, effective, and reasonably priced
training equipment to the soldier. TheAGTS
acqui ition team POTs have implemented
FAR \-102 which calls fur an integrated pan·
nership with industry. This integrated approach promotes an understanding of co t
ver us performance i sue and focuses on
essential program objectives. TheAGTS program, initiated before most DOD reform initiatives, uses the PDT process to eliminate
most non-essential Mll.-SPECs, documentation, and testing. This enables significant
program cost avoidance without compromise in performance or supportability. Use
of option year variable quantl.tles on a single
contract allowed common development of
training devices supporting four unique ve·
hicle systems for three different national
governments. This has simplified program
administration and promoted synergi tic results from commonality.

MILES 2000
The next program briefed was the joint
U.S. Armyru.S. Marine Corps MILES 2000
procurement potentially valued at $500 million. This contract was awarded in May
1995 after a full and open competition
u ing "best value" source selection methods.

The MILES 2000 system uses eye safe lasers
mounted on combat vehicle .ystems and on
dismounted infantry weapons to simulate
weapon system operational effects in forceon·force tactical engagements.
MILE 2000 develops new/upgraded
weapons simulation capabilities, training effectiveness technology enhancements and
is downwardly compatible with basic
MILES. It is important to note that basic
MILES is rapidly reaching the end of its viable technological and economic life.
MILES 2000 owner hip costs for the U.S.
Army and U. . Marine Corp were reduced
through a joint procurement program ratified by a Memorandum of Agreement between PM TRADE and Marine Corps ystern Command (MARCOR YSCOM).
Benefits of this approach include reduced
cost for engineering, contracting, configu·
ration management, and Jogisticalllfe cycle
support. A common baseline adapted to service unique requirements result in a lower
cost per item. A primary user training benefit is enhanced jOint training capability.
The MILES 2000 contract solidtatlon im·
plemented many DOD acquisition reform
initiatives focllsed on quality in require·
ments definition, detailed market investiga·
tion, industry draft reView, and tailored performance specifications and standards.
Program requirements were developed
using multiple sources comprising the fPT,
including the Training and Doctrine Command, MARCORSYSCOM, ervice chool
representatives, the materiel developer, the
te ting community, and sy tern program
managers. These draft requirements were
made available to industry on STRlCOM's
Electronic Bulletin Board for suggested improvements into the draft requirements.
These re ulted in a clear and concise requirements document that left latitude for
industry innovation and enhanced viSibility,
allowing industry development of technical
approaches before publication of the actual
solicitation appearance.
PM TRAD E conducted a detailed market
investigation prior to acquisition strategy
development. Could the MILES 2000 reo
quirement be satisfied by adaptation of ex·
iSting products or was additional development reqUired? Investigation results
revealed no existing devices avalJable. How·
ever, most requirements could be satisfied
by existing technology adaptation and an
acquisition strategy based upon a fixedprice production contract.
Once government requirements were de·
termined, tbe issue became how to best tailor the program for maximum effectiveness.
Several approaches were used: tailored performance specifications, non·governmental
standards usage, concurrent testing, and expanded u e of commercial products and
processes. Performance specification tailoring was limited only by user prescribed absolute requirements (example: pre.exJsting
MILES compatibility) thus allowing compet-
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ing contractors full opportunity to be innov·
ative utWzing tedmology adv-ances.Tangible
results are reduced acquisition and support
costs, lighter and less bulk!, infantry sl's,
tem ,and increased training flexibitiey.
Military specifications and standards
were reduced, retaining only those required
for safery and those without commercial
equivalent. The !PT, u 'ing the STRlCOM
Electronic Bulletin Board, requested the
contractors to recommend further reduc·
tions after RFP release and proposal receipt
by the government. Testing duplication was
reduced by close coordinatinn by materiel
developer and operational tester, as well as
by extensive government observarion and
verification utilizing contractor technical
testing. These actions will result in an estimated co t avoidance of 1.5 million.
The IPT decided to formally communicate program intent to indu rry via a Pre·Solicitation Conference. Both public and contractor confidential essions, designed to
protect proprietary approaches, were conducted which allowed complete di cia ure
of government intent.
Finally, to reduce risk and provide can·
tractor ineentives, a basic contract with
four production options was awarded. The
basic contract was designed to en ure production baseline adaptations, testing, and
logistics support package preparation were
successfully completed before the large
scale production options are contractually
executed. Production option are range
priced to provide funding and quantities
flu tuation f1exibitity.
lose Mll.ES 2000 contract management
for envisioned objectives results in im·
proved soldier and U.. Marine training. The
successful offeror had to propose a system
that met the refined requirements and provided enhanced training value. 11,e winning
system is significandy less cumbersome and
more tran parent to the soldier. It offers sign.ificandy enl1anced ystem flexibitity and
improved simplicity of use and installation.
An additional feature from Mll.ES 2000 is a
dramatic reduction in life-<:ycle costs, primarily in the area of battery usage. tilizing
battery leep modes and rechargeable vehicle batteries, standard off-the- helf lithium
batteries and decreasing the sy tem battery
requirements, the overall optempo savings
a soeiated with operating Mll.ES will be in
excess of $7.6 miHion annually at its end·
state clleduled for 2007.
'n,e first unit scheduled for MILES 2000
fielding is Fort Stewart. SaVings in baneries
will be in excess of $500,000 annu:tIJy for
this installation alone.

Improved Target Acquisition
System
The Improved Target Acquisition System
(ITAS) for theTOW Missile system i the first
tactical missile system to utilize fully Embedded Tra.ining (ET). Every tacticallTAS that is
produced and fielded will have IT. In the

I
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The Fire Support
Combined Arms
Tactical Trainer
is the Army's
only designated
Defense
Acquisition
Pilot Program.
ITAS prograDl, the government realized benefits from several acquisition reform initia·
tives. TI,ese include u ing IPTs, life cycle
schedule reduction by 50 percent, reduced
cost of ownership, and contract management for end results.
PM TRADE established and nurtured
early strong working level relationships between the tactical weapon system contrac·
[Or and d,e training device contractor. The
IPT philosophy was also used to coordinate
activities between several government agen·
cies, including MICOM, U.S. Army information Systems Command, the TRADOC Sys·
tems Manager, Army Materiel Systems
Analysis Activitj', the Test and Experinlentation Command, and PM TRADE. ITAS program life cycle time was reduced by PM
TRADE being an early team player on the
tactical weapon development team. Maximum leverage of existing TOW sinlulation
firmware was used. The concurrent development of the JIT capability, an integral part
of the tactical weapon system testing, correspondingly reduced the program schedule.
A substantial cost avoidance opportunity
is created by preventing potentially inde·
pendent training devices and weapons system developmental efforts. More inlportant
is the prominent weapons system life cycle
cost avoidance associated with the use of
IT to maintain gunnery skills. For example,
the approximately $17,000 per missile was
made available for otiler Defense needs by
use of IT. PM·TRADE. in managing tbe ITAS,
is focused on the end result provided to the
Army with soldiers able to train gunnery
skills while deployed forward witilOut the
logistics burden of peripheral or externalJy
appended equipment.

Fire Support Combined Arms
Tactical Trainer
The Fire Support Combined Arms Tacti·
cal Trainer (FSCATf) Phase One Program,
which was discussed in MAJ Mark R.ider's article in the May-June 1996 issue of Army
RD&A, was also reviewed as the Army's only
designated Defense AcqUisition Pilot Program (DAPP). Summarized FSCATT acquisi·
tion reform h.ighlights briefed include lPT
empowerment, use of performance specifi-

cations/non-government standards, best
value Fixed Price Award Fee contracting,
and cost avoidance opportunities including
prospective milestone biUing, resulting in
measurable improvements in cost, schedule
and performance.

Summary
In summary, PM TRADE takes great pride
in it's use of acquisition reform in.itiatives.
These initiatives enable PM TRADE to move
qUickly 'lOd to field cost effective training
systems which support the soldier. As a con·
stant reminder of ti,e fact that it i the 01·
dier's needs that must first be served, PM
TRADE adopted as its mOrLO ti]e slogan' To
the soldier." The four programs reviewed in
tltis article place particular emphasis on the
use of IPT ,best value contracting, perform·
ance peciflcation , modeling and inlula·
tion and cost as a independent variable. The
accomplishments detailed in this article are
a credit to the innovation and hard work of
the project directors, engineers, contracting
and logistics personnel of PM TRADE and
STRICOM. It is through their continued professional efforts that PM TRADE is confident
of continued success as the leader in prOViding training devices to the soldier.

MAj MARK A. DANlSON, a former me-mber of the Army Acquisition Corps, retired from active service in Aug. 1996. He has an
M.B,A. and an M.S. from Florida
Institute of Technology, a B.A. from
Georgia State University, and is a
graduate of the A1'my Command
and General Stajl College. This artie/e was written in collaboration
with COL Noble T. johnson, MAj
Mark Rider, Ken Lewis, Michael
Sims, and Darryl Williams. All arlie/e inquiries should be directed to
Dave Manning: Phone (407)3845100.
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A STRATEGY
FOR COOPERATIVE R&D
WITH CANADA
Editor's Note: This is the second of two
articles by LTC jallows#.i Oil cooperatilJe
R&D with Canada. nJe first was published
In the Ma.-cb-Aprtl 1997 issue of Anny

By LTC Ronald M.
Janowski

RD&A

The Landscape Of
U.S'/Canada R&D
Many tools have grown over the years to
effect U.S./Canadian coopemtion. The
Army Materiel Command's (AMC) on-site
representative, the standardization officer
(STANREP), must achieve an allencompassing view of the mission at hand
to know which tonls work, which tools
don't, and where new tools are needed. This
condition has necessarily led to the development of "The 'Landscape' of U.S./Canada
R&D"(Figure 1).
TI,e landscape traces, from left to right, a
gmduated scale of increasing cooperative involvement. Awareness leads to data exchange and, progres ive1y, to jOint efforts.

.,

have unique return-oo-investment value; this
in turn drives the proactive stmtegy of the
office today.

U.S./Canadian Cooperative
R&D Strategy
Nearly every cooperative venture subjectively falls within one of these groups, and
the result successfully frames the overall
chalJenge of the job. One should not assume that cooperative R&D Is like a huge
game of "Chutes and l.~dders;" there is no
set starting or end point. Cooperation may
occur anywhere on the Lmdscape and may
or may not progress to other levels.
Most of the tools or programs shown are
common to the many countries with whom
the U.S. Army has ties. A rnaUer number of
the progrdms are unique to U.S./Canada cooperdtion. Every program shown Is a valued
part of the complete cooperative mosaic.
But while every title on the land cape is
meaningful, experience has shown each to

This office strives to maximize a profit of
U.S./Ganadian cooperative success for effort
spent. Accordingly, this office now focuses
on four major strategy thrusts (and a handful
of other .initiatives) to facilitate U. ./Canadian cooperative R&D. (See Figure 2.)

• The Tech,dcal Cooperative Program ('lTCP). The TICP is closely aligned
with the America-Britain-Canada-AustraJia
tandardization ptogram, and the member
nations are the same for both. TICP permits
free and open discussion among members
on virtually any non-nuclear research topic.
A recently Igned agreement even permits
dle passiog of equipment with the pa sing
of information. It is extremeLy popular and
operates wholly autonomously. It is, how-

Figure 1,
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US-Canada Cooperation Strategy
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Figure 2.
ever, the most consistently successful and
longest running means by which the United
tates and Canada keep in touch and air possible cooperative projects.
• Broad Agency A,mo,nlCellleuls
(BAA). Tbe BAAs are common means of
publicizing R&D opportunities by the
United tates. BAAs appear in the Commerce Business Daily (CBD), and are put
out by the Army Research Office (ARO). In
both cases, tbe opportunities literally cover
the spectrum of Defense Uese:trcb, and in
both cases, the offer comes directly to the
potential bidder 'on a platter" -one need
only respond. Canada :tctively comb the
CBD, and in 1995 Canada bec:trOe the first
foreign country to respond to ARO's Advanced Concepts and Technology U Program BAAs. Tbis year, ARO has :tpproved
Canailian play in the FY96-PY97 BAAs, and
distribution to Can:tda occurred in mid-January.
• Culling-Edge Technology (CET).
Can:td:t has niche technologies of worlddass caliber; the trick has always been to
both identify them, and conclude their
worth to a cooperative venture. A natut"'oll
result of this office's contact with both U..
and Canailian defense research agencies is
an initial listing of SUdl canadian technologies-CErs. Although the Ust currently indudes only technologies found at Defense
Research Establishments (DREs), it is certain
that CErs also exist in the commercial sector and will appear on fumre CIT lists.
• The "jacobs" List. In September
1995, Dr. Paul Jacobs of the Missile Ue eareh
Development and Engineering Center
(MRDEC) offered to provide Canada alit of
MRDEC technologies to which MRDEC
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would welcome either improvements or solutions. Ensuing discussion honed fuj offer
to any Canadian technology that might be
BITTER in performance, FASTER. to acquire,
and/or CHEAPER In overall system cost
(performance/schedule/cost) than any currently known technology. eizmg upon this
concept, fujs office has now made the Jacobs Ust a major force in surfacing potential
U.S./Canadian cooperative projects (Figure
3). Upon receipt, this office broadly ilistributes ti,e list among Canadi:tn Defense materiel agencies. The agencies then match
known Canadian technologies against the
list; these matches form the basis of
U.S./Canadian iliscussion and, ultimately, cooperative projects_ Currently, Jacobs Ust
submissions from six RDECs are in circulation in Canada. In May 1996, AMC directed
that the scope of U1e concept be expanded
for worldwide use.

Other Initiatives
• VIP Visits. Visits by high-t"'olOking De·
fense individuals both raise ti,e visibility of
ti,e mission and lend credcnce to the effor!.
VIPs to Canada in 1995-96 have included
GEN Leon E. Salomon (tllen Commanding
General, AMC); the Under Secret:try of Defeo c for Acquisition and Technology; the
AMC Principal Defluty for Technology; the
Deputy Chief of taft for Tt"'olining, U.S. Army
Tr:tining and Doctrine Command: the Direc·
tor, Army Digitization Office; and the CG,
CECOM.
• A"nllal Report. Awareness of opportunities is one of the biggest hurdles to the
mission. Publication of an annual report
that out.Lines the mission and the achievements effectively gets the word out and

strengthens the idea of R&D cooperation in
botll countries.
• DRE Liaiso" at Val<:arlier, Cal/ada.
In a unique opportunity last year, a U.S.
Arm)' Reservist. served at a key ORE site for
ill three-week active training period. His
presence greatly aided in on-site observations and mission credence.
The common thread throughout AMC's
Canadian strategy is the freedom for canada
to pursue cooperation at her own pace.
Each of the Initiat.ives provide Canada an
overlapping series of windows into U.S.
Army R&D. In 00 case does a high pressure
sales approadl come into play; it Is, in effect,
the Home-Shopping etwork of international cooperation. That fact is key to the
success of this office. Both countries :tre
struggling to establish their Defense R&D
programs under difficult political and economic conditions. In addition, despite the
long-tinle close political, economic, and social ties between the Unired St:ttes and
Can:tda, there are only certain niche technologies in which crucial fuctors will align
(U.S. need, Canailian capability, and timing),
allowing Sigoific:tnt cooperdtion to occur.
nus 'laissez-faire' strategy permits Canada to
seize ti,e opportunities as they wish, 'tnd as
they are able.

The Future
Can:td:t faces a tough ride through the
end of this century. Struggles with economy, political questions of where they fit in
the post-Cold W:tr world, perceived ruptures
of the public trust, and the specter of oational fracture will oftcn overshadow the
basic subject of n:ttional Defense in the public's eye. Nevertheless, Canada will not
abandon her illstorically strong support of
worldwide peacekeeping missions, nor will
sbe cease to be America's largest single trading partner, averaging just under 100 billion ill overall .5. exports annually. As
Canada replaces her military hardware over
time, she will prob:tbly standardize equipment witll the United States, her mosr likely
parmer in any fumre joint militltry action.
Cooperative R&D projects with the United
State may likewise offer canada opportunities to help fix the economic and political
woes facing tl,e country, wWle concurrently
driving improved coopet"'oltion. Canadi:tn
development of dual-use tedulOlogies in
support of, or in cooperation with the
Uoiled tates will infuse much needed dollars into their economy.
U.S./Canadian cooperative R&D will
likely expand in the future, both in light of
U.S. operations in Bosnia and as a resull of
renewed Canailian funding of the Defense
Development Sbaring Program (DDSP).
Canada 'Uld Canadian researchers have extensive first-hand experience in the Bosnian
peacekeeping role, and cooperation berween tl,e countries is ongoing. If uch cooperation surfaces likely projects, Canada
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will certainly support establishment of a

DO P
Both the TfCP and the recently initiated
Jacobs Ust mechanism will continue to provide means for discussion and po sible cooperation. Canadian interest, partidpation,
and possible mimicking of the Battle Lab i
likely to generate cooperative developments, not only in materiel proce 'se , but
also those of dOCtriJ1C, training, and organization. Finally, the expanding participation
of Canadian academic institutions in .S. research programs, an effort in its earHe t
tage by the Army Research Office, will further encourage Canadian activity in the
early stages of U.S. acquisition cycles.

The Bottom Line
This office is improving cooperative
R&D with Canada. It has, and continues to
review the needs and capabilities of both
countries. In doing so, it has achieved an inide view of the political/economic conditions that shape the long-running and
largely inter-me hed U. ./Canadian partner-
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ship. The result i a proactive and tailored
strategy that clearly defines
. Atmy
needs, while affording Canada a flexible response to cooperative po sibilitie . It is a
practical approach that is showing success.
Of special nOle, the uccess of this office
is largely a measure of classic matrix organization management. In tbe course of day-today operations, the offi e commands sJdlJed
:tnd knowledgeable members throughout
the Army's acquisition community. likewise, this office freely offers itself to become an e.'Ctended staff to several Army
agencies in tile pursuit of improved international cooperation.
TIli office is a rarity-a podium of broad
latitude engaging matter that demand
equal balance in both technology and politics. There is no doubt tbat tile Army's cooperation wittl cadl liaised country is the better for the presence of these organizations.
But success depend on tile Defense agencies of aU allied nations acknowledging the
value of, and Sincerely pursuing, international cooperative R&D.

LTC RONALD M. JANOW KJ is the
commander of AMC's u.s. Army
Re earch, Development and Standardization Group-Canada. He
holds a B.S. from the u.s. MilitalY
Academy, and an M.S. in systems
managementfrom the University of
Southern California. He is a gmduate of the Defen e Systems Management College, the U.S. Army
Command and General taff College and the Field A11ille1Y Officer
Advanced Course. He has served in
a variety offield artillery and Acquisition Corps positions.
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RAH-66 COMANCHE

HARDWARE AND SOFnNARE
PROCESSING ARCHITECTURE
The 1989 Defense Acquisition Board
(DAB) deci ion to compete a Light Heli·
copter Experimental (UIX) program for the
development and procurement of a 7,;00
pound and S75M (flyaway cost in 1988 dol·
lars) rotorcraft required consideration of
many advanced technology concepts. With
the weight and cost mandates established by
the DAll, it was imperative to explore new
ways to consolidate large amounts of functionality into smaUer packaging. Accompa·
nying that thrust was a congressionaUy·mandated requirement to establish a common
avionic baseline for use on the LHX, the Air
Force Advanced Tactical Fighter (now the
F·22), and the aV}' Advanced Tactical Air·
craft (A-l2, which was canceled long ago).
In addition, a newly est;Lblished DOD man·
date reqUired the use of the Ad. High Order
Language for LHX software. Other key con·
trihutors to the I1IX de ign direction were
the survivability and reliability requirements
established in the Army' UIX Operational
Requirements Document (ORD).
Based upon this combination of influ·
ences, the Army, through c11e LHX Program
Office, became a key player in the]oint Inte·
grated Avionics Working Group OIAWG).

By Doug Madigan,
Juanita Harris.
Jeff Grover and
Jim Grover
11,e ]IAWG's focus was to develop a set of
standard and specifications for an inte·
grated avionic suite. Hardware specifica.
tions were based on a form, fit, function, and
interface (F31) approach, rather than the tmditional huild-to-print approach. The ]1AWG
brougbt together government engineers
and managers from the three Services, as
well as their counterparts from the UIX and
ATF competing contractor teams, and the already selected A-12 contractor team. The
knowledge and ideas shared among this diverse group were wide-ranging and at the
leading edge of technology. The concepts of
hared processing resources and graceful
degradation of functionality to accommodate lost processing resources were integral
to the ]1AWG's advanced avionics architec-
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rure standard. Both LHX competing teams
submitted this approach in their proposals.
With the selection of Boeing Sikorsky in
April 1991, the real LHX (now caUed the UI)
design process beg:m.
Key elements in the ensuing de ign
process were the selection of a processor,
backplane buses, and :m interface bus. TIle
]IAWG influence was large in these areas.
TIle LH, along with the ATF (the A-l2, now
c:mceled) was chosen to use the Intel i80960
CPU, the ParaUel Interface Bus (PI-Bus) and
the Test and Maintenance Bus (TM-Bu ) as
backplane buse , and the High peed Data
Bus (HSDB) as "" interface bus to be the core
of their respective avionics architecture .
As the LH, now RAH-66 Comanche, progressed in its 'Ivionics architecture de igo, a
key element to meet cost, weight, and performance requirements became lie software and hardware processing architecture.
The hardware included two Mission Computer Clusters (MCCs), each comprised of
tandard Electronic Module - Format E
(SEM-E) Line replacealJle modules. TIlls approach is a key element of the Comanche's
two-level maintenance concept-removing
and replacing at tbe unit level, or performing depot-level repair. Intermediate-level
maintenance is eliminated.
The two MCCs exchange information as
needed via the HSDB. Within the MCCs, var·
ious SEM·E modules are connected by the
backplane buses-lie PI-Bus for control and
data exchange, and the TM-Bus for maintenance/fault information passing. Tbe key
processing assets within the MCCs are the
Data Processor Modules (DPMs) and the
Array Processor modules (APs).
The APs provide the signal processing
power required to handle the Comanche
ensor imagery and the Aided Target Detec·
tion/Classification algorithm . The DPMs
host the i80960 CPUs for general purpose
processing, as well as on-Volatlle Memory
(NVM) to store software programs.
Other key processing assets in the MCCs
are the Graphics Module (GM) and the
Video Distribution Module - Transmit
(VDM-T) which together make up the Comanche Display Genemtion System (DGS)
and the Fiber Optic Data Bus modules
(FODBs) which are the MCC's interface to
the H DB. Figure I depicts the Comanche
hardware processing assets.
The software that runs in the Comanche
MCCs is the Comanche Mission EqUipment
P:,ckage (MEP) Operational Flight Program
(OFP). It consists of Computer Software
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Configuration Items (

CIs) developed bl'

Boeing Product Support Divi ion in Wichita,

KS; Boeing Helicopters in Philadelphia, PA;
ikorsky Aircraft in Trumbull, CT; NorthropGrumman in Baltimore, MD; Lockheed Martin in Orlando, I'L; and Harris in Melbourne,
FL, to name the major players. These CSCls
must be Integrated to create the OI'P ,md
loaded to the OPM to provide Comanche
MEP OI'P functionaliry.
The Mission Equipment Package and the
overall system architecrure, including the
OPMs and the Comanche MEP OFP software,
will enable d,e Comanche to meet the requirements in the ORO for fuuJt/damage wIer'dtU avionics. Within the ComanclJe system
pecificatlon, there are pecific requirements
for graceful degradation and mult tolerance.
The deSign to meet the requirements was
partitioned between a software architecture
and a hardware arc1,iteclure. 'TIle hardware
architecture, involving the DPMs and buse
described above, includes the use of installed
spare modules and additional empry, but
wired, module slots within each MCC.
The Comanche MEP software architecture is the heart of the Comanche weapon
system. The architecture approach builds
oftware from units (Computer Software
Units - C Us) to component (Computer
Software Components - CSCs). However,
from that point on, the Comanche software
development process and the actual software arcIliteclure are quite unique. Becau e
of the mult/damage toleran e requirements
and the complexiry of the oftware functionaliry, coupled witb the many software
developer involved on the Comanche pro-
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gram, a unique software architecture and
unique integration processes are reqUired.
The major functional elements of the Camanche OFP are Sy tern Units (SU) providing
capabilities such as aircraft systems management, pilot vehicle inrerface, etc. The effective integration of these SUs to form a com·
prehensive Comanche MEl' OI'P satisfying
the graceful degradation and reconfiguration
requirement has po ed a Significant challenge given the helicoprer pace, weight, and
power constraints. Satisfying the specified
requirement , without introdudng undue
overhead Or demanding excessive resources,
drove designers toward adoption of a modular building block approach.
System developers have adopted an innovative architecture of interrelated softwa.rebased components which operate to proVide
OI'P speCified funetionaliry. 'TIlis approach
supports three program objectives: an orderly development process; effident use of
available processing resources; and functional reconflguration during operation
should some hardware become unavailable.
The OFP software architecture is ba ed
on functional units called load units, node
units, cluster units, and system tmits. The
objective of dll architecture is to define
software units that are constrdined to reside
at a given level within d,e architecture to
support flexible software load. Here is how
the oftware architecture is structured:
LOAD UNIT (LUJ: A LU is the lowest
level of software unit and the building block
of the system. A LU contains one Ada program (anAda program consists of at least one
Ada task, the main task). A LU is designed to

tolerate movement to a different DI'M at any
poinr during execution; it Is also designed to
tolerate communication partners being
moved to a different OPM or removed from
dIe sy tem entirely without undesirable effects. A csa consists of one or more LU .
NODE UNIT (NU): A NU is the next
level above a tU. A
is one Or more LUs
configured to reside on the same DPM
(node) in the system; communications between LUs on the sanle node is guaranteed
to be intraproces or. Only one copy of a
is loaded per MC but there may be a second copy in the other MCC. NUs may be
shared by higher level software uni .
CLUSTER UNIT (CU): A CU is the next
higher level above a NU. One or more NUs
are configured to reside within the same
MCC. This enSures communications between the LUs and the NUs will nOt be required across the HSOB. Only one copy of a
CU is loaded in the Comanclle processing
architecture. CUs may be shared by higher
level software units.
SYSTEM UNIT (5U): A U is the highest
level software unit. It is one or more CUs
3lld ultimately a collection of Ad.1 programs
(LUs). A SU implements the software portions of a mission capabiliry 3l1d represents
that functionaliry within the MCC.
A partitioning example is shown in Figure 2.
Comanche software in the OI'P is partirioned along functional lines such that all
tbe functionality that collectively forms a
unique system capabiliry can be grouped together and prioritized in terms of mi sion
performance. TI,e Comanche OFP software
supports graceful degradation because of
the partitioning concept of dIe S . The Comanche avionics (the MEP) can operate in a
degraded mode whenever resources are
lost. A resource could be a sensor or a DPM
within an MCC. When a sensor is losr, it may
be desirable for a different
to be loaded
which either more closely matches the remaining available sensors or inlplements a
backup capabiliry. When a DPM is lost, there
may be insufficient resources to load all the
originally reque ted SU . Also, a SU may be a
super set of the functionaliry that would be
required in a degraded mode.
The OFP inregrator i Boeing Helicopter. Software components are developed and tested as much as po ible by the
individual developers. Level 1 integration is
conducted internally by all CSCls; Level 15
integration (wllldl has the same objectives
as Level 2 integration) is conducted at Sikorsky Aircraft and integrates the Sikorsky
Crew Interface Managemeut (ClM) software
and the Aircraft System Managemenr (ASM)
software along with the UITE Airborne Engine MOnitoring System (AfuV1S) software
and the Boeing WlcIJira Operating System
(OS) software; Level 2 inregration i conducted at Boeing Helicopters and incorporates the Sikorsky software, dIe LHTEC software, the Boeing Wichita as software and
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SOFTWARE lNTEGRATION TESTING APPROACH
LEVEL 2

l.EVEL I

LEVEL J

functioning in one of multiple predefined
operational scenarios is technically achievable and less costly than doing so for me
many c nfigurations po -ible in a fully dy·
nan:tic reconfiguf3tion concept.

A time and technology have progressed,
along with today's drive towards commerci,uaation, the Comanche processor wiU most
likely be changing from a special purpose
CP (the i8O%O) to one that is commercialJy
available (the Pentium PS). The beauty of the
Comanche MCC system architecture is the
flexibility it provides to allow for system upgrades without major system modifications.
This processor change on the DPMs along
with incrC'dSCd NVM should permit a more
straightforward reconfiguration approach to
be used with no inClC'dSC in necessary processing assets within the MCCs. Using tl,e
load unit, node unit, cluster unit, and system
unit approach, as well as the tiered integra·
tion and testing approach, would not change
the Comanclle software architecture.

Figure 3.
the Boeing Helicopters Mission Management and Control (MMC) CSCI.
Overall OFP integration (Level 3 integmtion) occurs at Boeing Helicopters. OFP in·
t gration testing is accompli hed at Boeing
Helicopters, induding the Prototype System
Integration Test (psIl) required prior to de·
livery of the OFF to flight test.
ot all software requirements testing
must be done by the developers. Many LU
functions require an interface to other LU in
order to execute. llms, orne software requirements testing can be incorporated in
l.c:veJ I, Level 2, and Level 3 integration activ!tie ,a well as in PSIT. The location and
scope of the testing is agreed upon by the
government and the contractor as part of the
OFF software Integrated Product Team (IPT)
development approach_ 1FT development is
used throughout all aspects of the Comanche
program. Funher clarification of the soft·
ware integration and test process follows:
Levell: Level 1 is the integration of the
LUs withln a single CSCI and is the responsi·
bility of the CSCl design team. The objectives of Level 1 integration are to verify LV
to LV message withln a
CI; to verify interfaces to tl,e OS CSCI appUcation services;
to verify external CSCI interfaces using
·tubs and drivers; and to verify external
hardware interfaces u ing imulated and/or
actual hardware.
Level 2 (Level 1.5 bas some objec·
tives): Level 2 is the integration of LUs that
cross CSCI boundaries by incrementally
building up the Comanche OFP and is the
respon ibiUty of the Boeing Helicopters integration team. The objectives of Level 2 in·
tegration are to verify LV to LV messages be·
tween CSCls; to verify end·w·end
functionality of MEP capabilities; to verify
external software interfaces u ing stub and
drivers; and to verify external hardware in-
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terfaces using sinlUlated and/or actual hard·
ware.
Level3; Level 3 is the integration of the
MEP OFP L s to support full·up and degraded conditions and is the responSibility
of the Boeing Helicopters integration team.
TI,e objectives of Level 3 integration are to
verify dual cockpit functionality; to perform
mission oriented integmtion; to perform
stress testing; and to perform hardware to
software integration not verified by Level 2
integration, e.g., MEP OFP connection to the
Flight Control System Integration Lab
(FCSIL). Figure 3 depicts the integration lev·
cis de cfibed above, as weli as me require·
ments fiowdown. Note that ti,e WSS is the
Comanche Weapon Sy tern pecification
(now a Performance Weapon System Specifi·
cation (PWSS)), the MEP SSS is the MEP ego
mem System Specification, SRSs are Soft·
ware Requirements Specifications, and lTBs
arc Integrated Test Benches.
The Comanche software and hardware
processing architecture has many advan·
tages. The software development process
has included DOD Std 2167A (used as a
guide) testing plus architecture specific
processes, Le., CSU, CSC, and some C Cl
testing is performed per 2167A while archi·
tecture·specific Le,'el 1,2, and 3 integration
and testing is also being done. A major ben·
efit of this approach is tim parallel testing
activities can occur. With Comanche's com·
plex MEP requirements and aggres ive development schedule'. this integration and
testing approach is extremely valuable.
Presently, as me Comanche program enter the Early Operdtional Capability (EOC)
phase, reconfiguration is evolving to a more
deterministic approach vs. the original design concept of a fully dynamic reconfigumtion capability. Testing an OFP with a recon·
figuration capability that is based on its
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COMANCHE'S
ENVIRONMENTAL
CONTROL
SYSTEM
By Frank B. Mokry
Introduction

The Comanche is
the first
Army aircraft
to integrate
a nuclear,
biological,
chemical
collective
filtration
protection
system
with
an aircraft
environmental
control
system.
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The RAH-66 Comanche Helicopter is the
U.. Army's latest aircraft development program. The Comanche is a Iighl attack/armed
reconnaissance helicopter that will provide
superior combat effectivene and battlefield survivability against current and future
Ihreats and will modernize the Army's currenl light attack/scoUl helicopter fleet. The
Comanche incorporales the latest aircraft
teclmologies to enhance its performance capabilities ill high, hot altitude environments
and in air combat.
The Comanche, like any odler fixed or rotary wing aircraft developmental program,
must deal with co I, schedule, weight, performance, and space constraints. Each
major system and subsystem on Ihe aircraft
must meet aU design and program requirements within these constraints.
The Comanche' Environmental Control
Sy tern (ECS) has incorporated some new
and innovative design concepts to meet its
operational and packaging requirements.
The Comanche is the first Army aircraft to
integrate a nuclear, biological, chemical
(NBC) coUective fLltration protection system
with an aircraft ECS. This design concept integrates cockpit and electronic equipment
bay overpre sure with dle ECS and a regen·
erable NBC filtration system. Developmen.
tal challenges have occurted with the regen·
erable NBC fLltration sy tenl and hotter than
specified ECS supply air. Multiple component redesigns are the result of these challenges. The hotter supply air has reqUired
material cl1anges in some components. The
redesign of the NBC filters has reqUired a
product development team to identify and

solve their related performance problems.
TIle Army' own Edgewood Research, Development, Engineering Center (EROEC) has
taken the lead role in the NBC fLlter's redesign. This article introduce the reader to
Ihe Comanche ECS/NBC system, its development status, and some of its development
challenges.

System Description
The design goal of the ECS is to provide
uncontaminated, conditioned air to the
crew cockpit and the aircraft electronics
while the ECS is nperating. The basic ECS is
a bootstrap Air Cycle ystem that utilizes the
Comanme's Secondary Power Unit (SPU)
bleed air as the working media to proVide
conditioned air. (Figures 1 and 2 how loca·
tions of component hardware in the aircraft.)
Hamilton Standard proVides the ECS portion nf the system while Pall Aerospace Cor·
poration provides the NBC filtration components integrated into meECS and ikor Icy
Aircraft provides the design integration of
me complete system. The ystem consists
of an upper pack, lower pack, fuselage di trio
bution ducting, and cockpit di tribution
ducting. The upper pack, located behind
me T-800 engines and next to the SP ,consists of a dual primary/secondary heat exchanger, air C)'de macl1ine (ACM), temperature control valve, ambient backup fans, and
interconnection ducling. The upper pack is
removed and replaced as a single unit. The
lower pack is located just below the upper
pack and COllS! ts of a regenerative heat ex·
changer, cockpit beater, avionics backup
cooling valve, recirculation fun, "Vater Separator Coalescer HEPA (WSCH) filler, P
fil·
ler, distribution manifOld as embly, and in·
terconnection ducting.
A built·in test feature is incorporated into
the ECS architecture to detect and i olate
system component failures (mechanical and
electrical), sum as:
• Cockpit overpressure;
• Cockpit supply temperature out of
range;

• Cockpit/avionics temperature out of
range;

• Compressor overtemperature;
• P A failure; and
• ControUer faUure.
Bacl.--up fans for the cockpit and elec·
tronic bay tum on to provide ambient air
fnr cooling in me event that me ECS is not
operating. Pressure, tenlperature, and position switches detect failure in me systenl.
All detected failures are communicated to
me crew.

System Operation
Hot SPU bleed air i

upplied mrough a
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dleck valve and then cooled in the primary
heat exchanger. This air is then seor to the
compres or ide of the ACM where the pressure and temperature of the air rises. The
heat of compre ion is removed by the secondary hear exdlanger. Both the primary
and secondary heat exchangers (dual heat
exdlanger) are cooled by ambient air supplied by the fan of the ACM. The air then
flows through the regenerative heat exd13nger where it is cooled and some water
conden ation occur . From here, the air enters Ole NBC fIlt"'tion 'ystem that consists
of two filters. The fir t filter, a waler sep3r:ltOr, coalescer high efficiency particl~ate air
(WSCH) filter removes any free moisture,
particulate, and line dlemical droplets and
rtischarges O,en, overboard. The liquid/particl~te free air then eorers the regene",tive
PSA filter where any remaining water or
dleotical agent vapors are adsorbed then
desorbed to be purged overboard through
cyding of the two P A beds. Very dry (-40
F dew point), purified, high pressure air
then returns to the ACM where it i expanded and cooled across its turblne to
subfreezing temperatures (down to - 100
F). Thi cold low pressure air is then
ducted to tile electronics equipment bays
for cooling.
Portions of the turbine outlet air and the
air coming from the equipment bays are
mixed and eot to the cockpit for cooling.
Cockpit temperature are maintained at the
reqUired temperature by passing rhe air
through the cockpit heat exchanger before
entering the cockpit. The cockpit pres ure
regulator valve maintains cockpit overpressurization of 0.5 psia. The Electronic Opti·
cal ensor System on the nose of the aircraft uses some of the cockpit exhaust air
for cooling before being dumped overboard.

Technological Highlights
The Comanche is the first Army aircrJ.ft
to integrate an NBC filtration sy tem widl
an environmental control system into its

system architecture. ome weight/space
saving and new design highlights of the
ECS/NBC system and its components are as
follows:
• The system is optfmizedfor space
and weight requirements. The total allocated weight of the system is 164 pounds.
Minimal size ECS and SPU components are
achievable Olfough d,e incorporation of the
PSA filter which removes Virtually aU water
vapor from the system air. The ECS takes advantage of tllis process to run tile extremely
low ACM turbine exit temperarures.
• The A CM is a state-of-the-art design that uses air bearltlgs for /oliger
life alld reliability. It has a rotational
speed of 8;,000 to 90,000 rpm. It is a derivarive of the SAAB 2000 turboprop commuter aircraft ACM. The ACM does not need
turbine anti·ice capahllity due to the very
low hunlirtity air supplied by tile PSA mter.
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ECSINBC System
Subsystems

Figure 1.
The
Comanche
Environmental
Control System
Nuclear,
Biological
Chemical
System.
• The system bas uo lIeedfor' a bleed
air pressure regulator sillce tbe SPU
operates with a lIearry cOllstallt bleed
air pressure.
• Tbere is 110 cmlOpy ur windsbield
defog lluctillg IIeeded III tbe cockpit
dlle to tbe very low hlllltilltty air mill
tbe use of all elech-tcaUy beated jront
willdsbield
• The system desigll i,u;orpm-ates a
mlCl'oclimatic cooltng system jor tbe
crew. This system consists of quick disconnect ducting, temperature control, and a
cooling vest. The cooling vest is worn by
ead] crew member during extreme hot operational <by with or without NBC MOPP
fV gear.
• The system t"corporates a full.
time operational regenerable NBC filtratio/' system. This system consists of a
WSCH and PSA filte~s. TI,e WSCH removes
Uquids, aerosols, 'LQd solid particles (down
Lo 3 micron level). TIle HEPA parr of this mter is 99.997 percent efficie.nt in removing
solid particles. TI,e regenerative PSA filter
removes water vapor and gaseous contaminants from the air cream and the PSA purifies and dries the air bl' using two bed

ftlled willi an appropriate adsorbent mater·
ial. The two beds cycle back and forth be·
tween each other in a pecified amount of
tinle. While one bed is adsorbing and purifying ti,e feed air at high pressure, the otiler is
regener-Iting or purging itself of contaminants at low pressure. The second bed utilizes :{ porrion of the purified air as it reo
rllrns from tile cockpit and equipment bays.
TI,e flow through the bed is controlled by
diaphragm valves tI,at are sequenced open
and closed by tile P A controller. The health
of the PSA beds is monitored through the
use of an inbed capacitance probe which
ease the change in water vapor comeol.
TI,e probe, when triggered, indicate that
the filter is about to fail. An impending fail·
ure of the PSA message is rela)'ed to the
crew.
• The NBC f/ltratio" system carries
some i"he.'etlt risk because a/l operatio",,1 PSA bas fleVe1' bee1...sed to date
0" a beltcopter or gl"O.md vehicles fa>'
crew protectioll or moisture re.ltoval
jor' electrollics cooliflg. PSA air filtration
is presendy used in industrial manufacturing
facilities to dry air for operations. This technology has matured o"er the past 40 years.

ECSINBC System
Major Components
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FI~er

~'---- MEP Supply Manifold

Figure 2_
Comanche
Environmental
Control System
Nuclear,
Biological,
Chemical
System
location.
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The industrial units are very large and do
not have to perform under strict space,
weight, and performance constraints.

System Development Status
The Comanche ECS has progressed
througb the demon tration validation
(DEMNAL) development phase of the program. The system and its components have
been designed and tested to the Level of
Safety of FUght. The system and its components are satisfactory to fly on the first prototype aircraft. Further system and component development is needed in the next
phase of tJle program (FY 97 - FY 200 I).
FuU system and component performance
qualific."ltion will start in FY 2002.
To date, the system has encountered a
few development challenges. In particular,
the upply bleed air from the SPU i hotter
than specified and design/performance issues with the NBC filtration system were
encou ntered.
The hotter SPU hleed air and the poor
performance of the NBC Biter was first encountered during Safety of Flight testing of
the SP and the ECS .in tJle third quarter of
FY95.TIle hotter SPU bleed air wiU requu-e a
redesign of some ECS components. Poor
perFormance of the W CH and PSA filters
has everely degraded ECS cooling performance and those components will require
redesign.
The hotter PU bleed air was not significant enougb to impact the flight testing of
the first prototype aircraft in FY 96. The
only inlpact was some ECS component reliability. TIle performance of the NBC filters
did impo e impacts to the first prototype
aircraft. Tbe PSA filter degraded the aircraft's EC cooling capabilities. The baseline ECS configuration had to be modified in
order to support first fllght and the fllght
test program For the protorype aircr:lft.
More cooling air was taken from the system
to increase tbe regeneration of tbe PSA
beds. The W CH filter was supplemented
willi an up streaD1 water separator to help
take out the liqUid water in the system feed
air.

System And Component
Redesign
A product development team was
Formed in October 1995 to address the EC
development issues. TIle team, designated
as Team ECS, consists of members from ilie
Comanche Program. Management Office,
Aviation Troop Conunand, ERDEC, DeFense
Contract Management Command, Sikorsky
Aircraft, Hamilton Standard, and Pall Aerospace Corporation. Team ECS's working
charter establlshed the following objectives:
• Support the Comanche First Flight and
Flight Test Program;
• Identify and examine the current ECS
design issues;
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• Review and evaluate the current ECS
de ign approach;
• Identify and analyze design improvement to meet the ystem requirements;
• Consider technical performance, cost,
schedule, weight, and risk; and
• Make appropriate recommendations
to management.
Team ECS employed the advanced NBC
filtration development experience of
ERDEC to reassess the maturity and risk of
applying the PSA technology to tbe Corn."lncbe ECS application. Since 1991,ERDEC
has served as the gm'ernmellt ?SA technical experts for Comanche. They have invested heavily, approximately $15 million
from FY90 to FY95, in understanding PSA
operdtion wlder the Armored ysterns Modernization Progr-dID. Their investment was
made to fuHy understand P A technology
and, specifically, to enable them to evaluate
contractor proposals for advanced NBC filtration systems on future armored vehicles
and other weapon systems.
ERDEC concluded that the PSA rechnology was applicabLe ro the Comanche ECS
performance requirements, but the current
PSA would need a redesign. Analysis
'bowed that the present P A system, designed by PaU Aerospace operating under
ti,e current ECS design constraints, would
not remove moisrure adequately with only
minor modifications. They concluded that a
new optimized PSA bed configuration was
needed to remove moisture and chemical
conrami.nants to the required levels. The redesign was considered low-risk as long as
proper PSA modeling, lab scale, breadboard,
and full-scale testing was performed.
ERDEC was subsequently tasked to utilize its expertise and re ourees to redesign
the PSA bed. ERDEC possesses ilie most upto-dare PSA analytical performan e model
and PSA lab and full-scale sysrems test dat"
base. A preliminary bed design to remove
water vapor only was completed and given
to the Comanche Program Management Office on July ~, 1996. 1bis preliminary design
consists of " multilayered desiccant bed. A
fmal design tb."lt remnves water and chemical vapors is due to be completed during
1997 and will be handed over to Sikorsky
and Pall Aerospace LO incorporate into the
PSA filter hardware.
Hamilton Standard will initiate redesign
of tJ,e primary/secondary heat exch.aoger,
cockpit be."lt exchanger, and primary di,'erter valve ro address tbe hotter PU bleed
air temperatures. These changes will incorporate the use of titanium (current design
uses aluminum) and an enhanced performance fin for the heat exchanger and steel
For the valve. They will also design two
new components for the ECS. TIle first is
an air rebeater for ilie PSA supply air to ensure no liquid moisture reacbes the PSA
and the nther is a water separator whicb
will take the liquid water removal function

of the WSCH filter. The WSCH filter functions are now being perFormed by two separate components, "water eparator and a
HEPA filter.
Pall Aerospace will redesign the PSA
hardware to accommodate the new PSA
bed designed by ERDEC. This will include
the redesign of the feed and purge valves
and pressure vessel container. They will
also redesign tJle HEPA filter as a separate
component.

Conclusion
An aircraft ECS is often a Forgotten, low
vi ibiliry sub ystem until it fails to function
properly. Often complex and expensive
wben utilized,!hi subsystem Can easily account for 10-15 percent of the total air
frame cost. The Comanche ECS provides
vital uncnntaminated, conditioned cold air
to the mission equipment, f1igbt control
computers, and other electronjc components to ensure proper function and reliability under all operational temperature
ranges. Most importantly, it provides the
same air to the Crew to enhance Crew performance and urvivability for aU operational missions.
Comanche is unique to Army aircraft in
iliat it bas an integrated ECS/NBC sl'stem
designed into the architecture of tile aircraft. Boeing Sikorsky and its ubcontractors have designed the ECS/NBC system
witJl state-oF-the-art components to meet
the sy tern deSign requirements and con·
straintS placed on it. The development of
ilie ECS has not been without risk or challenges. In particular, tJle integration of tile
NBC filtration system i.nto the ECS has presented orne unforeseen challenges. However, the experience and expertise of
ERDEC in the PSA filtration ar"" bas proven
to be of great benefit to the Comanche Progrdffi in identifying and solving these challenges.

FRANK B. MOKRY is an aerospace engineer with the Air Vehicle
Branch for the Comanche Program
Management Office. He holds a
B.S. degree in mechanical engineering from Christian Brothers
University, and an M.S. degree in
engineering management from the
University a/MiSSOUri.
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THETACOM,
UNITED DEFENSE
LIMITED PARTNERSHIP
TASKFORCE
By Beatrice Foulds-Stadnika

a 101 of good ideas and progr-Jms with the
common thrusts of reducing program/acquisition costs and eliminating oversight. MG
Edward Andrews, Commanding GenerJl., U.S.
Army'L1.nk-aulOmotive and Armaments Command CfACOM), and Thomas Rabaut, Chief
Executive Officer, United Defense Limited
Partnership (UDlP), wove these concepts together in an evolving progranl of govern-

Introduction
In the 199Os, the Dep'Lrtmem of Defense
began to focus on ",.mous methods hypothesized to reduce the acquisition cost of programs. To tbat end, buzzwords of the 1990s
were coined to categorize programs wbich
would reduce costs. Integrated product
teams, common proce ses, common require·
ments, commercial practices and standards,
acquisition reform, acquisition streamlining,
alternative dispute' resolution, process-oriemed contract administration services, sin·
gle proce s inJtiatives, and block cbange
modifications are but a few. These represent

ment I contractor and customers.

Partnered Task Force
Formation of the TACOM/UDlP Acquisition Streamlining Task Force began with a

TACOMIUDLP
PARTNERINGSTRUCTURE
MGANDREWS
T.RABAUT

I
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Figure 1.
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COST

grass roots effort originally started in August
1994 by various quality and acquisition folks
from both contraclOr and government. By
OClOber 1995, it evolved from one team into
a major effof! of seven parlllership councils
with a charter executed by Andrews and
Rabaut. This charter espoused the goals of
eliminating non·value added requirements,
agreeing upon common processes across
many different programs, and reducing cost
and oversight. (See Figure L)
Andrew and Rabaut directed ail sides of
the equation 10 take risks to streamline or
eliminate proce ses in engineering, purchasing/procurement,logistics, flllancial, quality,
or continuous acquisition and life-cyde upP0f! 10 aid survival into tbe 21st century
with affordable programs intact. To assi t
the councils, Andrews and Rabaul appointed government and UDLP czars to
oversee and/or adjudicate the partnering effort. Each council and/or team is empowered 10 ream consensus on the change and
on any resulting savings/cost avoidance. To
date, the councUs, representing 100 percellt
of the UDLP Ground ystems Division
(G D) customers, are working on more than
100 initiatives.
Andrews and Rabaur have chaired four
in-process reviews (IPR) wbere tbey have
provided guidance and encouraged partido
pant to take ri ks and to "think outside the
box." The most recent IPR was held in July
1996 at UDlP facilities inYork, PA. Representatives from each of the seven councils and
UDLP customers participated. Prior to this
IPR, all IPRs had been held atTACOM in WarreD, MI, allOWing the cODlractor to have
more of his program managers and Defense
Contract Management Command (DCMC),
and Defense Contract Audit Agency personnel to participate,
The latest in acquisition streamlining
programs was easily incorporated into this
major partnering effort. Single process iLli·
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Figure 2.
tiativeslblock dlange modifications are implemented by DCMC such that a contractor will ubmit a concept paper to the government and then a management council
will COnvene to evaluate the proposal.
Under the TACOM/UDLP pannering
arrangement, government and contractor
representatives work together a a team to
develop the initiative. After tile team member agree upon the cllange and ti,e savings/cost avoid,mce, the proposal is sub·
mitted to the UDLP approval authority for
finalization. The concept paper is then

submitted to the government for final approval. This process reduces the time it
takes to implement single process initiatives. Reduced time and costs are not the
only benefits derived from this unique
arrangement. Building tru t in relationships that, in the past, were somewhat adversarial is a benefit not easily measured in
dollars and ents. DOD sometimes implewent rule and regulation ro prevent
negative experiences from reoccurring. In
reality, the rules do not necessarily prevent
negative experiences. However, inlproving
lhe process and cI1anging tile culture can
minimize undesirable actions by both government personnel and DOD contractors.
The partnering process includes stakeholder from all UDLP·GSD ites and their
customers. In addition, UDLP-Steel ProdUCtS Division, DLP-P",lIadin Production Division and their customers are represented
when relevant issues are being addressed.
These stakehOlders represent a mixture of
programs in various tage of acquisition.
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(Bradley, MLRS, C2V, EFVS, BFlST, M9 ACE,
M88, Paladin, M109, Hercules, Breacher,
M113 FOY). ee Figure 2.
To date, 32 initiatives have been implemented, resulling in substantial contract
savings and cost avoidance. These initiatives range from tandardizing common
quality provisions, to lot testing on the
Bradley 25mm Gun, to variou upplier
quality initiatives (e.g., reduce receiving and
source inspection, reduce cyclical audits, reduce or eliminate control testing, and reo
duce or eliminate the need for weld procedure approval) to eliminating the use of
certificates of conformance. These initiatives are only the tip of the iceberg. Many
more initiative will be submitted in areas
to include common proee ses for paint,part
marking and phoseoating, aluminum welding, co-mingling of parts, alpha contracting
bill of material process, streamlining
process for negotiating a forward pricing
rate agreement, Standardizing logistics contract language/requirement and many
more.

The councils and teams continue to
work on more initiatives, including elimiluling duplicate government/contractor
procurement audit and combining government pares with contractor production buys. More ideas surface each time
the e councils and teams meel. lndeed,
the Quality Partnership Council plans to
host a Supplier Symposium Witil the goal
of drawing its suppliers inlo the process to
generate additional ideas for acquisition
streamlining.

Conclusion
The task force is all about trust and the
drive to eliminate non-value added requirements and over ighl. II proce es and
structure will continue to evolve and
treamline so that initiatives are brainstormed, developed, agreed upon and im·
plemented mudl taster. lndividuais generating more and more ideas and taking
calculated risks are the key to ensuring that
the ta k force continues to tilrive.

BEA7RICE FOULDS-STADNIKA is
a contracting officer at tbe u.s.
Army Tank-au/amative and Annaments Command in Warren, MI.
She holds a B.A. degree in humanities-pre-law from Michigan State
University and a juris Doctor Cum
Lallde degree from the Detroit College ofLaw. She is a member of the
Michigan State Bar and a member
of the National Contract Management Association.
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OPPORTUNITIES
IN INTERNATIONAL
BUSINESS
AND GLOBAL
RESOURCING
By John R. Gresham
E(litor's "ate: The wOI~1s "Defense/Defence"are spelled according to their United
States 01' French reference.

Introduction
In late October 1996, the rural residcnts
of Caroline Coucty, VA, must have wondered
whm was happening when businesses near
Fort A.P. Hill were frequented by numerous
vi itors sporting accents from 10 member
nations of the North Atlantic Treaty OrganizatiOn
ATO). Then, when national news
media converged, it became apparent tl,at
something unusual was happening. But.
what?

Structured Technology
Demonstration
The e"ent atrract:iqg this aoention was a
Structured Technology Demonstration
(STD) on Battlefield Surveillance, Target Acquisition, ight Obser\1ation and Electronic
Warfare. Held Ocl. 22-23, 1996, and sponsored by NATO Army Armament's Group's
(NAAG) Land Group 6, the STD is believed
to be one of tbe largest such sponsored
events of the decade. Moreoverl it com-

bined aspects of a military exercise and a
side-by-side technology comparison of over
70 advanced day and night vision ystems.
While the STD and a following NAAG

(Left to right) Dr. William Perry, former Secretary of
Defense; LTG Ronald V. Hjte, Military Deputy to the
Assistant Secretary of the Army (Research, Development
and AcqUisition (ASA(RDA)); and Gilbert F. Decker,
ASA(RDA) and Army Acquisition Executive, receive an
update at the NATO Structures Technology Demonstration
from Dan Hosek, project leader for Sniper Night Sight, on
image intensifier device technology.
May-Jlllle 1997

Working Group meeting were sponsored
under the NATO banner, the United SL~tcs
served as host nation. Planning and execution responsibility rested primarill'
witll COL Jeffrey Sorenson, Project Manager, Night Vision/Recon.naissance, Surveillance and Target Acquisition (PMNY/RSTA) , and his staff. Scientific and
operational facilities for the m and additional support were provided by the U.S.
Army Communications-Eleclronics Command's (CECOM) ight VISion E1eerronic
Sensors Directorllte (NVESD), and irs Director, Dr. Louis Marquet.
Of 16 ATO member nations, 10 par-

Dr. William Perry (center), former Secretary of Defense,
and Gilbert F. Decker (right), ASA(RDA) and Army
Acquisition Executive, examine a Mini Eyesafe Laser
Infrared Observation Set (MELIOS) at the NATO
Structured Technology Demonstration.
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ticipated in tbe STD. This wrapped up a
nearly two-year planning process. Those natiOllS wbich did not demonstrate their tech·
nology, opted OUI due to increasingly tough
financial realities fucing most international
Defense establishments. Overall though,
participation in this event demonstfllted
tangible multilateral support to NATO rationalization, standardization and interoperability goals. Of the approximately 70 sophJsti.
cated NV/RSTA systems available
internationally, all were selected for demon·
tration based on their being the very latest
in technological advancement.

Attendees
In addition to local, national and international news medIa, approximately 200 U.S.
invitee attended. These induded a cro
segment from the Army science and technology, and progfllffi management communities. Other governmental entities such as
the Department of State and the Defense
Technology Security Administration were
also well-represented.
America's commitment to the success of
the STD was also demonstrated by attendance of senior official including; Dr.

WlIliam Perry, then Secretary of Defense;
Gilbert Decker, Assistant Secretary of the
Army (Research, Development and Acquisition) (ASA(RDA)) and Army Acquisition Executive; and LTG Ronald Hite, Military
Deputy to the A ARDA. In addition, staff
from NATO member embassies, Capitol Hill,
and nearly 100 deci 100 makers and technologists from the NATO community attended the STD.
TIle criteria regulating the inclusion of a
system were determined by each respective
nation's Defen e Department or Ministry of
Defence, with much allenlioo to premier
systems and allowing their contractors to assist on-site. What made thls demoost....tion
SO unique wa the unparalleled opportunity
for participants to observe multinaHonal
electro-optical system in a side·by· ide
comparison during day and night operational environments. The use of smoke
(moving and statiooary targets) at varying
moges was "revealing" depending on which
system were used. With Thermal Forward
Looking infraRed (FUR) inlage intensifiers
and a variety of other technologies, there
was no lack of opportunity to compare diverse targets at ranges from a few hundred

meters to more than four kilometer .
Each day during the STD, a tilree-hour
demon tration was conducted during daylight hours and another after dark. International observers were able to directiy cOmpare the relative performance of each of ti,e
approximately 70 systems at different distances. Targets included moving vehicle ,
stationary vehicles and man targets in the
open, and behind foliage or even in foxholelike eovirorune11ls. Army Reserve units also
complicated these target scenarios by "pop·
ping" a variety of smokes at regulated intervals_ The value of presenting targets under
realistic conditions demonstrated the effectiveoess of FURs and image intensifiers
under certain conditions and whlch systems
or technologies offered technical superiority. The e side·by-side compari on would
Simply not have been available to prospective NATO buyers in more market-oriented
venues, such as the annual Association of
the U.S. Army show in Washington, DC, or
similar military expositions.

Why Is This Of Value To A
Program Manager?
MG David R. Gu t, Progfllffi Executive Officer for Intelligence, Electronic Warfare and
Sen or (pEO-IEW&S), summed up the importance of such international efforts in his
article, "Intelligence and Electronic Warfare
Program Executive Office Participates In
EUROSATORY 96: published in the November-December 1996 i sue of A,.my RD&A.
About hJs organization's recent participation at the .lillIe '96 EUROSATORY Land Defense Exposition in LeBourget, France, MG
Gust said," ... participation in this nL1jOr land
armaments exhibition illustrates the importance we attach to helping the U.S. Army
achJeve maxinlUm interoperabiliry and commonality of equipment among its allied and
coalition forces."
Even tllough many people think in terms
of programs as being either international or
purely domestic, the reality is thut international implication affect most DOD progflIffis. Let's take MG Gust's, subordinate organization PM-NV/RSTA, which we have
already rughlighted, as an example where internalional aspects affect cacll system's life
and the workload of the staff.

Mobilization Base
Sustainment

Figure 1.
The Iron Triangle of Program Management.
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In the case of night vision image intensification goggles, for example, mobilization
base con iderations are paramount. For a
manufacturing industry where five firms
have been reduced to two, showing U.S.
products to appropriate potential foreign
military saJes (FMS) or direct sales cu -
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tomers is key. Every dollar from whatever
Legitimate source that reaches the manufacturing base helps keep prices down and Defen e industry lecltnology production lines
operating. In an environment where mobi·
lization base dollars are nOD-existent, ap·
proved direct ale or FMS to approved nations is of great importance. This financial
imperative ties directly back to efforts expended in hosting or participating in international events.
A few of the key specific lessons le"rned
from the PM-NY/RSTA's hosting of the
NATO SID induded:
• First-hmd knowledge of capable foreign systems and technologies;
• Greater knowledge of system md technology performance under realistic field
conditions;
• Knowledge of foreign technolo~,'y base
capabilities;
• ldentifi.cation of common areas of program interest between
TO p<Lrtners; and
• Improved understmding of the"Global
Resources· aV3.lJable to the "Own the Night"
mission area.

ClearLy, this newfound knowledge can be
u cd to maintain our own mobilization
base, as well as to draw foreign parlllers and
global mobilization resources into the program management equation.
Even so, no organization can expect to
enter into complex international busine
relationships without first building the necessary per onal and organizational relationships. That is where haVing a vision allows
empowered professionals to tackle major
events such as hosting m SID for allies or in
participating in a major international Defense exhibition such as EUROSATORY.
Americans and Europeans, whether they
are from industry or government, prefer
dealing with those they know :lOd trusl.
However, it does require consistent involvement over time to create and maintain
workable governmental/industrial complex
working-level relationships. Therefore, attendance at trade shows, technical conferences, and ATO activities over time is key
to developing and maintaining a position as
a known and respected international player.

on some future battlefield? Tough que lions? Of course!
However, only by participating in an intemational context can PMs and tecllOology
base personnel provide accurate, informed
and reasoned inputs to policy makers on

the ongoing and constantly evolving debate
over what can or can not be sold abroad.
Additionall)', if a PM's products are defmed
a dual-use for civilian and military purposes, issues of exportability and even commodity jurisdiction between the Departmem of Commerce and Department of State
become even more complicated.

An Iron Triangle Or A Maze?
When a program office embarks in the
larger context of international business and
global resourcing for its weapon systern(s),
they may be new participants in the
process. There are also new rules to be
learned since the U. . program management
model is not necessarily the same as used in
other countries. During the 1980s, the PM
miSsion was frequently described as an ·Iron
Triangle" witl} Capitol Hill, DOD and industry at the "points" and the PM squarely in the
middle, <LS shown in Figure 1. Today's paradigm is far more complicated by comparison. in today's world, multiple extemal factors that complicate a PM's mission makes
interoational business and global resourciog
issues eern more like the U1ustrated maze
shown in Figure 2.

Foreign Comparative TestAnother Way To Leverage
Opportunity
Even in times of downsizing there are resources available for those with viSion and
creativity. uppose a PM needs money to
evaluate an existing foreign item to atisfy
m.iS ion requirements or to help estabHsh,
maintain or expand a mobilization base capability (which in today' environment may
include industry from our foreign partner ).
Congress has a program designed as a PM's
ally in such elISe .The funding provided annually by DOD via the Foreign Comparative
Testing (FCT) Program can be a boon to
tho e considering or seeklng to acquire
quality foreign products. The FCf Program
furniShes Office of tl,e cretary of Defense
(050) funding for rest and evaluation of foreign products, and also prOVides a bridgebuilding alliance between the U.S. government, our industrial ba e and our foreign
parlllers.
According to COL Randall Catts, OSD's
Manager for the FCf Program,"Congress authorizes approximately 33-3; million dollars each year. These funds are allocated to
individual Service sponsored projects, eacll
of which is selected on its own merits_ In
F¥97, the Army garnered about a third of
the FCf projects in terms of dollars allocated and also in the number of FCf projeers managed."

Export Policy, A Two-Edged
Sword
like it or not, PMs must also deal with a
world ruled by the complicated International Tr.ufi.c in Arms Regulations. For most
commodities, which are duaL-use or strictly
military in nature, there is a well-defmed
process used by the Department of State
and Defense Technology Security Administration to grant or deny export licenses for
specific devices md m"nufacturing technology
When predominately military items are
sought abroad, a PM must be ever mindful
of questions such as: May the particular
commodity be sold? or Would such a sale
jeopardize the position of Americm soldiers
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Figure 2.
DOD's Program Management Maze.
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DSMC Course Offerings
The topics raised in this article are just the tip of the
proverbial international iceberg. For those whose curiosity has
been whetted, the Defense Acquisition University's (DAU)
Defense Systems Management College (DSMC) offers
several superb courses that stress "international.' Some of
these are:
• The Multinational Program Management Course (DAU
Course, PMT 202). This offering stresses social, political,
cultural and economic factors affecting an international effort.
It also covers international financial, contracting and management arrangements, along with information and technology
security. Other topics review the roles of other governmental
agencies in international programs, U.S. industry roles and
memoranda of understanding and/or agreement.
• The International Security & Technology Transfer
Control Course (DAU Course PMT 203). This class covers
technology security considerations with international data
exchange agreements, such as the National Disclosure Policy
on Technology Transfer. It even includes instruction on acquisition documentation requirements for international programs.
Topics of import/export licensing, contractor operations and
even partnership approaches to foreign military sales and
cooperative development of armament systems finish the list.
• Advanced International Management Workshop (DAU
Course PMT 304). This course is the capstone of international course offerings at DSMC. This offering is a detailed
"nitty gritty" offering that covers a number of key day-to-day
issues faced in an international program environment.

"Congress's intent for a successful FCf
candidate project requires only an hone t
intent to procure the foreign product for
DOD use when th product meets service
requirements and repre ems best value;
said COL cartS.
Ooe can not ju t take the money and
run. Working with foreign firms poses
u.nique, but not neceSSatily difficult, challenges ranging from managing timely obligation , meeting Congressional intent, and
helping foreil,'lI offeror with special problenlS such as data release and U.S.- pecific
contracting regulations. One must be aware
that , hen FCf dollars cross the ocean, expect.1tions for long-term relation hips are
created in tJl foreign contractor's facility, as
well as in that nation's Ministry of Defence.
Simply put, an FCf dispute could qUickly
become a diplomatic .Issue if proprietary in-
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formation isn't afeguarded or the playing
field isn't level. Even so, the FCf Program is
effecrive and highly respe ted by many
partner nations. 10 addition to the European community, Canada, Australia and Is-rael arc cited as frequent "FCf participant _"
Caveats aside, let's take the PM-NVIRS'D\.
second Generation FUR ( GF) Program for
Ground :U1d Air Platforms as an example of
an FCf program in action. The Army program cOllcept for GF is to develop a common FUR dlat ean be mounted on any number of combat platforms saving costs and
providing all user with the ability to see
the same batdespaee. In plan.ning for deliberate risk reduction, Army leaders decided
to develop second source for critical components Olenee expanding our mobilization
base). By combining tbis goal with OSDprovided FI'C dollars, the nited States has

been able to award "external" POM dollars
to a number of European contracrors to
meet our objectives of risk reduction and
development of potential second sources.
At present, Stand.1rd Advanced Dewar (thermal detectors) A emblies and linear drive
ooLers conlrnets which support the SGF
Program have been awarded in France, Germany and the etherJands_ Other FCf effoft . are pending.
By taking advantage of trade show', FCf
funding and participation in NATO activities, the NATO member nations are giving
the PM-NV/RSTA FUR a much closer look
as having the potential to meet their battJespace "Own the Night" needs for combat
platforms. Further, they arc now being encouraged by their own Defen e upplier
who stand to gain as partners in the system
development proces . This proce s certainly makes multilateral international involvement well wonhwhiJe.

Summary
10 summary, it i dear dlat modern program management is a complex business,
even if it is not just an environment where
the PM relates solely to DOD, industry, and
Congress. It is a maze, but mazes can be
fun and challenging to those who dare to
explore the range ofpossibilities. For those
who like to think outside the box, program
management is where the action is.

JOHN R. GRESHAM is cun'ently
the Deputy Project Manager for
Night Vision/Reconnaissance, Surveillance and Targel Acquisition.
Gresham is a graduate of tbe Cotlege of William and Mary, the
DSMC Program Management
Course, and the Federal Executive
Institute. A member of the Army
Acqui ition Corps, Gl-esham i certified at Level Three in the program
management and logistics career
fields.
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TARDEC
VISUAL
PERCEPTION
LABORATORY
By Dr. Grant R. Gerhart
and Dr. Thomas J. Meitzler
Cooperative R&D Agreement
The U.S.ArmyTank-Automotive Re earch,
Development and Engineering Center's
(TARDEC) National Automotive Center
(NAC) is developing a dual-need Visual Perception Laboratory as part of a blanket 0operative research and development agree·
ment (CRDA) between General Motors
Corporation (GM) and the U.. Army Ma·
teriel Command (AMC). TARDEC and GM
researchers are using this facility to calibrate
and validate human performance models for
the evaluation of collision avoidance countermeasures for commercial and military ve·
hicles on the nation's highways.
According to 1990 aHonaI Highway
Traffic Safety
ociation statistics, the an·
nual cost from automotive collision accidents is approximately $135 billion, exclusive of pain and suffering. ApproXimately 30
percent of these accidents are related to
some type of human vision deficiency and
14 percent occur at intersections. Military
personnel in various types of convoy acd-

dents have suffered nearly 500 injuries WiUl
considerable Joss of life and millions of dollars in vehicle damages during the last five
years.
The GM CRDA consisted of two distinct
phases. The first was a prooF of principle
demonstration that the TARDEC Visual
Model (TVM) could predict the relative conspicuity Or detectability of automobiles with
different types of brake light configurations.
Comparisons were made between TVM pre·
dictions and empirical results for a New
York taxicab study which showed that automobiles with the third tail light. or Center
High-Mounted Stop Ught, had a range of 520 percent fewer rear-end collisions than
the control group with standard brake light
configurations. TIle modeled and empirical
results cOrrelated quite weU leading to the
second phase of this ~o-year effort.

Phase II Visual Perception
Experiment
The Phase U portion of the CRDA used

Laboratory Control Schematic

the AC Visual Perception Laboratory (NACVPL) to calibrdte and validate the TARDEC
visual models for several intersection scenarios in northern Michigan. Extensive field
tests were conducted over a two-month period during the summer of 1995. SuperYHS
video recordings of moving automobiles approaching rural intersections were edited
onto tltree computer-<:onuoUed laser disks
and presented to 30 observers. The search
strategy W3li determined by a eries of GM
field tests using in trumented observers to
monitor the sequence and length of time
each person looked through the passenger,
from, and driver windows toward the oncoming and receding traffic. Figure 1 shows
a schematic of the fully automated data acquisition and analysis hardware used in the
laboratory. A unique capability of the laboratory i the magnetic head tracker
mounted on the observer which automati·
cally controls the correct image dispLay at
an appropriate time during the intersection
search scenario. An additional capability in
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Figure 3.
A view of the main test area as seen through the control
room window.

the near future will indude a head tracker
to record in tantaneous eye position relative to the scene.
Figure 2 contain a plot of automobile
deteetability or d' as a function of log signature metric for several hundred images
where each data point represents an average over 30 observers. These results were
generated by the AC Visual Perception
Model which used the same input image
data that was pre ented to the laboratory
observers. The variance in the observer respon e originates primarHy from differences in the visual stimuli due to ambient
light level, atmospheric visibility, backgrowld clutter and automobile signature.
The correlation between model and laboratory data was nearly 80 percent and is
much higher than typical cnrrelation between model and field te ·t data. The laboratory experiments have several advantages
over field test exerci e including better
control over obsen·er stimuli,larger S3Dlple
sizes and lower cost. In panicular, laboratory perception tests offer a viable and economic way of augmenting field test dat.1 by
using image simulation techniques to extend the range of conditions and
target/background signatures beyond the
original field test conditions. These tech·
niques are particularly useful for virtual prototyping applications.

Perception Laboratory
Facilities
Figure 3 hows a view of the main test
area as viewed through the control room
window. The entire facility con ist of a
2,500-square-foot area which can accommodate vehicles ranging in size up to the
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Figure 4.
A visual scene containing camouflaged targets located
along a tree line depicted from behind the driver's head
position through the front windshield of a high mobility
multipurpose wheeled vehicle.

Bradley Infalllry Fighting Vehicle. Thi
SCene also shows the GM half-<:ar mock-up
used in the CRDA perception experiments
surrounded by the three video projection
screens which display the driver' front, left
and right views of the intersection traffic.
Figure 4 show a visual scene containing
camouflaged target located along a tree
line depicted from behind the driver's head
position through the front wind hield of an
HMMWV. Visual perception experinlems
conducted from such cenes will allow
Army researdlers to study wide field of reo
gard (FOR) search and target acquisition
(STA) str:ttegles for low-comrast military vebicle signatures.

Army Acquisition Process

Impact
Figure 5 depicts the economics of early
test and evaluation shOWing where the
NAC·VPL provides complementary design,
test and evaluation methods which augment available resources in computer simulation and field te ting. Often the vellide
virtual prototyping process for STA and ignature modification technologies relies exclusively upon computer modeling and sim·
ulation during the early concept
exploration phase. The e results are usually
empirical in nature, inaccurate for complex
scenarios, require extensive calibrdtion and
validation for specific visual tasks, and are
difficult to correlate with field te t data. The
Artny's STA models fall into this category in
pite of dramatic inlprovements in recent
years widl the advent of computational vision models.
The
C-VPL u es virtual surrogate vehides as stimuli for human observers by com-

biDing existing target/backgroWld data sets
and synthetic image renderings from computer-aided eng.ineering models. The NAGVPL test results provide additional credibility for model predictions and lead to more
robust requirements and specifications definitions of the original u er requirement.
The immediate gain is a reduction in the
number of design options early during the
product development cyde which can accelerate the acquisition proce s from the
advanced tedmology demonstration stage
into engineering materiel development
(EMD).

Laboratory perception testing also plays
an important role in EMD and sub equent
production and development programs by
reducing the te t co t per option and the
cost of individual design changes. Many vehide ignature field tests co t upwards of
$1 million or more, and often result in lim·
ited amounts of data, poor reproducibility
and unrealistic ob erver tasks. A hybrid
technique will augment the available field
test data while allowing much of the actual
perception testing to be accomplished
under controlled laboratory conditions.
Figure 6 relates the role of the NAG-VPL
to the operational te t and evaluation and
developmental test and evaluation components in the Army materiel acqulsltion
process. Laboratory perception testing
makes an important comribution to each
stage and its associated milestones during
the entire product development cyde. Especially important elements are the continuous design feedback before and after the
contractor down selection along with empirical Pd data for COEA and other banlefield effectiveness model SinlUlatiOns.
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Future Activities
The next phase of the NAC-VPL will upgmde the observer display to a continuous
wmp-around screen with high·definition
television image quality. TIlls step is necessary in order to meet the requirements of
the next generation wide FOR STA models.
An important e1emem in this process will
he the further development of advanced
human visual performance models which
consist of cwo primary modules. The first is
an early vision module whicb is inherently
phenomenological in character and contains the primary elemems of the signal processing between the retina of the eye and visual cortex. The second is the statistical
deci ion or human performance module
which is inherently predictive Or empirical
in nature aud rou t be calibrated lUld validated for each set of visual tasks. Factors
such as learning effects and cognition will
most likely be included using an empirical
top down modeling approach and will require an extensive amount of laboratory
perception testing and data analys; .
TIle NAG-VPL will shortly be able to operate in both a classified and unclassified
mode. Future laboratory programs will involve a joint collaboration among government, academia and industry vision research

scient! IS and engineers. The goal is to make
this facility a national center of excellence
avallable to a variety of dual-need users during the next few years.

The Economics ofEarly Test and
Evaluation
Cost of Changing. Design

Time

C

Laboratory Testing
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Figure 5.
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LONGBOW
APACHE
Training and Learning Lessons
By Ellen H. Snook
Introduction
The AH-64D Longbow Apache, armed
with precision weapons and loaded wirh information·age technology, leads Army avia·
tion into rhe digital battlefield. This capabil.
ity wa proven during the Initial
Operational Test and Evaluation (I0TE) of
the weapon system conducted by rhe U.S.
Army Test and Experimentation Command.
Aside from validating operational system
performance, the test provided valuable insights on rhe training and learning process
for employment of the digitized attack helicopte.r. TIlls article highlights the training
and learning the operational users have ex·
perienced in rhelr progression through air·
craft qualification training, the Force Devel·
opment Test and Experimentation (FDTE),
and the 10TH. Although these Ie SODS were
learn.ed from a specIfIc series of events, they
warrant consideration In the future development of traJnJng for digital weapon system
employment.

AH-64D Longbow Apache
The Longbow Apache 15 a product of
digital technology integrated Into the AM·
64A Apache airframe. The most visible advancements to the attack helicopter are
the mast mounted fire control radar (FCR)
and radar frequency interferometer (RFI).
Together, the FCR and the RFI provide a
rapid and clear picture of the battlefield to
rhe helicopter crew. Additionally, the radar
sight system proVide a true fire·and·forget
missile employment capability through dig-
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ital download of FCR data to rhe radar fre·
quency Hellfire missile. FCR data also can
be communicated out ide of the aircraft
through an improved data modem. Control
and management of these new and existing
capabiHtles are facilitated by two multi·
function displays in each crew compart·
ment.
The Longbow Apache is designed to be
employable in two, changeable configurations. One configuration includes rhe FCR
and RFI, the second configuration does not.
Typically; a Longbow team consists of one
lead aIrcraft wirh rhe FCR and RFI and one
or two wing aircraft wirhout. When tactically employed, the lead aircraft unmasks
only the FCR to scan the battlefield while
the wing aIrcraft remains in defi1ade. Immedlately after scanning, the lead dlgltalIy transmits targets to the wing. Instantaneously, the
attack team has coincidlng situational awareness. In thIs same manner, an entire com·
pany of Longbow Apaches can have near si·
multaneous battlefield awareness.

Tactics, Techniques, And
Procedures
The basic attack heHcopter tactics, tech·
niques, and procedures (ITP) were used as
the basis in an evolutionary process of testing and developing new Longbow TfP. The
combat developer initially experimented
with conceptual emplol'ment merhods during the Early User Te t and Evaluation in
1990. The success of rhis test was followed
by crew tation developmental efforts using

!be McDonnell Douglas Helicopter Systems'
Engineering Development Simulator (EDS).
The ED consisted of twO high-fidelity crew
tation modules and four low-fidelity com· ,
puter work tations. The work tations
could be operated as lead, wing, or threat
aircraft. Throughout engineering development,'IIP continued to evolve.
In 1992, the combat developer tested
and validated Longbow'IIP concepts using
rhe EDS in the force development data col·
lection effort. The product of these progressive efforts was the trainjng test support package which contained the
LongbowTfP. The training program for the
Longbow Apache Aircraft Qualification
Course (AQC) also was progre siveJy developed under guidance of the combat developer and the traini.ng test support package.
McDonnell Douglas Training ystems was
contracted to design and execute the AQC
for the FDTE and IOTE unit and for initial
fielding. In]uly 1994, one attack company
of pUots attended tile AQC where critical
individual tasks were trained through classroom academics, simulator flight, and aircraft flight. After the AQC. rhe combat developer presented Longbow'IIP to the test
unit througb guided discussion and handson training in the IDS.

Force Development Test And
Experimentation
The Longbow company of pUots went directly into the FDTE followingAQC. The pri·
mary objectives of thls test were to evaluate
rhe operational effectiveness of the Long·
bow 'IIP and rhe training effectiveness of
the AQC and the IDS. These evaluations
were accompli hed by asse sing the Long.
bow company's mis ion performance. Four
tactical vignettes were developed to encompass realistic attack helicopter missions:
movement to contact, deep; deliberate at·
tack, deep; deliberate attack, close; and hasty
attack, close. Phase one was conducted in
the IDS, in part, to allow the crews to per.
form collective trai.ning. Phase two was
conducted In force-on·force battle at Fort
Hunter Uggett, CA. The same vignettes were
executed In both phases.
A Tactical Steering Committee assessed
TI'P and training effectiveness. ThIs com·
mittee Included subject matter experts from
the Army Aviation Center, Combat Aviation •
Training Brigade, National Training Center,
and McDonnelJ Douglas Helicopter ys·
terns. After each mission, the committee debriefed rhe Longbow crews on tactical employment and training i sues. They also
guided the crews in experimetlting with
'IIP to improve mission effectivene . In
total, 32 simulated mi sions (16 day, 16
night) and 12 force-Qn·force missions (eight I
day, four night) were executed.
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The AH-64D Longbow Apache.

Initial Operational Test And
Evaluation
One major objecl"ive of the IOTE was a
side-by-side effectiveness evaluation of the
Longbow Apadle vs. the baseline Apache. A
second a!"tack helicopter company from the
operational test unit made up the baseline
Apache company. The first phase of the
IOTE waS gunnery conducted at China
lake, CA. Tactical events included helicopters scripted to demonstrate comparative targeting and engagement capabilities.
Varied target conditions (moving or stationary, smoke obscured or not, ne!"ted or not)
and ranges (short or long) were presented
to chJlllenge the aircraft sight and weapon
systems.
The force-an-force phase of IOTE followed gunnery, and was conducted at Fort
Hunter Uggett, CA. The four vignettes used
in the FDTE were used in this phase but
were conducted at differeD! terrain Jocations. Each company had ix aircraft available for each mission. Four of the Longbow
Apaches were with FCR, two were without.
Each company was given the same operations orders, but each planned and performed missions independently. Fifteen mis-
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sions (12 night, three day) were executed by
each company. Though there was not a Tactical Steering Committee during the IOTE,
the Longbow crews continued to learn and
c.xperlnlent with employment methods in
accordance with the TTP. Their learning experiences were captured in debriefs and interviews throughout the lOTE. At the CODclusion of the IOTE, the Longbow crews
recounted many lesson learned.

Lessons Learned
• Simulator Training. Longbow crew
members agreed that the EOS crew station
Lrainer was an excellent tool for training individual and crew tasks. However, because
the EDS was developed for u e as an engi·
neering design tool, inherent Ilmitations
compromised tactical training. A notable deficiency was the inadequate replication of
FCR functionaHty. Specifically, the radar
map mode of the FCR was not imple·
mented, so crews did not receive practical
hands-on training in this mode. When given
the opportunity to experiment with the
FCR, crews devised innovative applications
for the radar map mode that significantly in·
creased their survivability.

The ED computer work stations had a
noticeable impact on collective training.
Functional limitations of tlle work station interface and the imulated improved data
modem precluded full and faithful execution oflTP. As a result, crew could not effectively achieve collective and combat
skills tbrough EDS training. The e defidencies were evident in the Longbow company's mission performance during the transition from the EDS to the force-an-force
phase of the FDTE.
While the ED configuration was not optimized for collective training, crews stated
tllat it waS useful for exercising the mission
thought process and other cognitive
processes such as information management.
As training in simulation becomes increasingly relied upon, it will be even more critical to recognize the functional and tactical
limitations of simulator devices to ensure
that training intent can be achieved.
• Live Training. Without realistic experiences in the actual aircraft, crews Struggled with executing new Longbow TIP. The
force-on-force phase of the FOTE presented
their first live missions. At this phase, the
crews were striving to validate learned ca-
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pabilities of the actual aircraIt systems
while applying new TTP against an extremely challenging threat force. TIle e circumstances hampered their tran ition from
A-model tactics to Longbow tactics. After
completing the IOTE, crew members as·
sessed their employment methods during
the FOTE as "fragmented" because they held
on to A·model tactics as they tested longbow capabilities and tactics.
Dilling the IOTE gUJ"Ulery phase, crews
achieved a significant level of learning as
they employed the weapon system and wit·
nessed it perform "as advertised; over and
over again. Reduced time and threat presure of gunnery, combined with an increased understanding of system capabilities, promoted their development of combat
skills. By the end of the gunnery phase, succe ive training and learning allowed crew
members to develop an appreciable level of
confidence and comfort in employing longbow.
Following the gunnery phase with the
force·on-fo.rce phase provided the oppor·
tune environment for crews to capitalize on
strengthened confidence and skills.
Through progressive experimentation in
sinlUlated and live training, the Longbow
company continuously improved tactical
profiCiency. Increased capabilities were evident in significantIj' improved mission performance between the FDTE and IOTE and
in superior performance vs. the baseline
Apache company. Learning was evident in
crew members' abilities to realize and describe, in great detail, effective and ineffective methods used.This level of learning and
confidence could not have been realIzed
without live training.
• r,'aint"g arid Learning, This operational test process offered Ideal training to
the Longbow Apache company, Through
progressive academics, simulator training,
and tactical missions, a hJgh level of combat
proficiency was attained. This extent of
training would be cost prohibitive on a unit
training budget. However, lessons learned
can be applied to focus and develop future
training. One fundamental reqUirement.
Identified was the need for formal training
beyond the crew level. This Is because of
the expanded responSibilities of d1gltlzatlon, Given reallstIc training opportunities
and license to experiment, the Longbow
crews developed and learned effective
methods to coordinate new capabillties and
duties. These learned skills should be fur·
tiler developed into future combat skills_
Another significant training lesson
learned was tile effect of confidence on tile
learning process. Confidence in system capabilities allowed crews to concentrate on
building and realIzing tileir own capabilities. This, In tum, progre ed tileir learning
process. Academic in truction imparted tile
knowledge, but live tactical training advanced the correlation of knowledge, experience, and skill. By tile end of tile IQTE,

crew members were employing and
proposing innovative attack helicopter taco
tics using tile Longbow Apache c.~pabilities.
Details of tile operational test pilots' experi·
ence an be found in 'tbe artide, "AI-r-64D
Longbow Apache: A U er' Per pective,"
which was published on pages 4045 of tile ,
Oct, 31, 1995, issue of Army Aviation. Details of tbe AH-64D Longbow Apacbe FDTE
and IOTE can be found in the test and evaluation reports.
• Digtttzatton DlId lIiformatioll
Managemelll. Digitization wa the predominant factor in the superior performance of tile Longbow company over tile
baselIne company. The increased quantity
and quality of information provided by digl·
tal sensors, displays, and communications
offered unprecedented situational awareness. The Longbow company u ed the information effectively, but realized a need for
management skills and training. Digi.tization
forced the crews to make additional decisions at the tactical level to process and distribute information within rigid battlefield
time constraints. Digiliz.~tion also expanded
tile soldiers' cope of battle witil tile capability to directly coordinate across elements
of the battlefield.
In the cligitized battlefield, well-defined
management skills will be critical for effective administration of expansi e responsibilltie . Management skills will help til.e solclier
to automate mundane information processing SO tilat attention can be focused on making decisions pertinent to rapidly changing
battlefield conclitions. Witilout basic information management skills, workload de·
mands can rapidly increase to negate the
significance of digltizatlon. The insights
gained from this operational test should be
considered in definJng measures of effectiveness for future tests to continue tile de·
velopment of information management as a
critical combat skill.

EllEN H. SNOOK was the Assistant Operations Research Analyst
(ORSA) on the Longbow Apache
lOTE, Currently, she is an ORSA
with the Aviation Systems Division
of u.s. Army Test and Experimentation Command's Aviation Test Directorate and is assigned to the
Suite of Integrated Infrared Countermeasures, the SuUe ofIntegrated
Radio Frequency Countermeasures, and the Aviation Task Force
XXI Advanced Warfighting experiment. She holds a B.S. degree in
industrial engineering from Texas
A&M University.
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By MAJ Nicholas L.
Castrinos
What If... ?
What if .. , you were a brand new acquisition officer with no experience, assigned to
a U.S. Army Forces Command division as
something called a 'Contingency Contracting Officer" (CCO)? How would you, or
more accurately, bow could you, deploy
with your unit and accomplish your assigned mission? Put aside for the moment
the lack of Army-wide or Service-wide doctrine. For some new acquisition officers assigned 10 corps and divisions, these questions should be importanl. This article will
explain how some CCOs at Fort Hood, TX,
have dealt with these issues.

Background
For the past three plus years, the Acquisi.
tion Corps has been assigning contracting
officers at the corps and division level. The
job title Is "contingency contracting officer."
The CCO mission is 10 deploy with the
torch party or the advance party during nonotice deployments, NTC rotations and all
contingency missions. CCOs proVide all 10caUl' available 'off-the-shelf" items, lease
and services to deployed units in a forward
deployed area. During these operations, deployed soldiers need large amounts of supa plies, civilian contract services (mainly
transportation and heavy lift assets) and sup-
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plies Ihal are not readily available in Our
supply system. Providing such supplies and
services is the mission of CCOs.
As our Army has drawn down over Ihe
last several years, one thing bas been made
clear to the support elements of our forcethat they must do more with less. For fiscal
year 1995, our Army deployed to Kuwait
twice, audiArabia, Rwanda, Haiti, and Somalia, on contingency-like miss,ion with little
or no notice. In fiscal year 1996, we undertook the largest contingency mission ince
Desert Storm-Bosnia. How will forward
deployed commanders acquire all those
items and services that they cannot get
through theArmy supply system? As in the e
past contingency missions, tbe CCO will
playa major role in 10gisticalJy supplying
the e forward deployed units.

School Training
A main objective of the Fort Hood Direclor-dte of Contracting (DOC) is 10 have new
CCOs attend formal Defense Acquisition
niver iry (DAU) training before they sign
in to Fort Hood. As a minimum they should
altend the foUowing courses: CON 10 I, Contracting Fundamentals; CO 201, Governmenl Contract Law; and CON 104, Contract
COSI and Price. There is also a new course
called CON 234, Contingency Contracting,

Contingency
Contracting
Officers
provide
all
locally
available
"off- the-shelf"
items,
leases
and services
to deployed
units
in a forward
deployed area.
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This course was developed by tlle Army,
Air Force and avy in late 1996 under the
direction of DAU. elasses began in August
1996. The course is also included in the list
of minimum training needed by the oew
eeos.
Armed with these basic courses, the new
eeo i ready to start training within the Insrallatioll Contracting Office. At Fort Hood,
the new eeo starts out working in the
Small Purchase eOntract Administration Offi e to get a feel of bow the overall system
works.This takes about two to three weeks.
From there, the eeo moves on to the Purchasing Division to work under One of the
simplified acquisition threshold contracting
officers, learning how to write legally suffident small purchase contracts. After working in this environment for about four to six
months, the new eeo i ready for more advaJlced training in the eomracts Division
and eontractAdministrarlon Divi ion.

Overseas Experience
There is no substitute for experience. No
matter how well the new eeo is rr.tined in
the garri on contracting environment, contracting overseas i a completely different
challenge from contracting in the continental Uruted tates. orbing can replicate the
ights, sounds and smells of doing busiJless
in a foreign climate ... like the foreign country itself. The problem is how to provide
the new eeo over eas experience in a
traiJliJlg setting.
There is a location that could be available
to new eeos to gaiJl the intem.ational experience they need to be effective dtuing contingency missions-Kuwaie. n,e U.S.11lird
Army, headquartered at Port McPherson,
GA, has a mission to maiJltaiJl toted equipment on an iJl tallation called Camp Doha,
Kuwaje. As a part of the overall contingent
of a igned personnel, the camp has a fully
sraffed Contracting Office. This office handles all contracting needs for the camp and
acts a the main contracting office during
contingencies (such as Operations Vigilam
Warrior and Vigilant entinel). The eontracting Office has a lieutenant colonel assigned as the director of contracting, along
with one major, one captain and several
noncommissioned officers and civilians
who run the office. During contingency
missions iJl the Middle East,ThirdArmy nOrmally requests additional contractiJlg officers to augment this office.

days or less training. The DOC would receive a capable contracting officer. The
sending unit would get back an experienced contingency contracting officer.
Mo t of all, the CCO would receive the best
training available anywhere in our Army
today. TIle same holds true for the DOCs iJl
Saudi Arabia, Korea,Turkey and other offices
worldwide.
Because eamp Doha ha all equipment
the eeo needs, such as billeting, a diniJJg fucitity, cellular phones, assigned vehides, and
office and automated data processing equipment support, the overall cosrs are very low.
Including airfare and temporary duty, the
tOtal co t would be weU under 53,000.00.
The new eeo would move into a training
iruation tailored to teach him all be needs
to know about contracting in the Middle
East.

The Contracting Office at Camp Doha
does all levels of contracting_ The primary
focus of the eco is small purchases of supplies and services, with a fair amou.nt of
large contracts for transportation, construction and =tintenance. They use computergenerated form with a manual filing system. This system do ely matches the way
eeo operate in the contingency environment. Working in thi real world environment, the ceo quickly gains the knowledge
needed to effectively support his unit on actual contingency missions_

Points Of Contact
To reach the Camp Doha, Kuwait operator, call DSN 318-791-8822_Ask for tbeArmy
Contracting Office. Kuwait's time zone is
eight hours ahead of eastern standard tinle.

MAl NICHOLAS CASTRINO was
a contingency contmcting officer
at the 4th Infantry DiVision, Fort
Hood, TX, when he wrote this article. He is currently an instructor
for the CON 2]4 course at Fort Lee,
VA. He holds a BA. degree in. busine s from. Evergl-een State College,
WA, and a master's degree in international relations from Troy State
University, AL.

For The Price Of A Plane
Ticket
A unit could coordinate with Third Army
and the DOe at Camp Doha, Kuwait to temporarily asSign the eeo to the DOe for 90
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THE
MEDIUM EXTENDED
AIR DEFENSE SYSTEM
PROGRAM
A Model For Trans-Atlantic Cooperation
Introduction
TI,e incentive for uans-AtIantic cooperation among allied nations can be traced to
political, military and economic goals. 10 situations where common threats are being
addressed and common requirements are
being satisfied, cooperative programs help
reinforce the military and industrial relationships that bind nations together in establishing trong, international security ties. Today,
there is an increased likelihood of nations
operating in a coalition environment where
forces need to be deployed with equipment
that is interoperable and rationalized from
the standpoint of logistical support. Furthermore, shrinking budgets on both sides
of the Atlantic have driven the need to combine resources and requirements in order to
achieve some economies of scale in development and production. One way to
achieve these goals is through international
cooperative development and production.

The MEADS Program
The Secretary of Defense, on behalf nf
the U.S. Department of Defense; the Federal
Minister of Defense of the Federal Republic
of Germany; and the Minister of Defense of
the Republic of Italy decided to carry out
tbe Medium Extended Air Defense System
(MEADS) Program, in cooperation. The first
phase of the MEADS Program is project definition/validation (pDIY). The cooperative
effort was culminated in May 1996 with the
signing of the MEADS PD/V memorandum
of understanding (MOll) by national arma·
ments representatives on behali of tbe
aforementioned partidpants. The decision
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By Byron D. Lawing
to carry out MEADS in international cooper·
ation was based on the goals mentioned in
the introduction, and more specifically, on
the common desire of the nations to:
• Improve their mutual conventional de·
fense capabilities through the application of
emerging teclmologies;
Obtain the benefits that can be
achieved from standardization, rationalization, and the interoperability of military
equipment;
" Satisfy a mutual need for a MEADS with
an Anti·Tactical Ba1Jistic Missile (ATBM) ca·
pability based on commonly agreed military
requirements; and
" Realize the benefits that could be
achieved through cooperation in this program.
On Dec. 16, 1996, the National Arma·
ments Directors (NADs) conducted a
MEADS Program Initiation Ceremony at ti,e
NATO Medium Extended Air Defense System Management Agency in Huntsville, AL,
during whicll tiley signed an amendment to
tbe MOU which completed the arrange·
ments for the conduct of the program. During the ceremony, each of the NADs made
official remarks that underscored the impor·
tance of the program in establishing tbe
foundation for trans·Atlantic cooperation
and for providing a model on which future
cooperative efforts can be based. Excerpts
from iliese remarks follow.

United States Perspective
The ationa! Armament Di.rector from
the United States, Dr. Paul Kaminski, who
serves as Under Secretary of Defense (Ac·
quisition and Technology), stated, "This prograrn is the very first of what I believe will
be several cooperative programs in the
arena of theater missile defense-an area
that I think is at the forefront of what)
would describe as the renaissance in trdJ1SAtlantic armaments cooperation. The
Medium Extended Air Defense System, or
MEADS, Program is in the process really of
teaming U.S., German,and Italian industry in
a truly bound cooperative effort to develop
a modern, deployable extended air defense
system. not only fur each of our countries,
but I think they will turn out to be a system
for many of our allies as well:
Later during his speech, Dr. Kaminskj
stated, "In many ",,--ays, this program is now
being held up as an example of a new
model in which the United States and her
partners manage and execute cooperative
armaments development program . That
model calls for a tighter net activity in both
industry and in government-the development of teams that are operating together as
true partners in ti,e program."

Germany's Perspective
Dr. Martin Guddat, the German NAD, reo
marked, "TIlis is a premiere in several reo
spects. For the first time, a major program
of the United tates and European partners
is carried out from the outset in coopera·
tion on an equal footing. For the first time,
uch a program with United States partidpa-
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tion is conducted as a NATO program, that
means under the legal patronage of NATO
and according to NATO rules, and for tbe
fl.r t time a NATO agen.cy i being established on AmeriC'U1 soil."

Italy'S Perspective

Today,
there is
an increased
likelihood
of nations
operating
in a coalition
environment
where
forces
need to
be deployed
with equipment
that is
interoperable
and
rationalized
from
the standpoint
of logistical
support.

n,e Italian NAD, GeneralAlberto Zignanl,
stated, "Besides the high operational value
the program is ainled to, Italy looks with satisfaction to MEADS as it realizes a practical
international trans-Atlantic cooperation at
the industrial level. A cooperation which
represents common objectives amollg
countries which firmly advocates that
NATO is indispensable and advocates the
need for an increasingly stronger trans-Atlantic link." Furthermore, General Zignanj
stated, "A cooperation sucb as the MEADS
project which b'ltmonized tbe needs and
know-how to identlfy the common and
profitable ways to proceed for all the participating countries builds a wealth of common knowledge witb vast political, economical and technological impact on the
national industries. 11 is for this reason that
we are in favor to this type of international
cooperation and to aU tho'e cooperative efforts which guarantee the equal dignity of
participants and where the capabilities of
each nation are best used."

Principles
The official remarks by the NADs provide
insight into some of the underlying prinCiples that the nations have agreed on relative
to the management and execution of transAtlantic cooperative prOgr-dIllS. From the remark , one can conclude that the model for
trans-Atlantic cooperation embodies the
principle of working to satisfy commonly est:lblished requirements; the principle of enuring equal treatment among nations
tll£OUgh the establishment of an innovative
management approach and the promotion
of teanlwork at botb the government level
and industrial level; and the princlple of best
utilizing the capabilities of the participating
nations to achleve the desired results.

Implementation Of The
Principles
n,e establishment of common requirements is a key principle for conducting international cooperative programs. Common
requirements leverage the funding contributed by the participating governments
by focu ing the efforts on a common technical solution instead of on a variety of national peculiar solutions. As requirements
among nations become more divergent, the
economics of cooperation become more
difficult to justify. The approach taken in
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the MEADS Program was to establish a common set of international operational requirements that satisfy the needs of tI,e participating nations in order to develop the
international technical reqnireroems document (lTRD) to serve as the technical requirements baseline for conducting the
PDIY phase of the program.
The concept of equal treatment of nations is just as important to a cooperdtive de·
velopment progran1 as it is to any otller effOr! where coalitions are formed and
maintained. During tlle decision-maklng
process, nations involved in cooperdtive programs must take in to accoun t both the common needs of the program and factors associated with the national interest. Any nation,
in excrci ing its sovereign right, may allow
national interests to override the common
interests a sociated with a program. AItllOugh this circumstance is omnipresent in
a cooperative progranl, its impact may be
lessened by incorporating measures into the
program that increase a nation's feeling of
owner l:tip. The feeling of ownership may
be increased by ensuring each nation Js
treated as an equal and valued .(lartner, regardless of financial share. In constructing
the MEAD MOU, the Llations have agrecd to
arrangements to ensure the equal tre:ltment
of eadl natioo through the implementation
of a management framework that allows
each nation an equal voice in the decision
process and tIl£Ough the lmplementation of
a development approach that requires
"meaningful work" for all participants.

New NATO Agency

Established
With regard to the management approach, the POlY MOU provides for the
MEADS Program to be directed and administered on behalf of the participants (Germany,ltaly and the United tates) by a North
Atlantic Treaty Organlzation (NATO) production and logistics organization that i established within the framework of NATO
witb tbe U.S. as hOSl nation. TItis organization has been designated tI,e NATO MEAD
Design and Development, Production and
Logistics Management Organization
(NAMEADSMO) and its charter was approved by NATO on June 28, 1996. The organization consists of a steering committee
and the NATO Medium Extended Air Defense System Management Agency
(NAMEADSMA). The steering committee
provides overalL guidance and direction for
the program. It's member hlp consists of
onc representative from eacll participating
nation. Decision of tl,e steering committee are made unanimously.
f
NAMEADSMA is responsible for execut·
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ing the program according to the provisions
contained in the MOV, the NATO chaner
and according to decisions of the steering
committee. Subject to the aforementioned
guidelines, NAMEADSMA works on behalf of
the alliance for the collective benefit of the
participating nations In executing the PD;V
phase of the program. Tn staffing the agency,
positions assigned to the various nations are
distributed throughout the agenCj' to ensure
representatives from aU participating nations
are involved in aU aspects of the program.
On the industrial side, the PD;V program
strategy has reqUired two trans·Adantic in·
dustrial entities ([AIEs) to be formed from
the participating nations' industries in order
to compete in demonstrating critical functions, mitigating technical issue and defining the best concept for realization of the
project and sub equent selection as the singie contractor to conduct both the design
and deveLopment and production phases of
the program. TheTAIEs are comprised of indU5trial firms from each of the participating
nations. In conducting the PD;V phase, the
TAlEs were instructed based on national
cost share percentages to ensure that work
was shared in a 60/25/15 split among
ruted States, German and Italian industry,
respectively. In addition, the TAIEs were in·
structed to provide eadl nation with "meaningful work' and to use an integrated product development approaCh in conducting
the effort. Based on this overall guidance, it
was left to industry to determine the division of work shared among the various
members of the team in order to enhance
their competitive position. In response to
these instrnctions, the TAIEs formed integrated product teams mat were Involved and
integrated into each major product area and
throughout the management team industrial
members from both sides of the Atlantic.
This type of arrangement provides not only a
more efficient organizational approarn to accomplish the ystern engineering and product development efforts which are so inlportant to this phase, but it also provides the
nations some meaSure of insight into the
technical aspects spanning me entire effort
from me industrial perspective.

Summary
TIle MEAD Program is at the forefront of
a new era in tranS-Atlantic cooperation.
Many of the features of this progranJ and the
principles on whicb it is based have been
described as a modei for future trans·At·
lantic cooperative programs. Perhaps Dr.
Kaminski provided the best summary of
these principles. The following are excerpts
I from his remarks at the MEADS Program Initiation Reception: "This project I dlink re-
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aUy is somewhat like giving birth to a new
way of doing cooperative work together. It
represents a new way of doing the trans-At·
lantic armaments cooperation business.
And T think its a model for cooperation that
is now being held up by nations on both
sides of the Atlantic as a model that will be
much more effective in promoting cooperation between the Vnited State and its key
NATO partners.' Dr. Kaminski further
stated, "tlle three govemments are true partners in mallY respects, but I mink the dose
cooperdtion and the decision making by our
Steering Committee led by Admiral AscoIi
[Rear Admiral Vincen20 Ascoli of the Italian
Navy and the Chairman of the MEAD Steer·
ing Committee] so ably is perhaps d,e most
symbolic of this spirit of cooperation and
unanimity. Furmer, I would say and underscore very strongly d,ere are no junior partners in MEADS. We are equal partners in
this program. Earn nation that is a partner
bring certain strengths to the progranJ and
is tre:.ted as a valued alld equal partner by
the fellow participant . On the indu trial
side, the integrated tructure mat both con·
sortia have developed, [ think, is one of the
more unique industrial pannerships that 1
have seen in my career. It is an arrangement
that render almost indistingWshable the individual companies and the national origins
of me participants in the program. It is really all mixed together as one. Clearly, me
focus on both the government and the industry side of tile progr-d.1ll is on teamwork."
In his concluding remarks, Or. Kaminski said
"I look forward to me continued succe s of
General Meunier [BG Hunrich K. Meunier,
General Manager, NAMEAOSMAJ and his
team in making tile MEADS Progr-dJU a reality and a model for future tr:Uls-Atlantic armaments cooperation.'
As Or. Kaminski indicated, the success of
the MEADS PO;V Phase in fulfilling d,e objectives of the participants will be a key ingredient in tbe decision to continue the
MEADS Program and make deployment of
tl,e system a reality. However, an equally inlpottant ingredient will be the translation of
d,e political "will' to continue d,e program
into the actions required by the participating nations to make ir happen. 11lis process
will require dle building of advocaCj' at aU
levels of government widlin the participating nations to ensure that the benefits of cooperation are understood by aU decision
makers and d,at key issues al'e resolved in a
timely manner. Tltis type of advocacy, togetber with the continued success of the
program in producing the desired results,
will ensure that the MEADS Program will become a sound model on which future cooperative efforts can be based.

Common requirements
leverage
the funding
contributed by
the participating
governments
by focusing
the efforts
on a common
technical solution
instead of
a variety
of national
peculiar
solutions.

BYRON D. LAWING is the Chief
Controlling Division in the NATO
Medium Extended Ail- Defense System Management Agency. He holds
a B.S. degree in chemical engineering. He is a member of the Army
AcqUisition COIPS and is certified
Level III in program management;
syste-ms planning, research development and engineering; and business, cost estimating and financial
management.
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From The Directort
Acquisition Career
Management Office
(ACMG)
Congratulations to rhe Competitive Development Group (COG)
selecrees for 1997! The competition was stiff and we selected only
25 from more than 700 applicants. (See page 51.) We designed the
COG program to give a select group of GS-13s the opportuniry to
broaden their acquisition experience and bone their leadersltip and
management skills through developmental assignmellls (see page
51). The selectees span many career fields 'Old geographical areas
but all are clearly tlle best of the best and bave potential to become
our futureAAC leaders. On May 19-21, 1997, we will host the 1997
CDG Year Group orientation In the Washington, DC area. Be on the
lookoLll for the announcemenr of the Year Group 1998 CDG competition. You don't want to miss out on a shot at this outstanding career development opportunity!
Keith Charles, Depury Director, Acquisition Career Management,
continues to visit the field to update the acquisition workforce members on career management initiatives. We plan many other visits
throughout the year. I encourage you to provide feedback to us
through the proponency officers and other members of this office
who accompany Mr. Charles on his visits. We want to hear your ideas
about career development and want to know what we can do for
you. Additionally, as a result of a recent functional chief representative meeting (see summary on page 55), a process action team (pAT)
is being formed to identify and address obstades that hinder the central and operational assignments proce ses. We also want to find
Army-wide solutions to enhance utilization after long-term training. I
solicit your partidpation In the PAT through submi ion of comments and ideas.
Do you under tand the importance of the Service Obligation
Agreement? The Defense Acquisition Workforce Improvement Act
(DAWlA) establisbed the requirement that a person as igned to a
critical acquiSition posilion be assigned to Ute position for not fewer
than three year. Moreover, program managers (PM) and depury
PMs of major Defense acquisition programs must be assigned until
the major milestone closest to the date after the person has served
for four years. Written agreements acknowledge these service obligations. Waivers of these obligations may be granted only In exceptional circumstances. Such circumstances might include: humauitarian reassignment, discharge or retirement; reLief of duties and
reassignment in the interest of the Department of Defense; and promotion, when promotiol1 ill place is not aUowllble. I remind you of
your duty to bonor s rvice obligation and tenure agreements, particularly if you are selected /Dr PM or acquisition cODllDlmd positions.
Too many PMs and acquisition commanders are asking for walvers
for voluntary retirement. We In~nd to cleny retirement waiver unless they are for 11U1l1:mi1llliiuJ te;lS9l)S. Those officers eligible for
consideration for PM/acqltisltio!l ~oQJ.IJJilfld positions who are contemplating retirement within ~ n~ three year should notify
their assignment officer. Files will be withheld, without prejudice,
from consideration for these election boards. In addition, aU retire-
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ment eUgible officers should carefully consider their service obUga·
tion before accepting their next assignment.
flnaUy, on April I, 1997, we bid a fond farewell to laVerne Jones
who retired from Government service. LaVerne's contributions
have been many and the Acquisition communiry will miss ber skillful management and seJfless dedication. At the same time, we welcomed 1arlu Vance, wbo succeeds Lwerne as the Otief of the Acquisition Education and Training Division.
COL Thomas V. Rosner
Drrean~Ac~~onaueer

Management Office
Pentagon, 3£427
rosnert@sarda.army.mll
(703)697-6291 (DSN 227)

Charles Visits Rock Island Arsenal
Keith Charles, Deputy Director, Acquisition Gareer Management
(DDACM), presented :1 briefing to the acquisition workforce members at Rock Island Arsenal, IL, on March 4, 1997. The briefing was
attended bl' hundreds ofArmy acquisition workforce members, and
Included sensing sessions with smaller groups to obtain feedback
from the field. Charles also offered a presentation at the local chapter luncbeon of the American Defense Preparedness Association
(ADPA) Advance Planning Briefmg to Industry (APBl). TItis vi it was
part of theArmy Acquisition Corps "Road bow,'whicb i designed to
update the acquisition workforce on current acquisition career
management issues and programs. The Army Acquisition Corps exhibit, "Developing the People Who Develop the Systems," was rJis.played at the ADPA/APBl luncheon, along with other Army and conLractor exhibits. Visirs to oUter commands are being sclteduled
throughout the year.

FY 98 MAPl Review Board

Convenes
The FY98 Military Acquisition Position List (MAPL) Review Board
convened on Feb. 24, 1997, to review nearly 2,000 po ltion for Indusion on the FY98 MAPL. The board was conducted similar to a
HQDA centralized board utilizing a word picture to grade each po ilion. Tbe voting members consisted of nine colonels of varions
brancbes representing a cro s section of acqui ltion functional areas
(51,53, and 97) from various MACOMs, Program Executive Offices,
and DOD agencies, witb posilions on the MAPL.The board president
was an MC brigadier general who was re ponsibIe for chalring tbe
board and ensuring its efficient functioning. TIte board completed
its requirements and adjourned Feb. 27,1997.
The Acquisition Career Management Office (ACMO), In cooperation with the U.S. Total Army Personnel Command and the Deputy
Chief of taff for Personnel, will analrl.e and verify the results from
the board and submit a suggested MAPL to the Director,Acquisition
Career Management (DACM) for approval. Once tbe DACM approves the MAPL, it will be distributed to appropriate MAPL points
of contacl. Additionally, the approved MAPL will be publi bed in a
future issue Arnry KD&A magazine. PERSCOM will start assigning officer off the new MAPL upon its approval. For more information,
contact MAjYanceyWilliams,ACMO, 703-69 -<>472.
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CAREER DEVELOPMENT UPDATE

Acquisition Education
and Training Chief
Retires
On April 1, 1997, more than 100 guests
attended a retirement luncheon at the
Fort Belvoir Officer's Club in honor of
laVerne Jones, Chief of the Army Acquisition Education and Training Office. jones
had been Chief of that office since its establishment in 1992 to implement the education and training provisions of the Defense Acquisition Workforce Improvement Act. Her
retirement mark the end of 35 years of Federal service, rna t of
which were spent in the field of Human Resource Development.
For her accomplishments on behalf of the acquisition workforce,
the Deputy Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition and Technology (DUSD(A&1)), and the Director of Acquisition Education and
Training, jones received the Defense Acquisition Executive Certificate of Achievement, signed by Hon. PauL G. Kaminski, DUSD(A&1).
This plaque was pre ented by jeanne Carney from the Office of the
Under Secretary of Defense (Acquisition, Education and Tr:Lining).
Keith Charles, Deputy Assist.11lt Secretary for Plans, Progr.uns, and
PoUcy, and Deputy Director for Acquisition Career Management, presented jones with tbe Superior Civilian erviceAward recognizing the
numerau contributions she had made 10 the training and career development of more than 30,000 members of the Army Acquisition
Corp md workforce. Officials representing the Acquisition Education and Trd.ining Office, Office of the Secretary of Defense; Headquarters, U.S. Army Materiel Command; Headquarters, U. . Army Corps of
Engineers; and the Research, Development, and Acquisition information Systems Activity presented Jones with various remembrances
which reflected their respect for her professionaL abilities and her
dedication to training Army civilians. Jones's commitment to excellence and her selfless concern for others will be gready missed.

1997 COMPETITIVE DEVELOPMENT
GROUP SELECTEES
NAME

CMD

CMDLOCATION

Doolos Catherine L
Griffith

Sedlacek Carol J
Hornaday Shi~ey J

Redstone Arsenal AL
Redstone Arsenal AL
FT Belvoir VA

HiggInbotham Claudius L AE PEa Tae Missiles
St Louis MO
Hopkins Alvin V

AE"P"'E"'O"'A"'vl-:Cati""on:=---"'S"'(Louis MOlin---1

Hansen David M
Sova Allen J
Brewer Ca~lon E

Vance Takes Over MC
Education And Training
Marlu W. Vance, former Chief, Acquisition Position and Structures DiVision,
Army Acquisition Executive Support
Agency, assumed new duties a Chief,
Army AcqUisition Corps Education and
Training Office, Office of the Assistant ecretary of the Army for Research, Development and Acquisition (OASARDA) onAprll
1,1997. Backed by more than 15 years of federal civilian service,
Vance has held a variety of positions. She spent three years as a Department of Army intern in the comptroUer career field with the
U.S. Army Materiel Command (AMC). She managed AMC's Productivity Capital Investment program for three years, and also served
widl the Office of the Deputy cwer of Staff for Operations and Plans
as a program analyst working Special Operations Forces issues.
Vance then moved to OASARDA to manage the program executive
officer structure. Vance holds a B.$. degree from the University ofAlabama and an M.A. degree from the University of South Alabama.
She has also completed the Program Management Course at the Defense ystems 1anagemelll CoUege, and is a member of the Army Acquisition Corps.
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CAREER DEVELOPMENT UPDATE

American Council On Education
Evaluates DSMC Courses
The American Council on Education (ACE) evaluates formal edu·
cation and training programs and COlli es ponsored by the Service
schools, other DOD organizations, government agencies, business,
and indu try and makes coUege credit recommendations. ACE itself
does not grant academic credit; it evaluates the course curriculum,
recommends the amount of credit it believes a course is worthy of
being granted by an accredited institution; and identifies the subject
matter area in whicb the credit is recommended. These evaluations
are published in the ACE Guide to tbe Evaluation Of Educational
Experiences in tbe Armed Services, which is published every rwo
year . Individuals planning to use ACE credit recommendations for
degree programs must have them reviewed by the institution' admission officer. It is ultimately tile decision of each college or uni·
versity to accept the ACE recommendation.
ACE recommendations are of particular interest to members of
the Army AcqUisition Workforce, ince they may be used to satisfy
that portion of the Acquisition Corp education standard which requires 12 semester credit hou.rs from among the "bu iness· disci·

plines of accounting; business [fianCe; law; comracts; purchasing;
economics; Industrial management; marketing; quantitative methods;
and organization and management. The option to ubstitute equivalent training for the l2 semester credit hours in the disciplines spec·
ified was provided in Public Law 102484, of the ational Defense
AuthorizationAct for Fiscal Year 1993. In other words, the 12 semester credit bour Acquisition Corps education standard may be met by
uccessfully completing training courses in the specified disciplines
which carry anACE credit recommendation.
ACE has recently reviewed a number of D MC courses. The reo
sults are reflected in the accompanying figure. Information on the
recendy-evaluated courses will be publi hed in the 1998 update of
the ACE Gr.<ide 10 tbe Evaluation of Educational Experiences in
the Armed Services. Please see Appendix E of the FY97 Defense Ac·
quisition University (DAlJ) catalog for ACE credit recommendations
on other DAU courses.
Please contact Diane chaule in theAcquisitioll Career Management
Office's Acquisition Education and Training Office for information on
Acquisition Corps education standards. She may be readled at Com·
merci:t.l 003)805-1049. Contact the DSMC Registrar's office at Commercial 003)805-2850/3666 for a s!stance regarding DSMC t:tan·
scripts.

American Council on Education (ACE)
Recommended Credit Hours for DSMC Courses
Current Courses Offered by DSMC (See Notes 1 and 2)
ACQ 101
ACQ201
BCF301
BFM 102
BFM203
l'MT302

FSAMC
ISAC
BCEfMW
CPMFC
ICPMC
APMC

ACE Catalog
DO No.
DD-1408-0012
0D-1408-oo20
0D-1408-0017
0D-1408-0014
0D-1408-00 15
0D-1408·oo 18

PMT303
PMT 305
PMT341
PQM301

EPMC
PMSC
SACPC
APQMC

DD-1408-OO19
DD-1408-OO21
DD-1408-OOO9
00·1408·TBO

8/94 - Present
6/96 - Present
1190 . Present
10194-Present

SAM20t
SYS301

ISAMC
ASPRDEC

0D-1408-OO13
DD-1408-OO16

6196 -P=ent
6/96 - Present

PRD301

DAEMQAC

PMT201
PMT301

ISAC
PMC

DAU
Course No.

Course TItle

Date. Credit
Valid
9194 - Present
6192 - Present
6/96 . Present
7195 - Present
3/96 - Present
3195 • Present

Undergraduale
Credits

Graduate

3 Lower Division

N/A

Acquisition Management

4 UDDer Division
2 Upper Divisinn
3 UpperDivision

N/A
N/A
N/A

Acquisition Management
Financial Managemenl
Management (Both courses must be
completed)
3 . Financial Management
3 - Operations Management
3 - Technical Management
Prognun Management
Program Management

Credits

NlA

9

NIA
NlA
NIA

3
I
3
TBD

3 Upper Division
NlA

NfA
3

NIA

SDeciallY
~

,
-;"

Procurement Management

Business Administration or Technical
Management
Acquisition Management

Technical Management

..

COURSES STILL VALID FOR CREDIT BUT NO LONGER OFFERED (See notes 1 3 4 , and 5)
0D-1408-ooI0
10193 - 9194
NlA
3
Business Administration or Technical

Management
0D-1408·oo1I
DD-1408·ooo7

10190 - 6/92
2190-3195

4 Uppet Division
2 Uppet Division

NIA

2 - Financial AnalysisfPlanning
9

'None

PMC

00-1408-0002

1/73 - 1190

Systems Management

6 Upper Division

3 - LeadetshiplGtoup Decision Process
3 - Systems Management
3 - Operations Management
3 . Production and Operations Management
2 - Managerial Finance

1 . General Managemenl
9

9 - Program or Project Management

Notes:
(1) Shaded

Cou!n. we... part of 1996 ACE Review and thuo are nol contaJned in the most recenUy published 1994 ACE GuIde.
All unthaded courses are contained In the 1994 ACE Guide. College/university admIssions officers may either revIew the ACE Guide
(for older courses) or telephonlcaUv contad ACE (for newer courses) at (202) 93g·9UO for verification of credit teCOmmendations.
(2) BFM 102 and BFM 203 must both lie completed to receive cntdit hours
13) PQM 301 replaced PRO 301 and is being reviewed for credit.
(41 Pill 201 was "'placed by ACQ 201.
(6) Pill 301 wao ...placed by Pill 302AS OF 10 FEBRUARY 1997
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CAREER DEVELOPMENT UPDATE

Restructuring The
Materiel Acquisition Management
Course
The Materiel Acquisition Management (MAM) Course was established in 1984 at the request of the U.S. Army Personnel Support
Command. The Army Logistic Management CoUege was directed to
create a course which would provide an overview of the entire materiel acquisition proces , to teach the "language" of materiel acquisi·
tion, and to integrate the principal materiel acquisition ftmctlonal
disciplines. TIle MAM Course was designed to provide entry-level
training to Army officers being assigned to positions within the U.S.
Army Training and Doctrine Command, the U.S. Army Materiel Command, and the U.S.Army Operational Test and Evaluation Command.
Ad<litionaUy, some MAM graduates were sent to Training With industry as ignments, foreign science and technology offices, ATO
Headquaners, the Pentagon, and joint commands.
During the past 13 years, our training mission has been successfully accompli hed. More than 3,000 graduates have been assigned
to a variety of materiel acquisition positions. These po itions are primarily located in project management offices, battle labs, combat developments directorates, research and development laboratories,
major subor<linate commands, and tesr directorates. In 1993, the
length of the MAM Course was reduced to eight weeks and llUmerous change were made to its curriculum in order to reflect chang·
ing Department of Defense and U.S. Army materiel acquisition policies and processes coupled with fun<ling reductions.
The rate of acquisition policy changes bas accelerated during the
past three years. These policy changes resulted in large numbers of
procedural guIde being re cinded and program documentation requlrements being altered. Even milestone decision review procedures did not escape change. At the same time, funding for research
and development, procurement, and training has continuously declined. These Significant acquisition policy changes and continuing
fiuJ<ling reductions were two principal reasons driving additional
changes to the MAM Course.
The MAM Course proponent is the Military Deputy to the Assistant Secretary of the Army for Research, Development, and Acquisition (ASAROA), LTG Ronald V. Hite. The course proponent reviews
and approves the course curriculum and length. During a Proponent
Review conducted in June 1995, LTG Hite gave directions for ad<litional changes to the MAM Course conten<. LTG Hile directed solicitation of input from former rodents, examination of ways to "trim
the fut" from tile course coment, while retaining equivalenc}' with
the basic and interme<liate acquisition courses ponsored by the Defense Acquisition University. These changes were needed in order to
better reflect the realities of a rapid!}' evolving materiel acquisition
environment which is characterized by a continuing reduction in the

Hours of Coverage
Functional Area
Fundamental Concepts, Structures,
45
and Policies
10
Software Acquisition
16
Combat Developments
12
Test and Evaluation
26
Acquisition Logistics
36
Cost Estimating and BUdgeting
42
Contracting
11
Production
Examinations
...1Q
Total
208
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Department of Defense's armual training budget and a declining
number of students. In 1996, LTG Hite' guidance was inJplemented.
The curriculum of today's MAM Course is shown in the accompanying ftgure.
Five major exercises designed to support a central materiel acquisition scenario are included in tbi revised curriculum. The e exercises provide "hands on" application for selected major functional
areas. Three of these exercises are separatel}' graded and are used as
part of the tuden!' overall course grade.
To acknowledge the declining training dollars available, the
length of the MAM Course has been further reduced to seven
weeks. This reduction in course length was achieved by eliminating
administrative tinJe and formal graduation, consolidating orne units
of instruction, reducing the lengdl of odler units, and lengthening
some class days. Reducing dle total course length has not ignificandy impacted the coverage of materiel acquisirion functional
areas nor has it reduced the number of semester hours of graduate
credit awarded for successful completion of the MAM Course.
In spite of reducing the course length, ad<litional materials have
been incorporated into the curriculum. Coverage of software acquisition, test and evaluation has been expanded, and risk assessment
has been added. These additions to our curriculum have been accommodated by reducing the coverage of logistics and contracting
subjects and requiring students to complete a majority of group exercises outside the classroom.
We must be prepared to make additional changes to the MAM
Course in the furore, as budget and manpower projections within
the Department of Defense look bleak_ Analysts pre<lict that further
cuts in fiuJ<ling and troop strength will be made. Thankfull}', newer
educational technologies are being deVeloped which may enable
continuation of a quality course at less cost.
Today, the term "distance learning" is being used to describe alternatives to classroom instruction. Distance learning encompasses a
variety of media such as; printed correspondence courses, television broadca ting, video tape , compact disks, and the Internet.
There are two inJponant questions which must be resolved before
embracing distance learning as a sub titute for classroom instruction. First, we must ascertain the optimum medium for employing
distance learning technology with the MAM Course. For example, a
portion of the MAM Course may be successfully presented on the
Internet but broadcasting the entire seven-week curriculum over
satellite television would not be effective. Second, we must incorporate a means of maintaining current materials. Because materiel
acquisition policies and procedures will continue changing, we
must retain the capability to update course materials and prOVide
on-line assistan e to srodents_ Whether this is best done by military
and civilian employees or DOD contractors is another decision.
These questions will be answered as we continue the inve tigation
into the newer educational technologies and apply for inclusion in
dle Advanced Concepts Technology Demon tration Program.
It may be determined that a ntix of distance learning technologies coupled with some classroom instruction may re ult in the
most cost-effective training solution for the near term. Ii is inJport:rnt that we keep an open mind to the newer edcuational technologies, maintain the emphasis on providing a quality education, while
being mindful of fun<ling realities. The MAM Course is poised to
continue its evolution as the Army shapes it elf to the future.
Note; The MAM Course is available to civilian members of the
Arm}' Acqui ilion Corp and Workforce in grades GS-9 through GS13 who are working in a materiel acqUisition assignment. Individuals who have alread}' attended the Advanced Program Management
Course (APMC) should not apply to attend the MAM Cour .
The preceding article was wI1fIen byJoe R. EastJr., Course Director of the Materiel AcqUisition Management Course at the US.
Army Logistics Management College.
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CAREER DEVELOPMENT UPDATE

31 Graduate From MAM
lllirty-one students graduated from the Materiel Acquisition
Management (MAM) Course, Class 97'()()2, at the .S.Arm)' logistics Management College (AiMC), Fon Lee, VA. The graduates included foreign officers fromArabia,Japan and Malaysia.
Researdl and development, te ting, contrdcting, requirements
generation, logistics and production management are examples
of the materiel acquisition work assignments being offered to
these graduates.
The Di tinguished Graduate award wa presented to CPT
Jeannette Friedland, U.S. Army Industrial Operations Command,
Rock Island, 11..
The seven-week Materiel Acquisition Management Course
provides a broad knowledge of the materiel acquisition function. It covers national polities and objectives that shape the acquisition process and the implementation of these policies and
objectives by the U.S. Army. Areas of coverage include acquisition concepts and policie ; research, development, test, and evaluation; financial and cost management; integrated logistics supporr; force modernization; production management; and
contra.ct management. Emphasis is placed on developing midlevel managers so that they can effectively participate in the
management of the acquisition process.

PERSCOM Notes. ..
Second AAe Transfer Board
Meets In June
On ug. 30, 1996, the Army Cbief of taIf approved a plan to
downize the Army Acqui itlon Corps (AAC). The objective of
the plan i' to reshape the AAC by aligning the number of offi·
cers in each year group (YG) with current reqUirements. The
first of two U.S. Total Army Personnel Command O'ERSCOM)
tran fer boards met la t November and elected 39 officers
from YG 76, 78, 82 and 83 to rcn,rn to Lheir basic branches.
The second PERSCOM transfer board will onvene in June
199 to select officers in YG 79 and 80 to return to their basic
branches. These officer have had either one (YG 80) or twO
looks (YG 79) for product manager/acquisition command.
The objective of the tran fer board will be to select officers
for transfer who can be t sen'e the Army In their ba ic
branches and will be least disadvantaged by the tmnsfer. Crite·
ria to be can idered wiJI in Jude basic brandl Inventory requirements and an individual officer's basic branch qualifica·
tion and experience vs. hi or her MC qualifications and
experience. To be con idered by the trail fer board, officer' in
YG 79 and 80 must:
• Have not previoLL~ly volunteered for transfer;
• Have not been selected for AAe PM/CMD;
• Are not on the upper 1/3 of the FY 98 PM/CMD alternate Ust;
• Not an experimental test pilot or astronaut;
• Have declined PM,lCl\ID after being selected.
The re ults of the Lieutenant Colonel Product Manager/Acqui ilion Command Board that met in December 1996 are expected to be released by the end of May.
Currently, YG 79 is overslrength by 45 officers and YG 80 is
overstrength b)' 26. These number are declining as officers
volunteer to return to their basic branche . If you are consider·
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ing voluntcering to return to your basic bmnch, contact your
basic branch career manager to discu s assignment po ·sibilitics. For man)' omccr ,this is an opporrunitj' to scrve again in
challenging basic branch as ·igrunents. Volunteering may also
open up the opportunity to serve in geogr'dphical location
other than those offered by the Me. There may be some ad·
vantage to officer who volunteer and begin discus,ing possible basic brdIldl assignment. early.
Oncc the resizing of the MC is complete and Year Group
6-83 are properly sized, we expect promotion rates for MC
officers to lieutenant colonel and coLonel to return to a level at
or a.bove the Ann)' average.

senior service College Slating
The follOWing Army Acqui ition Corps officer' have been
lated to attend Senior Sen'ice College during academic year
1997-1998:
University Of Texas
RNONE, Robert LTC
KAURA, Mary A. LTC
MCCHESNEY, M. K. LrC

lndustrial College Of The Armed Forces
ASADA, Michael LTC
BE EYe D. B. LTC
RROUGHALL, . LTC
CANNON, S. M. LTC
GROBMElER.J. LTC
LEES, R. R. LTC
LfNDSAY,T.e. LTC
MAJOR, E. B. LTC

Army War College
MORAN,]. R. LTCO')
THOMAS, L. E. LTCO')
BRAMBLETT, If. LTC
COX, M. C. LTC
DRONKA, PA LJ. LTC
G~~J.L.LTC

KELLY,T. P. LTC
LESNIAK, C. F. LTC
LUDWIG, D.W. LTC
NELSON, R.J. LTC
O'REILLY, P.J. LTC
OWE ,e. D. LTC
YO 1 G. B.). LTC

DSMC's Advanced PM Course
Open To Industry
The Defense Systems Management College (DSMC) has announced that vacancies for its highly acclaimed 14-week Advanced Program Management Course are open to industry executives. The course is taught at DSMC's main campus at Forr
Belvoir,VA. Tuition is waived for eligible industry applicants. The
next course will be Sept. 8 to Dec. 12. Contact Rudl Franklin,
Registrar for the Council of Defense and Space Industry Associa- I
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Functional Chief Representatives
Meet
An informative and successful meeting of Functional Chief Representatives was held Feb. 5,1997, at Fort Belvoir,VA. All career fields
were represented, and a nluable exchange of information took
place during presentations and question and answer sessions. Following ao Acquisition Career Management Office briefing, speaker
from the Contracting; Engineer and Scienti ·t; and Business, Cost Estimating and Financial Management (BCE&FM) career fields/progr.uns
offered presentations.
Estherlene Morse, Deputy, Defense Acquisition Regulations Council, offered the Contracting presentation, which focused on ti,e Contracting Field's mentoring program. The emphasis in the memoring
program will be on expectations, benefits and outcome. The pnr
gram was truetured based on the successes of other mentoting programs as weU as from lessons learned from the failure of others. Don
Tucker, of the Career Program 14 eCp 14) Career Management Teanl,
offered a follow-up presentation on the CPI4 Army Civilian Career
Evaluation System referral system.
Joan Smith, Bu iness Management Division, Office of the PM, Military Satellite Communications, presented the BCE&FM briefing,
which highlighted the evaluation, identification of sbortfaUs and rec·
ommendations made for training in the BCE&FM arena. mith recommended cross-functional training by describing her own benefidal experience taking courses in another career field.
Michael Fisette, Prindpal Deputy for Technology, Army Materiel
Command, offered a comparison of personnel statistics and census
data. He poke about the difficulties in attracting and retairting employees in ti,e Engineering and SCientist field, and talked about outreach efforts and awards and recognition programs.
The meeting yielded a worthwhile exchange of information, and
resulted in a request from Keith Charles, Deputy Director, Acqui i·
tion Career Management, that aU career fields examine the basic
courses offered in their areas to identify courses whidl offer the opportunity for employees from outside the career field to obtain a better understanding of the knowledge/expertise required to function
in a position in that career field. In additloll, a discussion regarding
difficulties with operational assignments resulted in the decision to
foml an integrated process teanl to address tbe issue of post-utiliza-

Keith Charles, Deputy Director, Acquisition Career
Management.

Michael Fisette,
Principal
Deputy
for Technology,
Army
Materiel
Command.

tion. The next meeting will be scheduled sometime after August

1997.

Joan Smith,
Business
Management
Division,
Office of the PM,
Military
Satellite
Communications.

Esterlene Morse, Deputy, Defense Acquisition Regulations
Council.
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AGeneral's Insights
Into Leadership And Management'
Reorganizing, Consolidating, Downsizing
By Charles R. Henry, Battelle Press, 1996
Reviewed by LTC f(enneth H. Rose (USA-Ret), a proleo,
manager with the Waste Polley Institute In Saq A"r~mfp, TX,
and former f'(lember of the Anny Acquisition Corps.

Wbllt the world needs now is nm anotiler Pook on leadership. Ubrary helves abound with a myriad of texts ranging
from the philo phical ether to teiHJy- tep, how-to checklists.
Yet, every once in a while a new book comes along that seem
to bridge this broad gap and say,"Look, this is how thint; really
work." 0 it is with Charles R. Henry's recent otrering,A Gel/m'at's hlSights Into Leadersh;pAnd Management.
The book has Illuch to commend, which, regrertably, is 'lot
capwred by the rather bland and Ilmlting title. TheJ'e are a lot of
genelflls ilround toQay apd they probllbJy all have insights of
OM sort or flllother, He~ is a trlje champion in the arePlI of
organiza.~on chan e, with a \.!Iliversal messa~e and wisdom UJlIt
goes fur beyond reorganizinll, consolidating, and dowl'jsJzlng.
Another title mij¥Jt better reflect the fire that lie wiPlin, ~
announce up front why thi book is different and should be
read.
What makes this book such a welcome addition to the
~adership literature ljes in what it Is not. While the format of
personal reminisces i familiar, it i not in the mold of recently popular management megatomes that comprise an
avalanche of anecdotes, overwhelming the Teflder with en~rta.ining detail, but leaving them wondering whllt a1I thi
means to them. Instead, Henry pre ent priqciples illUminated by releV;lOt e:l'perience, all served up in foc\lsed, digestible bites. Absent, too, are th cutesyaphori ms, long on
lIlln !'lItion amI rhyme, but short on clarity al'jd common
ens . Henry gets rl~ht to the point.
.
Describlld as a "bljsll'jess gllneral,' Henry was tapped to be
the first commflllder of the Defense Contract Management
omIlllllld (DCMC) whc;4l military in-plant contract supervl·
sipn f!ctivities were directed by the Deputy Secretllry of De·
f{:nse to be consolidated under the Defen Log! tic Agency
(Dj:.A). He summarizes the creation lind initial operatiqn of
DC~C in th{: Introduction ection of ~ book, which provides the fopndation for what follows.
Part I builds directly upon thls foundation, listing seven
Il:ey elements of organization change. These elements !ITe not
particu1;J.rly new and Henry acknowledges this in the Preface.
What is of intere t I the Interface between prinCiple and
ptllctlce that he pre c;P!S, spowing how the elements pJayed
41 re~ world events,
As an e:l'arnple, under "EIIIPowerlng the People," he contrasts th~ leader hip styles of the fire-ellting dra~on fllld the
benevolllnt leader. Clearly not an alumnus of the whip-and,
spur school of leader hip, he lean towarc;l tile latter. BenllVolent lllader create a climate of trust and re pect in which
people will rise to overcome great challenge and will provjde
the leilgc;r with all e c;ntial information-both good news
aqd pag-not just enouWJ information to appe!lse the dra~on
an<l i1vojd further ap\lse. At variou place in the pook he
dt~ the Arrpy's greflt 10 I tics leaders, such as GEN Jimmy D.

-

Ro s, former COlll11ll!lldlng General, .S.Army Materiel Command, and LTG Donald Babers, former DL\ Director, as Pljlctitioners of tl$ style. These lellders, when confronted by crisis, would ~c;ep a cool head and work through the jss\-le II lng
th~ people of the organlZ1ition as a ouree of solp.tlons, Ilot a
target of tlIg and b1;l.me. Given the complex!ties, sellsitiyjtie , an" f~ar inlwrem in an oCllanlzatlon change clllJ1ate,
Henry touts the benevolent leader hip style as the only one
l1lat wiU le/ld to a iltisfaclOry o1-ltcome.
He.qry' hi tory also su~e ts that a ucce sful change Sl:r'.ttegy includes the early appliClltioll of a bold, irrevocable action thilt terminates current, and preclude future, poUti al
macllinatlons. In till elise, senior Pentallon leader listened
carefully to indlvidual ervice objection , then establi hed
the joint DCMC by decree, without going through the internal wrangling over how-to deta1ls that breadle life into committee and stranl\les innovative ideas, The det!lil were
worked out subsequently by those who would inlplement
thllm ap{! live with them, A a result, tills process-aided by
an lInpja,sed group of experien~ed exe utlyes-was nwph
more focused on making thinlls work.
Parts II lIlld ill address organizalion;tl and indivic;lualleader·
ship, re pectively. Henry offers a wide Yl\riety Of ob eryi!liOn and a~vice- much that the cup eerns to overflo a
bit. Dillgent reader will soon find themselves awash In II sea
of vignette , with a fleeting eQse of direction. Perhaps tbls
book' next edition might add value by partitioninll the e
two part Into four or five subsections organized around
major leadership aspect or attributes, sudl as communJcations, e\hlcs, or interpersollal behavior.
As they stanc;l, Part II and ill are something of a gold mine;
tl)e prospecting reader will re(jlscover that gold is where; you
fl.qc;l it. The nl-lgllets contained Il..ere nclude:
• Tbe 8(J-percent l'ute. A Itlqder who b;ts grasped So.percent
pf the releVltnt f,lct is ready to make an Informed deci Ion. a
make one. Do somethin~. Taking action will break the hold of
tudy Marua that can paralyie an organization in change.
• Exten(l a~thority and respol'lSibility to the lowest levels.
You ill gen rate self-esteem, job satisfaction, and loyalty to
management. A a result, people will pull together lIlld produqivity wili increase.
• /n ethical matters, leaders ~o wronl{ 01J principles, 1JOt issues. lf you maintain solid, non-negotiable value ,even at what
seems at the time to be great professional cost in a specific instance, you will not find your elf on that path of incremental accoml1loqation that ends with an unintended ethical f.tiIure.
In Part Iv, Henry recapitulates hls points on leadership \q lists
of action statements pertaining to organlzational ftnd individual
leader hip. The lists are long to be ute, but th~ action-verb
format erve. the reader well as both a source of explicit guidance and a memory jogger ror the points previously discussed.
In whole,A General's Insights Into LeadershiP and Management is neitller ch-ecklist nor philosophy. Rather, it i a reouree to can, peru e, or review a circumstance sugge t. It
Is not a cook pook or a quJck fix. It I a vee ati!e tool witil t
unlgue and la ting value for those privilelled to lelld.
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NEWS BRIEFS

Language Converter Headed For
Bosnia
U.S. Forces in Bosnia will soon have a new tool called
FALCON to help them over the language barrier.
FALCON is the acronym for Forward Area Language Converter, a system consisting of a laptop computer and accompanying software that will enable a user with no foreign language training to translate foreign language documents.
Developed through the joint efforts of the Army Research
Lab (ARt), other military Services and fede.dl agencies, FALCON will permit U.S. force to translate and determine the
military significance of enemy documents.
Five prototypes of the FALCON system have been sent to
Bosnia for use by the Army's V Corps intelligence troops. Five
other will also be built with two remaining at ARt for further testing. Two will go to the Army Special Operations
Command and one will go to the 18th Airborne Corps.
"FALCON realJy has been the effort of a lot of different
people," said Barbara Broome, Chief of the Intelligent Systems
Branch of ARt's Information Sciences and Technology Directorate.
It began in 1994 through an Army Materiel Command Field
Assistance in Science and Technology (AMCFAST) initiative
that outlined the need for a portable, field-operated translator
to aid in the collection of intelligence, according to Dan
Smith, AMC-FAST Science Advisor. The first version of the
FALCON was used by the 18th Airborne Corps in Haiti and
could translate French and Spanish.

T700-GE700 Engine
Design of Experiments
Engine Test Cell Rework Acceptance Rate
Improves
In November 1992, the 1700 engine line was selected as a
candidate for quality/product improvements by the industrial Engineering Division at Corpus Christi Army Depot
(CCAD), Corpus Christi,TX, because of its high test cell rejection rate of 64.5 percent, a large cycle time and a high annual
internal rework cost.
At that time, a plan of action was developed to perform a
comprehensive analy is of the 1700 engines at CCAD.

Test Plan Developed
The overall objective of this project was to reduce the
ove.dlJ 1700 test cell rejection rate whicll reduces the annual
rework cost and overall cycle time. The method of approach
was to identify the causes of rejection and to develop a test
plan that minimizes the occurrence of these causes. To provide an initial focus, the 17QO-GE7oo was targeted for the improvements with the assumption that the flOdings may be applied to the other types of1700 engines. Note, this particular
engine has an overall rejection rate of 34.5 percent.
, Of all discrepancies during 170D-GE700 engine testing in
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1992,77 percent of the causes of rejection were due to low
engine performance: 52.7 percent for low intermediate rated
power (IRP), 16.2 percent high fuel flow (FF), and 8.1 percent
low maximum continuous power (MCP).
Further analysis indicated the intermediate rated power
was dIe key to correcting the engine power problems. In particular, statistical investigation revealed that high fuel flow and
low maximum continuous power were present only when
low intermediate rated power was encountered. Therefore,
based on these findings a 16-run fraction factorial de ign of
experiment (DOE) was developed to quantify and predict
17QO-GE700 engine performance measures before functional
testing.
On June 21, 1993, dIe "I70D-GE7oo engine testing was concluded and CCAD now has dIe capability of explaining at least
80 percent of dle V"driation encountered with intermediate
.dted power, fuel flow, and maximum continuous power.
Based on this new statistical evidence, three additional tests
were designed to validate and verify regression models mat
were developed for each performance response. As a result of
these additional tests, it was concluded that all rulta models for
mis engine were valid.

CCAD Breaks Performance Records
In particular, the first repeatability test results broke CCAD
record for engine performance with an intermediate rated
power rating of 209 (observed IRP - customer required IRP),
a maximum continuous power rating of 317 (observed MCPcustomer reqUired MCP), and a fuel flow of -12 pound per
hour (observed FF - customer required FF). Note, dlese frodings indicated that an increase in power can be obtained
while decreasing the fuel consumption for this engine.
As an outcome of this effort, a new manufacturing strategy
was developed that the Directorate of Engines Production
could apply to ensure that the occurrence of rejected engines
due to low horsepower and high fuel consumption would be
minimized during future functional testing.
Upon returning from long-term training in August 1994, the
former director of Engine Production,Jose Guzman, requested
evaluation of dIe implementation of dIe 1700GE700 DOE recommendations. As a result, another project wa initiated to
evaluate the application of DOE recommendations.
Implementation tudy findings revealed dIat seven out of
eight DOE tolerance recommendations were correctly implemented at me floor. One of dle DOE tolerance recommendations was used as a basis to initiate a permanent change in me
170o-GE700 Depot Maintenance Work Requlrenlent.

Improvements Sustained
Currently, engine test ceU summary statistics show that the
CCAD engine test cell rework acceptance rate has changed
from 33 percent to 90 percent since the implementation of
DOE recommendations. In addition, this improvement has
been sustained for more than three-years. As a result, a cost
avoidance was realized and an intangible savings in cycle time
reduction of 10 days has occurred annualJy.
The preceding article was written by Dr. john F Ayala,

Mantech Program Manager and a senior level industrial engineer at Corpus Christi Army Depot. He recently completed
his PhD. in engineering at Texas A&M University.
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ACQUISITION REFORM

From The
Acquisition
Reform Office..•
Army Contracting For Force XXI
A Functional Area Assessment (FAA) of the contracting
function was conducted in response to Army leadership
direction to rede igo the institutionalffDA Army to effectively and efficiently perform Title 10 functions necessary
to support a redesigned Army warfighting organizationForce XXI. Taskings to the Contracting FAA included the
validation of savings and FfE spaces identified for the 98-03
POM, examining the feasibility of allowing only one contracting office per installation and selection of best contracting organization option for Force XXI. The key tasking, selection of the best contracting organization to support Force XXI, resulted in the selection of an Army-wide
contracting organization ba ed upon a MACOM "centers
and atelLites" approach. With concurrence of the Army
Vice CWef of taff on Oct. 30, 1996, the Army moved out
with implemention of this approach. It requires all
MACOMs (except the U.S.Army Corps of Engineers and the
National Guard Bureau) to develop and identify their main
centers and satellites for consolidation of contracting
actions, and regionalize aLI negotiated contract actions
over $500,000 at one or more "centers." MACOMs have the
option of consolidating lesser value contracts as well. It is
anticipated that satellite installation will retain re ponsibility for simplified acquisitions, credit card purchases, customer interface and contract administration functions.
MACOM implementation plans for the center and satellites
approach should, at a minimum, identify the specific center(s) and satellites; the dollar threshold for the consolidation efforts; implementation milestone dates; proposed
MACOM organizational structure; and plans for establishing
MACqM-wide consolidated or master contracts, particularly
for maintenance contracts. Acquisition organizations
should also incorportate acquisition reform strategic planning as part of it implementation, identifying any regulatory obstacles that are hindering reorganization efforts.

Past Performance Information Management
System February 1997
In passing the FedemlAcquisition Streamlining Act (FASA),
signed into law (p.L. 103-355) by the President on Oct. 13,
1994, Congress acknowledged that it is both appropriate and
relevant for the a government official to consider an offeror's
past performance as an indicator of the likelihood that the offeror will perform uccessfuLly on the contmct the official
plans to award. The Office of Federal Procurement Policy'S
implementation of FASA significantly expanded the number
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of contracts for which past performance is collected and subsequently used during the source selection process.
To respond to this dlallenge, the Army is developing an internet protocol software system to assist in manllging this increased volume of past performlU1ce information. The Past Performance lnfoffilation Management System (pPIMS) will serve
as the central repository for the Army-wide collection and utilization of contractor past performlU1ce information. Only authorized per onnel will have access to the contractor past performance evaluations in the PPlMS database. TIle PPlMS uses a
user identification and password sy tern to authenticate users
and control access. The contra.ctor performance evaluations
contained in the PPIMS are con idered "Source Selection Information"and will be protected from disclosure to unauthorized
persons and protected to ensure data availability, integrity; and
confidentiality. The PP.IMS is for use by government per onne1
only. Upon request, a contractor may obtain a copy of all evaluations being retained on his organization.
Contmctor evaluations will be prepared on an interim
basis and at time of contmct completion on all contract over
$1 million. Upon completion of the evaluation, to include
any contractor rebuttalS, validation of the mting, and contracting officer approval, the data will be posted to the database
and available for use in the source selection process.The original hard copy with hand-written sigrtatures will be retained
by the cognizant contracting official in the local contract file.
Past performance dat;l will be retained for three years after
contract c1ose-<>ut to provide source election information to
support future award decisions.
The PPlMS will be available to begin data input in late
Spring 1997. Contracting office will be gmnted initial access to PPIMS incrementally through a 10-week period. For
additional information regarding the PPIMS, contact Thomas
Colangelo in the Procurement Initiatives Directorate, SARJ).PI,
at (703)681-7558.
Army StiU Charging Ahead. ..

First DOD Activity Converts Cardholder
Accounts To New Software And Im.plements
Certifying Officer Legislation
Being first is nothing new for the Army. The Army continues to be the single largest user of the International Mercham Purchase Authorization Card (IMPAC) in the federal
government, in numbers of sales, transactions and cardholders.
ow, the Army i leading the way in implementing
other approved recommendations of the DOD Acquisition
and Financial Management Purchase Card Integrated
Process Team, which presented results of its report to the
Under Secretary of Defen e (Comptroller) and the Deputy
Under Secretary of Defense (Acquisition Reform) in June
1996. The report made numerous recommendations to improve and streamline the current purchase card program
and several of tho e recommendations included maximizing
automation and treamlining the reconciliation, accounting
and bill paying processes.
In order to implement many of the changes, OSD sought
to have the current bank, through GSA, make changes to
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their IMPAC software platform. As an alternate, the bank offered to convert current DOD cardholder accounts from the
Rocky Mountain BankCard System (RMBCS) lMPAC data
platform to a new corporate payment system (CPS) data
platform. The new software platform, CPS, is operated by
RMBCS's parent, First Bank System, and is used by their
commercial customers. The CPS is more flexible and will
allow for better/easier cardholder maintenance and report
generation for the local Agency Program Coordinators
(APCs). The new software will also allow carryovers of unpaid balances at the cardholder level and will allow the bill
to be invoiced to the approving official-both initiatives
identifled as necessary to streamline the reconciliation and
bill paying process. Most cardholder information will be automatically "rolled over" or transferred to the new platform
but some maintenance on cardholder accounts may have to
be a.ccomplished. New cards will be issued, however, the issuance will be conducted in a way that a valid card will always be available to existing cardholders. The bank will
train and qualify all agency program coordinators on the use
of the automated tools of the software (FirstLink and
FirstView).
Concurrent with the software conversion, the bank will invoice to and the Army will certify for payment by the approving official. The certification for payment will implement recent Certifying Officer Legislation as detailed in the Under
Secretary of Defense (Comptroller) memorandum of Oct. 17,
1996, subject; Purchase Card Reengineering Implementation
Memorandum #1: Certifying Officer Guidance. Approving officials will now be authorized to "certify for payment" cardholder monthly statements of accounts. This will allow DFAS
to disburse payments without additional reconciliation and
certification responsibilities.
Finally, and concurrent with the above conversion, the
Army will implement the Military District of Washington's
"Checkbook System" as its automated cardholder reconciliation program. This progrdlll will replace the current manual
log-keeping requirement placed on the cardholders and assign a single line of accounting for each card. Two electronic
inter£'lCes are being developed for the progrdlll; the Defense
Finance and Accounting Service CDFAS) is creating an electronic interface between the cardholder reconcil.iation software and the supporting accounting ystem, and the Defense
Manpower Data Center is developing an interface between
the reconciliation system and the bank. While the reconciliation programs are available now, the interfaces should be developed and available within the year.
In addition to increasing the savings with the card's use
and making the process more responsive to the cardholders,
these three initiatives will result in collateral savings from a
reduction in the workload performed by DFAS. As the Army
initiates bulk funding, uses a single Line of accounting for
each card, and assumes certification authority, OSD has
promised a significant reduction in DFAS charges.
, The Army piloted the new software conversion at four of
their installations during February 1997, and will transfer all
cardholder accounts (40,000+) by the end oflune 1997.
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Installations Benefit From
Javits-Wagner-O'Day Act Stores
The lavirs-Wagner-Q'Day awOD) Program is a mandatory
source program enacted under Public Law 92-28 and implemented at FAR PART 8. Under the Program, the federal government obtains supplies and services from nonprOfit agencies employing persons who are legally blind or have other
severe disabilities. The central nonprofit agencies are National Industries for the Blind (NIB) and National Industries
for the Severely Handicapped. They, in turn, authorize buys
directly from their participating agencies (i.e. Lions Clubs Industries, Lighthouse for the Blind).
A wide range of products are made by t11ese agendes, such
as sewn products and writing instnunents, and are marketed
under the Skilcraft trade name. Services t11at are available
from these agencies include the operation of Self Service
Supply Centers (SSSCs) and food service at installations.
In the wake of wholesale closures of SSSCs at Army installations, customers for the supplies previously available from
SSSCS, had to shop downtown or order and wait foc delivery
of supplies from the General Services Administration. In
order to respond to the supply problems caused by the SSSC
closure at Foct Bragg, the Commander entered into an agreement with Lions Clubs Industries, to operate a store on the
installation. It stocks a mix of items from GSA sources, NIDproduced items, and commercially supplied products. Examples of stocked items include office supplies calendars, batteries, cleaning supplies, locks, tools. Items not stocked,
would be obtained rapidly. Payment is made by the government IMPAC card. The success of t11at mutually beneficial
arrangement has been followed with agreements between
NIB agencies and Forts Campbell, Drum, Stewart, McClellan
and several others are currently being negotiated. Benefits
reported by Installation Directors of Logistics and Contracting include the following:
Immediate fulfillment of supply needs; Reduced paperwork; Large selection of authorized items; Opportunity to
view items purchased; Support for contingency operations
within hours of notification; Savings on the cost of items; liberal return policy; Government manpower not used; ELiminates travel to town to obtain supplie ; Recycles items, i.e.
toner cartridges; and Fulfills requirements of the ]WaD Program.

What A Difference A SPEC Makes
Use of a performance specification and reliance on commercial products to satisfy its requirement for the M22 Binocular,
the U.S.ArmyTank-automotive and Armaments Command-Armament and Chem.ical Acquisition and Logistics Activity
(TACOM-ACALA) will avoid costs of more than a half mill.ion
dollars over the life of the contract. The application of acquisition refucm priodples to this procurement allowed the IPT to
make common sense decisions to streamline requirements,
adopt commercial packaging and quaJJry assurance methods
and implement an effective Best Value competition wh.ich considered bid samples, limited technical proposals, past performance and price. BOTTOM LINE: Reduced unit cost and reduced administration/production lead time.

For additional information on this article, contact LTC L.
Hooks on (03)681-9479 or e-mail: hooksl@sarda.
army. mil.
Army RD&A
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LETTERS

ders. i.e., customers of our products. Leavenworth gives a
common experience between the PM and the receiver that
just wouldn't happen atAMSC.
With some PM offices staffed up to five percent government (military and government civilian) and 95 percent contractor support, the operational bridge and credibility has to
come from the uniformed officers' experience, particularly
for combat systems. That experience cannot help but be further developed by attending CGSC.
LTCJobl' Burke
MC
bllrkejd@bqda.army.mil

Sir:
I am writing in response to COL Rosner' comment on
page 50 in the January-February 1997 issue of Army RD&A
regarding sendingAAC officers to the Army Management Staff
College vice Command and General Staff College (CGSC).
I have found that the CG C experience gained from 10
months with fellow Army officers studying tactics, combat
support, intelligence, corps and division offense and defense,
plu many other Army subjects, as well as the general give
and take of the tudy groups, could not bave been more valuable over the past severai years. If the premise of haVing a
uniformed acquisition corps is to bring the experience and
knowledge of operational assignments to bear on program
management, procurement, R&D, and contracting, then
clearly the advantage is with CGSc. Additionally, the CGSC
curriculum offers several electives that could support AAC
enhanced training, such as Total Quality Management, Emerging Technologies, Organizational Behavior, and Automation.
Finally, the Prairie Warrior exercise at the end of the course is
valuable to see the various battlefield operating systems and
1000 students from the Army, Navy, USAF, USMC and allies
working together on one common project integrating nearly
a year's worth of study.
Fortunately, I was given the chance for an operational assignment to Korea from 1991-93 as a functional area 53B.
Many MC majors and lieutenant colonels left the field Army
as captains and except for the CGSC assignment haven't had
a chance to use a grease pencil and do intelligence preparation of the battlefield for 10 or more years.A fair percentage
of the fellow CG C students will be future battalion cornman-

,

PERSONNEL
Echols Joins
The Acquisition Career Management
Office
The Acquisition Career Management Office (ACMO) welcomes Tony EdlOls to our staff. He is the ACMO Proponent
for logistics, quality assurance, and manufacturing and production. Echols will also serve as the interface between the
Acquisition Career Management Advocates and Acquisition
Workforce Support Specialists in the field and the Deputy Director for Acquisition Career Management. Echols's most recent assignment was with the Program Executive Office, Armored System Modernization (ASM) where he was a senior
logistics officer responsible for Integrated Logistics Support
across the ASM fleet.
Echols has a B.S. degree in mathematics and an M.B.A. degree from tbe Florida Institute of Technology. In addition to
his assignment in the ACMO, Echols serves as Combined Arm
ervice Staff School Staff Leader in the U..Arnty Reserves.

NEW PHONE NUMBERS
FOR ARMY RD&A MAGAZINE
. The. Army RD&A magazine editorial office has changed its phone numbers. Effective
Immediately, our new phone numbers are:
Harvey Bleicher, Editor-in-Chief
Melody Barrett, Managing Editor
Debbie Fischer, Assistant Editor

(703)805-1035
(703)805-1036
(703)805-1038

The DSN prefix, 655, remains the same, as does our fax number, (703)805-4218
or DSN 655-4218.
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ARMY RD&A WRITER'S GUIDELINES
About Army RD&A
Army RD&A is a bimonthly professional development magazine published by the Office of the Assistant
Secretary of the Army (Research. Development and Acquisition). The address for the Editorial Office is:
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY, ARMY RDA, 9900 BELVOIR RD SUITE 101, FT BELVOIR VA 22060-5567.
Phone numbers are: Commercial (703)805-1035/1036/1038 or DSN 655-1035/1036/1038. Datafax: (703)8054218 or DSN 655 4218. E-mail addresses for the editorial staff are as follows:
Harvey L. Bleicher. Editor-in-Chief
Melody R. Barrett. Managing Editor
Debbie L. Fischer. Assistant Editor

bleicheh@aim.belvoir.army.mil
barrettm@aim.belvoir.army.mil
fischerd@aim.belvoir.army.mil

Purpose
To instruct members of the RD&A community relative to RD&A processes, procedures, techniques and
management philosophy and to disseminate other information pertinent to the professional development of the
RD&A community.

Subject Matter
SUbjects of articles may include, but are not restricted to, policy guidance, program accomplishments, stateof-the-art technology/systems developments. career development information. and management
philosophyltechniques. Acronyms should be kept to a minimum and. when used, be defined on first reference.
Articles with footnotes are not accepted.

Length of Articles
Articles should be approximately 1,500 t 0 1,600 words in length. This equates to approximately 8 doublespaced typed pages, using a 2Q-line page.

Photos and Illustrations
Include any photographs or illustrations which complement the article. Black and white is preferred, but
color is acceptable. Graphics may be submitted in paper format, or on a 3 112-inch disk in powerpoint, but
must be black and white only. with no shading, screens or tints. We cannot promise to use all photos or
illustrations. and they are normally not retumed unless requested.

Biographical Sketch
Include a short biographical sketch of the author/so This should include the author's educational background and current position.

Clearance
All articles must be cleared by the author's security/OPSEC office and public affairs office prior to submission. The cover letter accompanying the article must state that these clearances have been obtained and that
the article has command approval for open publication.

Submission Dates
Issue
January-February
March-April
May-June
JUly-August
September-October
November-December

Author's Deadline
15 October
15 December
15 February
15 April
15 June
15 August

Authors should include their address and office phone number (DSN and commercial) with all submissions.
as well as a typed. self-adhesive label containing their correct mailing address. In addition to providing a
printed copy. authors should submit articles on a 3 112-inch disk in MS Word. or ASCII format. Articles may also
be sent via e-mail to: bleicheh@aim.belvoir.army.mil
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